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CAPITAL FORMATION

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9, 1976

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
1202, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey, Percy, and Fannin; and Representative
Brown of Ohio.

Also present: Courtenay M. Slater, William R. Buechner, William
A. Cox, Lucy A. Falcone, Robert D. Hamrin, L. Douglas Lee, and
Louis Krauthoff, professional staff members; Michael J. Runde, ad-
ministrative assistant; and Charles H. Bradford and M. Catherine
Miller, minority professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY

Chairman HUMPHREY. I call to order the meeting of the Joint
Economic Committee.

Unfortunately, today will be one of those times in which there
are a number of rollcalls and will most likely take place down in
the Senate. I'm not really sure of just what we're doing there, but
we're running back and forth. We're whipping ourselves, I think,
for the Olympics. We will ask your indulgence if we have to leave
from time to time.

I called this hearing as chairman of this committee because of
the deep interest members of the Joint Economic Committee and
people in all walks of life have in the subject of capital formation.
I believe it is necessary at this time to reassess the outlook for capital
formation in the American economy.

We all understand the tremendous capital needs of industry, particu-
larly in areas such as utilities, agricultural production, and manufactur-
ing. Much has been said in the past few years about the needs of
various industries to expand capacity and their consequent need for
financial capital.

It is also widely agreed that the Nation needs faster capital forma-
tion to enhance productivity, and to sustain the economy on its up-
ward course. As long as the economy was in a deep recession, how-
ever, we could not expect business leaders to commit themselves
to many large or new investment projects. But now the economy
is recovering somewhat-and I hope steadily, with business profits
leading the way-profits excluding inventory gains rose about 25 per-
cent last year and are expected to increase again by at least that
much more in 1976.

(I)
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Profits retained by corporations for reinvestment have grown even
faster. This is all to the good. Credit markets have returned to
reasonably good health, so that investors now can raise money on
more favorable terms. But investment spending is not bouncing back
and this is the cause of major concern. It is estimated by the Depart-
ment of Commerce that this year's business outlays for plant and
equipment will be only 8 percent higher in money terms than in
1974.

Now, if you translate that into real terms-that is, what the money
buys, after allowing for price increases-this means that outlays for
plant and equipment are 8 to 10 percent lower than 2 to 3 years
ago.

The latest surveys of future investment intentions indicate that busi-
ness investment will remain very flat in real terms in the next year.
If this is true, we cannot expect it to help much in sustaining the
economy's growth. At today's hearing we hope to shed some light
on the weakness in business investment.

The potential for capacity shortages in various sectors of the econo-
my remains even though the overall utilization of plant capacity is
still below what we would call a reasonable limit.

The significance of flat investment spending projections for the fu-
ture strength of our economy needs to be examined, and future of
interest rates and the availability of credit and the adequacy of cor-
porate resources for investment. So with these and other questions
in mind, let us ask the witnesses from the business community to
come forward: Mr. Frederick Jaicks, chairman of Inland Steel, if you
please, sir. We welcome you. And Mr. James O'Connor, senior vice
president of Commonwealth Edison Corp., and Mr. Leif Olsen, senior
vice president of Citibank.

This is our first panel and we will have a second panel following
yours. My colleague, Senator Percy, also has a statement that he
would like to enter at this time.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PERCY

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I certainly
commend you for calling these hearings. I don't know of any problem
that is more pressing and more urgent to American business and
financial institutions than providing the necessary capital for American
business. Our ability to solve this problem will really determine
whether or not this economy is going to continue to move upwards,
whether we're going to provide employment for those unemployed,
whether we're going to absorb all of the new jobseekers. And we
have a series of conflicting proposals presented to us, almost as con-
flicting as the antitrust legislation on the floor of the Senate that
will probably pull us out several times this morning.

I'm very pleased, indeed, that half of our witnesses this morning
are from the heartland of America and the State of Illinois. Fred
Jaicks is one of our most respected industrialists in America and,
headquartering in Chicago, James O'Connor, excutive vice president
of Commonwealth Edison-we certainly welcome you. To have the
academic input, we certainly couldn't be more pleased in our next
panel to have Robert Eisner, professor of economics of Northwestern
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University. And Leif Olsen has long been adviser and counsel to
many of us in the Congress. He has been generous with his advice,
counsel, and help. We haven't always agreed, but his input has been
stimulating to all of us.

In my own judgment, some of the proposals that have been made
to reform our tax system and to alleviate existing and future employ-
ment needs, would have to be looked upon as somewhat shortsighted
and almost counterproductive in the long run. They could reignite
inflationary pressures and rob the private sector of the resources it
needs to provide an adequate number of well paying jobs in the
future.

I'm convinced that the only means to assure a healthy economy,
full employment, and acceptable standard of living for all American
workers and their families in future years is to increase our level
of capital investment today. To meet these goals by 1980, the Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Department of Commerce, estimates that we
must increase the proportion of our GNP devoted to fixed business
investment to 12.4 percent annually during the intervening 5 years.
Such investment has averaged 10.1 percent during the past 5 years,
an actual reduction from the preceding 5 years.

In dollar figures, Secretary of the Treasury Simon has estimated
that meeting these goals will require more than $4 trillion in savings
and investment over the next decade. I'm afraid that discussions of
this type and figures of this magnitude almost give rise to expressions
such as "the pointy heads in Washington." But examined in its con-
stituent parts, the need is real and very well substantiated.

To achieve full employment during the next 10 years, we'll need
at least 19 million new jobs. However, a large percentage of invest-
ment during this period-it was 62 percent during the decade of
the 1960's-must be devoted solely to replacing and modernizing exist-
ing equipment. Also a significant portion of investment must be
devoted to pollution control equipment, safer working conditions, and
other expenditures necessary to maintain and improve the quality
of our lives.

We will need significant investment over and above such nonproduc-
tive investment, if we can call it that, which is mandated by law.
They are not going to create new jobs. They are improving the quality
of working conditions and improving the quality of life. So we must
have additional investment compared with what we did before.

We're going to need significant investment over and above such
so-called nonproductive investment if we're to provide 19 million new
jobs, enable the payment of higher wages, maintain our standard of
living. Adequate investment is the key to obtaining a level of produc-
tivity necessary to meet these goals.

Unfortunately, in some respects, we appear to be on the opposite
course. Rather than draw any conclusions, I'd rather leave the conclu-
sions to our witnesses, though we'll not restrain from venturing our
own opinions occasionally during the course of questioning.

Our rate of capital formation is demonstrably insufficient, in my
judgment. I believe the situation is critical and that's why I commend
Senator Humphrey for calling these hearings and we express our ap-
preciation. I know Senator Fannin will have his own comments, but
we both appreciate our witnesses appearing before us today.
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Like other Senators, I'll have to be back and forth on other
hearings, but we'll be back and forth enough, we hope, to always
have minority and majority represented at these hearings this morning.
Thank you.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Senator Percy, thank you.
Senator Fannin, if you please.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR FANNIN

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I join my colleague
from Illinois in commending the Chairman for calling these hearings.
I don't know of any hearings as important as these hearings that
will be held at any time during this session of Congress. Capital
investment is the key element of providing jobs and we're all vitally
concerned about that. Regardless of the economic system employed
by society, the building and employment of citizens in constructive
jobs and improving the well-being of all of its people is directly
related to its savings and investment policies.

Capitalist, Socialist, and Communist societies share this economic
reality. Let us look at the hard economic reality facing our Nation.
The United States lags behind most industrial societies in both capital
investment and productivity growth. The average annual weight of
real economic growth during the decade of the 1960's for thc 20
OECD nations range from a high of I . I percent for Japan to a
median of about 5 percent for Australia-the Netherlands and Nor-
way-to a low of 2.8 percent for the United Kingdom. The United
States, during this time, experienced an average growth rate of only
4 percent a year- 17th among the 20 nations. Now, that certainly
isn't something to be proud about.

Capital investment is the key element influencing economic growth.
The United States retains a position of economic leadership because
it has enjoyed an adequate combination of several economic variables,
along with political stability and improving social mobility. However,
a quick examination of the relative rate of capital investment in this
country during the 1960's will illustrate that our present economic
position is in jeopardy. the gap has increased between the U.S. level
of investment measured as a share of national output and the commit-
ment of other leading industrial nations.

Treasury Department figures indicate that total U.S. fixed invest-
ment as a share of national output during the period of 1960 through
1973 was 171/2 percent, which ranks the United States last among
a group of II major industrial nations. Our investment rate is 7.2
percentage points below the average commitment of the entire group.

We are very pleased to have gentlemen here that are very much
involved in the energy program of our Nation. The United States
lags behind other industrial nations in investment in these particular
facilities. Energy development has suffered and there are many in-
stances-I am very pleased that we will have these very prominent
leaders in the industry that are testifying before us today. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Senator Fannin. Gent-
lemen, I have a press release from Senator Edward M. Kennedy that
I want to place in the record at this time. It also carries with it
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the study of the Library of Congress on the question of appropriate
incentives for capital formation.

I mention this to you publicly because you may want to get a
copy of the Library of Congress study and I would really appreciate
from all of our witnesses today a critical analysis of that study. I
always have a high regard for the Library of Congress, but I also
think sometimes that there needs to be an analytical study made
of what they recommend.

And maybe our staff can see to it that each witness will get a
copy of the study that was made for Senator Kennedy. Second, I
would incorporate in the record at this point a Washington Post
article of June 8, 1976, entitled, "Business Investment Plans Improve
With Less-Than Expected Strength." I defer to this summary from
the Department of Commerce, but I think it would be well to have
the full text of the article by Mr. David Wallace of the Associated
Press printed in the record.

[The material referred to follows:]

SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY REI EASES LIBRARY OF CONGRESS STUDY ON TAX
INCENTIVES FOR INVESTMENT

JUNE 8, 1976.
One of the major issues that Congress will face in the forthcoming debate on tax

reduction and tax reform is the question of the appropriate incentives for capital
formation.

Recently, I asked the Library of Congress to analyze this complex question and
to compare the effects of several different types of widely discussed capital incentives.
I received the report of the Library of Congress yesterday, and I am pleased to
make it available to the Senate.

The report analyzed five proposals, using the Data Resources Inc. (DRI) model
of the economy. The report ranked the proposals in the following order in terms
of their effectiveness and efficiency in stimulating new investment:

1. Replace the current investment credit with an incremental investment credit,
available only for increased investment over a base period level.

2. Adopt an across-the-board increase in the current investment credit, with an
additional credit for incremental investment, with both credits made immediately
refundable and accompanied by repeal of the present ADR system. (Earlier this year
I suggested this proposal for consideration as part of the current tax reform debate.)

3. Adopt an across-the-board increase in the investment credit.
4. Adopt a more generous ADR (Asset Depreciation Range) system, allowing shorter

useful lives of property and hence increased depreciation deductions.
5. Reduce the current 48% corporate tax rate.
For purposes of the comparison, the Library of Congress analyzed the proposals

over the five years 1977-1981, and chose levels for each alternative that produced
the same overall revenue loss to the Treasury for the period-$I I Billion. In other
words, the study asked the question, how much new investment will be produced
over the next five years if a Federal tax subsidy of $11 billion is provided under
each alternative?

The comparison shows that the proposals differ widely in their efficiency in stimulat-
ing new investment, as the following summary, prepared from the Library of Congress
tables, indicates:
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Increased
Increased investment

investment, per dollar
1977-81 of revenue
(billions) loss

1. Replace the current 7-percent credit with an 18-percent
incremental credit................................................................... $25.8 52.30

2. Increase the current credit to 10 percent, add a 5-percent
incremental credit, make the credit refundable, and repeal
ADR .................................... 13.4 1.20

3. Increase the current credit to 10 percent I ................................ 5.5 .49
4. Expand ADR to shorten the average useful life from the current

11.1 years to 8.9 years .................. ................... 3.9 .35
5. Reduce the corporate tax rate from 48 percent to 46 percent 2 .4 .04

1 The repoet used a credit of 9.67 percent to reach the same revenue loss as in the other alternatives.
'The repoet used a rate of 45.47 percent to reach the same revenue loss as in the other altematives.

These figures demonstrate the dramatic differences in efficiency that exist among
the various proposals now being considered as incentives for capital formation. A
"pure" incremental investment credit would be extremely efficient, with each dollar
of Federal tax expenditure generating $2.30 in new investment.

By contrast, a cut in the corporate tax rate would be grossly inefficient, producing
only 4 cents in new investment for each tax dollar lost to the Treasury.

Even the current investment credit is clearly inefficient, producing only 49 cents
in new investment for each dollar lost to the Treasury-or less than one quarter
as efficient as the incremental credit.

The incremental credit is of special benefit to new businesses and growing businesses.
In addition, by making the credit refundable immediately, the incentive will be available
to new and growing businesses, especially small businesses, when it can do the most
good-in their early years of growth, when initial losses and other expenses may result
in little or no tax liability to be offset by the credit. The refundable feature means
that such businesses will be eligible for the credit immediately, without having to
wait for future profits before they qualify for the tax incentive.

By contrast, as the "control" columns in the Library of Congress tables indicate,
the less efficient incentives are largely windfalls to businesses for investments that
would be made anyway. Thus, for each dollar of Federal subsidy through the present
"flat rate" investment credit, the nation receives 49 cents for new investment; the
other 51 cents is wasted as a "windfall" element that produces no additional investment.

Perhaps, if there were no other reasonable alternatives for the stimulation of new
investment, it would be worthwhile for the Federal Treasury to spend $1.00 to get
49 cents in new investment. But we face no such choice. Each of the two incremental
credit alternatives in the report has a superior efficiency to the present flat rate credit.
In fact, both alternatives produce even more than a dollar of new investment from
each dollar of revenue loss, and the "pure" incremental credit actually produces over
$2 in new investment per dollar of subsidy.

The new Library of Congress report is especially valuable, because it is one of
the first quantitative econometric studies of the relative efficiency of various tax incen-
tives for capital formation.

Too often in the past, Congress has adopted tax incentives with little or no sound
economic analysis. Now, with the help of the Library of Congress, the Congressional
Budget Office, and the Senate and House Budget Committees, Congress is beginning
to answer questions that should have been asked long ago. In this way, we can reassess
existing tax expenditures and analyze new proposals, before committing Congress to
wasteful Federal subsidies through the tax system.

As the current study indicates, there are obvious ways to use the tax system to
stimulate business investment and encourage capital formation. But the method we
have chosen so far-the "straight" investment credit-is now revealed as one of the
least effective methods available.

If we are genuinely concerned about achieving maximum efficiency from the use
of scarce Federal funds, it is clear that the incremental investment credit us far superior
as a tax incentive for growth and increased investment.

I intend to offer a floor amendment to the forthcoming tax reform bill to improve
the efficiency of the current investment credit, and I hope that the Senate will debate
and adopt a capital incentive that produces substantially more value for the taxpayer's
dollar than the nation is now receiving.

Attachment.
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COMPARATIVE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT TAX INCENTIVES

(By Robert Tannenwald, economic analyst, and Warren E. Farb, specialist in
macroeconomics, economics division, Congressional Research Service, Library of

Congress)

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past several years. a number of economists and businessmen have been
warning the country of an iminent "capital shortage". They fear that the nation's
capital stock will be insufficient to meet the demands likely to be placed on it during
the next several decades. In order to reduce this projected shortfall, they have suggested
various tax proposals designed to stimulate investment.

Those concerned about a possible capital shortage have expressed an interest in
comparing alternative investment tax incentives in terms of which stimulates the most
additional investment per dollar of revenue loss. This study makes such a comparison
for 5 specific proposals of equal revenue cost: (I) a reduction in the corporation
income surtax by 2.53 percentage points; (2) a shortening of the average useful tax
life of business machinery and equipment from 11.1 to 8.9 years; (3) an increase
in the investment tax credit from 7 percent (4 percent for utilities) to 9.67 percent
for all taxpayers (including' utilities); (4) a refundable incremental tax credit (i.e.,
one that applies only to investment greater than that undertaken during a designated
base period) of 18 percent; and (5) Senator Edward Kennedy's investment tax credit
proposal [a combination of proposals (3) and (4), coupled with a repeal of the Asset
Depreciation Range System].

After a discussion of what these proposals specifically entail, the study draws on
economic theory to formulate hypotheses concerning which tax proposal should have
the greatest economic impact per dollar of revenue cost. In addition, the impact of
each proposal is analyzed using the Data Resources, Inc. long-term quarterly model
of the economy.

11. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSALS AND RELEVANT PORTIONS OF CURRENT LAW

(I) Reduction in corporation income surtax rate.-Under current law, the surtax rate
is 26 percent. This proposal would lower it to 23.47 percent.

(2) Shortening of average useful tax life.-Useful tax lives currently are determined
under the Asset Depreciation Range System (ADR). Promulgated in 1971, ADR allows
taxpayers to vary industry-wide class lives of machinery and equipment assigned by
the Department of the Treasury up to 20 percent in either direction. (In effect, there-
fore, it gives taxpayers the opportunity to shorten the useful tax lives of such assets
from pre-1971 levels by up to 20 percent). ADR also repealed the Reserve Ratio
test, a device which required firms to equate roughly their useful tax lives with their
actual asset retirement experience.

Currently, the average useful tax life of business machinery and equipment is esti-
mated to be to be 11.1 years.2 Proposal (2) would change the flexibility of useful
tax lives under ADR so that, for 1977 and later years, this estimate would be 8.9
years. In other respects ADR would remain unchanged. The corporate income surtax
rate would remain at 26 percent. The investment tax credit would revert to its pre-1975
level, as provided for under current law.

(3) Increase in the standard investment tax credit.-As explained in footnote I, page
1, The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 provides for an investment tax credit of 10 percent
for all taxpayers (including public utilities).3 The credit applies only to non-residential
machinery and equipment; it does not apply to structures. On January 1, 1977, the
tax credit is scheduled to revert to its pre-1975 level of 7 percent (4 percent for
utilities).

Proposal (3) would provide that beginning on January 1, 1977, the investment tax
credit would become 9.67 percent for all taxpayers (including utilities). The corporation
income surtax rate would remain at 26 percent. The average useful tax life of business
machinery and equipment would remain at 11.1 years. The ADR system would remain
intact.

(4) Incremental credit.-Under this proposal, beginning on January 1, 1977, the
investment tax credit in its current form would be repealed. In its place would be
established a refundable investment tax credit applicable only to investment in non-

'Currently the investment tax credit is generally 10 percent for all taxpayers (including utilities).
According to the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, the credit is scheduled to revert to 7 percent (4 per-
cent for utilities) on January 1, 1977.

'This is the figure used by Data Resources, Inc. in its long-term quarterly model.
I Firms which establish employee stock ownership plans are eligible for a bonus credit of I percent.
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residential machinery and equipment in excess of the average annual level of such
investment during the 3 previous years. If a firm's investment in non-residential machin-

ery and equipment were to equal $500 million in 1977, while its average annual
investment in such assets during 1974-1976 were $400 million, it would be entitled
to an 18 percent investment tax credit on $100 million ($500 million-$400 million).
The average useful tax life of business machinery and equipment would remain at
11.1 years. The ADR system would remain intact. The corporation income surtax
would remain at 26 percent.

(5) The Kennedy proposal.-Senator Edward Kennedy has proposed that beginning
in 1977 the investment tax credit be retained at 10 percent for all taxpayers (including
utilities). Moreover, according to his proposal, beginning in 1977 an additional 5 percent
credit would be allowed for investment in machinery and equipment in excess of
the average annual level of such investment during the 3 previous years. If a firm's
investment in business machinery and equipment were $500 million in 1977, while
its average annual investment in such assets during 1974 through 1976 were $400
million, it would be entitled to a 15 percent investment tax credit on $100 million
and a 10 percent investment tax credit on $400 million.

Starting in 1978, both the regular and incremental tax credits would become refunda-
ble, i.e., independent of the tax liability of the taxpayer.

In 1977, in addition to extending the 10 percent investment credit and introducing
a 15 percent incremental credit, Senator Kennedy would repeal that element of the
Asset Depreciation System which permits a 20 percent deviation from guideline lives.
He would restore the use of guideline lives as they existed prior to 1971 and the
authority of the Department of the Treasury to insure that guideline lives correspond
to actual business experience.

The changes in the economy that would occur were each of these proposals put
into effect were compared with changes that would occur were current tax law to
remain in effect through 1981.

The 5 alternatives outlined above, as stated above, are equal in revenue cost. More
specifically, they are equal in the amount of revenue each would lose from 1977
through 1980. However, in estimating the revenue loss of each proposal, the fact
that a dollar of revenue loss in 1980 is worth less than a dollar of revenue loss
in 1977 was taken into account.

As illustration of how this compensation was effected, consider this example. The
following are the projected revenue losses from the reduction in the average useful
tax life of business machinery and equipment from 11.1 to 8.9 years, as provided
for in proposal (3) described above: (in billions of dollars. Source: estimates made
by the Congressional Research Service)

1977 ................................................................. 1.78
1978 ................................................................ 3.09
1979 ................................................................ 4.00
1980 ................................................................ 4.36

To reflect the fact that a dollar of revenue loss in the future is worth less than
a dollar of revenue loss in the present, each annual figure was discounted in proportion
to how far into the future it would occur.4

In this study, based on a recommendation of the Joint Committee On Internal
Revenue Taxation, a discount rate of 10 percent is used. The present value of the
projected revenue losses over the next four years from reducing the average useful
tax lives of business machinery equipment is from 11.1 to 18.9 years is approximately
$11.2 billion.

'The discount formula employed was:

PV = AO + A + A + A3 +____
(I + i) (I + i) 2 (I + i)3 (I + i)"

Where:
PVequals the discounted value of the revenue loss over the 4-year period, or its "present

value."
AI equals the loss in the first year
A I equals the loss in the second year
A2 equals loss in the third year, and so forth

"i" in this formula is known as the "discount rate."
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This amount is equal to the present values of the projected revenue losses over
the next 4 years from the other proposals whose economic effects are analyzed in
this report. In this manner, the estimated revenue costs of these alternatives are equal.

Il1. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

There are 3 major ways in which these 5 tax incentives could stimulate private
investment:

(I ) By increasing the immediate cash flow of businesses in general; (2) By redistribut-
ing income towards firms with a relatively high propensity to invest; (3) By decreasing
the cost of capital and therefore increasing the after-tax return on investment.

By definition, the cash flow effects of the proposals are identical. This theoretical
discussion, therefore, concentrates on factors (2) and (3).

According to neoclassical theory, firms employ their funds in the most profitable
uses available. They will pursue projects, therefore, whose rates of return exceeds
the interest rate, the return on loans. They will eschew projects whose rates of return
are below the interest rate.

The reduction in the corporate income surtax rate, the increase in the conventional
investment tax credit, and the reduction in average useful tax life will increase the
net return on all investment projects by a uniform percentage. Some projects previously
less profitable than loans will become more profitable. Investment will therefore in-
crease.

An incremental credit, by contrast, affects after-tax rates of return only on levels
of investment above the pre-credit equilibrium-the investment "base". Consequently,
only those investment projects above and beyond those that form the "investment
base" receive the benefit of an increased rate of return. However, the rate of return
on each of these projects is less than the interest rate. The incremental credit, therefore,
will lift some of them into the realm of profitability-it will increase their rates of
return above the interest rate. Consequently, the incremental credit also will augment
investment.

The Kennedy proposal would increase the net rates 5 of return on all investment.
However, because it entails a larger credit for incremental investment than for "base"
investment, it would enhance the rate of return on the former more than the rate
of return on the latter. Again, some incremental investment projects formerly less
profitable than loans will become more profitable. As a result, investment will be
induced bythe tax incentive.

All 5 proposals, therefore, theoritically would stimulate investment. The central
question addressed in this study is which would result in the greatest stimulus per
dollar of revenue loss.

The tax savings resulting from a reduction in the corporation income surtax rate
are a function of corporate profits, not corporate investment. A profitable firm which
substitutes labor for capital enjoys just as much tax savings from a surtax rate deduction
as one which substututes capital for labor. A profitable high growth firm enjoys just
as much benefit as a profitable low growth one. A profitable firm with a high dividend
pay-out ratio enjoys just as much tax savings as a profitable firm with a low pay-
out ratio, even though dividends might be consumed rather than reinvested. The tax
savings from the other 4 measures, however, are much more closely tied to investment
levels. In other words, they redistribute income more directly to firms with a relatively
high marginal propensity to invest.

Similarly, a refundable incremental investment tax credit should result in a greater
increase in investment per dollar of revenue loss than would either a shortening of
useful tax lives or a uniform investment tax credit. Neoclassical economic theory states
that all base investment is expected to be profitable with or without tax incentives.
Allowing tax reductions for this investment, therefore, merely provides a windfall gain
for successful investors. This gain is exactly what a standard investment tax credit
and a reduction in useful tax lives provide. An incremental credit concentrates all
of its incentive where it can increase investment at the margin. It does not "use
up" revenue losses on non-incremental investment. Therefore, for a given revenue
cost it can effect a greater reduction in the cost of financing incremental investment.

Moreover, to the extent that it does provide some windfalls, it provides them only
to firms, both profitable and non-profitable (including officially designated non-profit
organizations), likely to expand investment, not merely to all profitable firms that
engage in any form of investment.

Theoretically, it is more difficult to rank a standard investment tax credit and a
shortening of useful tax lives in terms of cost effectiveness. Both are targeted on

'It would do so under the assumption that the stimulative effect of the credits outweights the

depressing effect of the lengthening of useful tax lives.
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both incremental and non-incremental in estment. The difference io imipact of a dollar's
worth of each type or incenti e is a function of their relatixe effect onl the cost
of capital. A priori, it is impossible to predict shich effect is greater.

To summiarize. from the above ano k sis. one s\ould predicit the fol los \inL raniikinuc
of the 5 altern tise in\estnient tax i ncenlti\es il terms of their mi pact on inmest incit
per dollar of tax re -entie loss: ( I I In mrenental in\estrnent tax credit: 2 I he Kenined\
proposal; (3 I (Staildard insestoilCllt ta\ Cred it). (Red uction iii use li ta\ ikes): (4)
Reduction its corporation surtax exemption.

hmplicit il the allah sis N\hieig\e rise to this s potihesized rank ing are t\\o asstimlip-
tions: ( I I that the tax sa\in Cs arisine- froni each incentive are not Shifted to tlie
consumer or to labor. and ( 2 that the econom\ is operat ing at less thIim ftill .implo\-
ment. If either assunimption is ahandoned. the possihbilit\ that none of tile 5 alternati\ es
Woultl sienifiCantl\ increase the hlo)\\ of in\estnient mtiust he consitlered.

If the tax be nefits from the alternatises are to be shifted. then the\ s \\otlId not
necesarily result ii all increase in the net rate of retuirn to the kilnis of insestilnent
to whieh the! ate targeted. Based on the assumiiption that firms are profit miax nizers
aitd that labor miarkets are conipetiti\e. thle cene ral \ie\\ is thalt the hUrdeln of busiliess
incolie taxes fall on capital iil the shot t-rtill. I his v iew is based on the arg umeint
that the taX \woUid not chanlge profit-mia xiizi/ng price alnd output decisions.

However. labor utnions could use their p oxer to preempt some tax benefits ii the
torm of higher s\ages Furthermore. some economists have argued that corporations
ila\inlize somethiiig other thatn profits. i.e. sales with a profit constraint. Under suci
conditions. shifting of the tax benefits might occur il the short run. Moreover. ii
the long-run migrationi of capital betsveen sectors could lead to a complex pattern
of iicidetice involving some shifting.

If the econotiiy is operatitlg at full capacity, then the ilitial stimulus to inl\estillenlt
provided by the tax itceiltives might be negated by an increase ii the interest rate
Under such conditions, the economy would be incapable of prosidiisg a stlsi! of'
capital sufficient to satisfy investment demisad without an iticrease in the sa\isigs rate.
Il the absence of such all increase anid without aecomiminodatinig monletatry expailsioti
the chanige ii investimlenit demand arising fronm the tax inCeiltis es \\would bid Up the
cost of capital in the form of higher interest rates."

This situatioil would work to the detritenit of forms of itiestment istiilkl itiat]iCeCd
with debt, such as housiig. In the case of changes ii the us esticlent tax credit. this
bias would compound the discrimiii nation thlat Is I ilits! i alread\s stiet Ibsh\ Virtue if'
the ineligibility of structures for the credit (Structures are also iiieligible for the Al)R
option). The ultimate result of the iiceintives 1 tider ftull-eiliplov ilenlt Cond itions. thiee-
fore, could be a chanige in the mix of iisestilileiit w\ithout a real iltcIrCase il) its ie\el.

iW. St'NtNtARY ()I IPti'IItRt Ai ANAI SIS

Through the use of the Data Resources. Incorporated (DRI) CuLIartCei l m1nodeL of
the United States econotny. the tilmpact of the 5 tax packages wecte allaked. Ihe
results of the anialy sis lend SUppOrt to the raskiig oif itivestinent tax iicenotiyes suppotted
il the theoretical diSCLUSSI1 ;11 ilt rt 11.7

hI geCIeral, iiie1 of the tax proposail packages are likely to have ai significatint inipact
01 oiverall CecoI1oiiiic activity atid cimiploviicit. Tse strongest iipoct is ots the \oluniic
and allocative patterti of investimicit. [hc betiefit to the ecoInoiii \s O s ld theC bil al
higher level of potentital output and greoltc capacity its futture yearis. Whilc there
might be somCe 1iniiiimal iticrease ih1 itnslatioi tlirough the \sCars StUithed. tis\ increase
in total iinvestmncit speinditig wotiul d probably lessei iiinflationiary presso res later ill the
I 980fs.

This aisalySis suggests tha;t Wvith all iicreisseiitalo tax credit itModerate aamou t of
in vestimienit CoUi I be st ilill latCd W ithoUt givinig rise toi a significait iicrease il iiflatition
H-I istoricallv, however, itiflat ion has belet OllCe of the weakest liiiks" of ecotnomiiic istidlel
atialysis. It is iiimuci moi e certaini that. no mlatte r what inCeClltive is utlS([, aily CXpa oSiOl
of capital il\sCstillCllt ill dUralie CettiipillClit woul d ble at the Cxpueise oh i ivestlieut
its resideistial housiig. It is iipoirtaiit to note, however, that these resuilts rest ois
tle assuoimption otf no chatige ill poiicy hiV the Fedteral Reserve Bloartl to accomiiilodate
the itcreasetd ecoisomic growth. Aniy octious taketn by the Board cither to ease cretlit
conditiotis or to prevent credit fron; tighteini ig as al result of the CcoiiotiiC cxpansioin
vouIi a ttensuate the i iipoct ots housitg antI prouitote ecCOiioiic growthi.

"'I lie leedi ,i the Vl-eral giernmilienlii to hid ,lor ILnds iln trder to Ilittice th1e itcrelase iln tie
deficit reuitij;uc, 1roI) the itaS incenli\ e "oir(d til\ ggra\s it thIe S;iLUN1I11.

Ntore dielajiled inil'ormii:nim.,i reg:lrdin~g tile res) LiIs 01 11e vi)tls\sis are pnsridel iln tiie appendlix.
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V. APPENDIX: RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION

A. Impact on investment

1. 18 percent incremental credit.-This proposal clearly has the greatest impact on
the total level of investment. By 1981, total nominal investment' exceeds by 8.6
billion dollars, or 2.0 percent, its level under the control situation. This translates
into a $4.9 billion boost to real investment.9TI Real investment in non-residential
machinery and equipment increases by $4.8 billion, or 4.2 percent. Real residential
construction decreases by only $900 million (1 .8 percent).

2. Kennedy proposal.-This incentive ranks second in its impact on investment. By
1981 nominal total investment increases by $4.8 billion, or 1.1 percent. Real investment
increases by $2.5 billion. Real investment in non-residential business machinery and
equipment increases by $2.4 billion, or 2.1 percent. Real residential construction
decreases by $700 million, or 1.4 percent.

'The sum of nominal business fixed investment, nominal residential construction, and nominal in-

ventory investment.
'The sum of real business fixed investment and real residential construction.

" Personal savings as a percent of disposable income.

3. 9.67 percent standard tax credit.-This alternative ranks third in its stimulus to
investment. By 1981, nominal total investment increases by only $1.7 billion or 0.4
percent. Real investment increases by $1 billion, or 0.4 percent. Real investment in
non-residential machinery and equipment increases by $10 billion or 1.0 percent. Real
residential construction decreases by $200 million. (.3 percent).

4. Reduction in useful tax life.-The impact of this incentive is relatively small,
and is not significantly more stimulative than a reduction in the surtax. Total nominal
investment increases by $1 billion, roughly 0.2 percent. Real investment increases
by $600 million, or 0.3 percent. Real investment in non-residential machinery and
equipment increases by $800 million (0.7 percent). Real residential investment
decreases by $200 million, or 0.3 percent.

5. Reduction in corporation income surtax rate.-This proposal has virtually no
discernible impact. Investment increases by only $300 million, or 0.1 percent. Real
total investment increases by only $200 million. Real non-residential investment in
machinery and equipment and real residential construction do not change by more
than $100 million.

A detailed breakdown of the impact of each alternative on key investment variables
for the years 1977 through 1981 can be found in Tables I through 5.

B. Impact on savings rate

The only proposals which affect the savings rate are the 18 percent incremental
investment tax credit and the Kennedy proposal. The former increases it to 0.080,
compared with 0.077 under the control situation. The latter increases it to 0.078.
The other 3 proposals have no discernible effect on this variable.

lFmm the June X. 1976, issue of the Washington Post)

BUSINESS INVESTMENT PLANS IMPROVE WITH LEss-THAN EXPECTED STRENGTH

(By G. David Wallace)

The investment plans of business showed improvement in a government report issued

yesterday, but a Commerce Department economist said he's disappointed at the strength
of projected investment growth.

Economists generally have been banking on a lift from business spending later this
year to make up for an expected slower growth in the consumer spending which
has carried the recovery so far.

Business spending is crucial because it packs a double punch for the economy.
It not only creates new jobs and more efficient production for the company, but
also generates jobs and income for the firms supplying the goods.

The signals on business investment have been mixed so far, however, and the latest

report from the Commerce Department indicated that spending for the year will be
virtually flat in terms of the volume of goods and facilities purchased.

"I don't think it's a disaster," said Maynard S. Comiez, acting chief economist

for the Commerce Department. "But it's not as strong as I would have expected."
The Commerce survey, taken in April and May, covers business spending plans

for the last nine months of the year and actual spending for the first three months.
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The survey I)ggeL tota1l sp)elln inI for thie \eaIr at II2I billion. 1p) Sliglitlk front
the $12(0.1 hillion set ;,s speCn(diiig planS inl Jan, u,\ s.li\I S e. B ut ac.tal[ spending floi
the first three im onths of the Car, at an ann i al ra;te of S I 1 4 7 billion. \\ as .4 per
cent helo\ ex\ pectations fromt thle J;Uanna r soir\\.c

[ile Cor ciierce ,ieport coli .safter the 'Conifeience Board;, a husiness-o ric te(d research
JOtLfII in Nc\\ York. reported capitall ap1propli;ations-tliC 1nio.\ i hsiilCss .Cts asilde

fo~r imcstruenit-werle oft' b\ 12 per Celli ill the. first q rter~lt~ a~llio l.lu o 1 .0 (t' nlation s
largest Corporaltionis

hle Conference Boar d projected at 4 pci Cent gros th ill Capital spending i t til
Cear. BIut if illalition \\crc nu(t inluC t.d,. thilt. toi. \\0old indIicIte fllat Speliiliii ill

VolurneC tICeInIS.

[ile surs ! find iniigs corn . despite tilhe fct thilit corporlt casih tills are,. 1sl 1s\t it
profits. Commer.ce.C hlald reporiited earliCi a 5.5 per Centi ju ,,p in eoipfll ate ;ifteit;l\
frofits il tile first II iitate. "It s a, little Ii Lic I nI to ilc.' Co0r i., saili

He sail Iiis deipr;tIiienlt s sui sC\ ilnilic;ites hlLIsiiieSs is h ci a .;1tii us (LS despite IM\11t
of the ccollolil\ so fai althio iu li he figueis aiil c\scittial I pick tip ill hus ieiIss sIML lis
is inc\iitahle [Ile pickup m.0\\ is likeIs to hle liter th ;li, hl Cx peted. lie sail.

The S12l hillioii proijctied hv Coinmei cc for Capital spending this cal represeiits
a, 7.3 per Cciit increase ocsr I9 i)75 ssieutl tle ilol \s al iif capital sIpunisl i ose
hv tillre-tentli s oif I plci Ccii. Thlie 1975 pciormlinici \ec; s tli.e ilst since 16i. mhlc
SiiCII(Iillg i fipl)C(l 2.3 pci Celit ill a I11C.

IBut th.e crosioni of inllation list ai;, ,ea .;,,t Capital spieniiliig \ssIs lo\ii ii,.out I
per Cemit ill ViiltiiiiC. ComillicrCe saiid tilhe figi .c Of t 5 pir Ceiit iiilation alt ;ii .iimi;l,
rate fii Capital goods so far.1 this \cir \s lilil iicaii real SpiMiililg this \e;ar \ilTlill
he tip ii1\ eCiglit-te itls of I Ier Cclit in l \0il u1iii

[lie stIongest eai is CxpectedL ill tile \a Ilie Of ii\sstI ii cit ail-e ill textiles. 32 i)e
cecit. the tbol a nil heveracc iil l(stlr\. 2t per Cemit: uhhI)i. Ii) Ie. Cent: paer'. IS
per Ceiit: aiil iiiotir \clicies. 15 pr c it [le iigccst .ilcriases crc poioected( l,,ii
tile traliMspliOtatiotii ll stirtV. wsithi airline planis ,ff h 26 p. , pe t au1isl i ailriids> iits ii
15 per Celit

Chairmian HL 'Ntz oi :N. Now, we will proceed xWith our Witl)CSSCS
I believe the first witnlCSs that I called was Mr. Jaicks and so we'll
ask \you to open LIp for us, pIease.

S'TATENIENT OF FREI)ERICK (G. JAICKS, CHAIRMAN OF THE THE
BOARI) ANI) CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, INLANI) STEEL CO.,
CHICAO.(), ILL.

Mr. JtICKS. Thank YoU. Chairman Humphrey, Senator Fantnin, and
members of the Joint Economic Committee. I am Fred Jaicks and
I amn chairman of the Inland Steel Co. Although I am speakitig today
oti behalf of Inland, I amn also the immediate past chairman of the
American Iron and Steel Institute, a responsibility which provided
me with a broad overview of the steel industry and, I hope, qualifies
me to speak about one of its principal problems, the generation of
capital to finance its long-term expansion. This probem came into
prominence il 1973 and 1974 when both steel and capital were in
acute short supply

In retrospect, the sharp decline in demand for steel il 1975 can
be seen as a temporary recession related phenomenon that has been
followed by a sharp rebound. Production of raw steel, which stood
at 67 percent of capability utilization last summer has risen to 91.4
percent of capability in the latest week.

For somc products, facility utilization is even higher. Production
levels are expected to continue upward during the remainder of the
year, resulting il shipments for 1976 of 98 million tons. Next year.
shipments are forecast to reach approximately 1()8 million tons which
would place them close to the peak levels of I 1 I.4 million inl 1973
and 109.5 million tons in 1974.
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By now it is well known that the surge in steel demand has been

led by the automotive and other consumer-oriented industries. Next

year the biggest gains are expected to come from producer durables
industries and construction and from the steel service centers who

serve these basic industries at the retail level.
My company's forecast of shipments by major market sector for

1976 and 1977 are included in a table in my prepared statement.
It shows the breakdown by four of these market areas that are con-

sidered to be the largest: Consumer markets, producer durables, con-

struction, and steel service centers, totaling about 98 million tons,

and in 1977, 108 million tons.
It shows a slight increase in consumer markets in 1977 versus 1976,

but nevertheless a continued high level with the major growth being

the 7-percent shipment increase in producer durables in 1977 over
1976, 20 percent in construction, and 18 percent in the service center
sector.

[The table referred to follows:]

Thousands of tons
Percontage

1976 1977 of change

Consumer markets .................................................. 30,800 31,600 + 2
Producer durable markets......................................................................................................... 23,200 24,800 + 7
Construction markets................................................................................................................ .14,900 17,900 + 20
Steel sece centers .................................................... 16,100 19,000 + 18
All other.................................................................................................................................... 13,000 14,700 + 13

98,000 108,000 + 10

Mr. JAICKS. The outlook as we see it, almost certainly indicates
tight steel supply conditions for flat-rolled products later this year.
Next year should see a general tightness over the whole range of

steel products reminiscent of 1973-74. Not much can be done to

increase domestic supply capabilities in the short run since facility

expansions in the steel industry are long-term propositions, necessitat-
ing from 2 to 5 years to complete. Decisions made by the Congress

to increase the availability of capital to industry will influence longer

term steel supply conditions. However, the sooner attention is directed

to the capital adequacy issue, the sooner the Nation can be assured
of steel supply availability.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Could I interrupt?
Mr. JAICKS. Yes, sir.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We won't do this too often, but I was im-

pressed by those figures of 20 percent and 18 percent-construction
markets and steel service centers. Those are basically for expanded
construction, both items, aren't they?

Mr. JAICKS. Yes, sir. Construction and in the producer dura-

bles-that is, the machinery market, both electrical and nonelectrical
machinery, Senator.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Most of the models that we have witnessed

here or studied in the committee do not indicate that much of a

growth and I just wondered what you base those figures on.
Mr. JAICKS. Well, really, it's a composite, Mr. Chairman, of growth

and we see considerable growth-in fact, we're already beginning

to feel it in the initial stages in the steelplate sector for construction
machinery, agricultural implements-producer durables, we call them.

83-402 0 - 77 -2
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But the other factor is the factor that we now have arrived il almost
all of our product lines at a stalle level of inventorv mIllanallieent
in that last year one of the major problems of steel was a tremn'eildous
inventory liquidation phase against shipments. total domestic shipments
for steel last year. of 8() million tons as against this 98 projected
for this vear. And it's pretty well in hanid-and the hialhs of 109
and I I I in 1973 and 1974 respectively. To our- best estimates, there
was all inv'entory liquidation last ye\ar agTailnst this 80-ni illioll-toil Ile\
shipments of about 12 million tonls. Now, the reason that these titini-
bers, I would submit, are somewhat highe r perhaps than the ones
that you see, it really isn't a total reflection of the upturn in demilalld.
but it's the fact that against 19'76 when in ventorw-at least up to
now-has been in tih liequlidation stae.e \VOLI arC now\\ really seeinu,
not only shipmeints of steel hased on thle conIsuLIm)tioll leVels. but
as we read it, a slight ChlaIngC in the bcgilnllilln of all invenltolr acCni1.-
lation picture, wvhich relates strictly to our- shipIlments.

Chairm-zan HuMPH l~rY. The McGraw-Hill SUlrVCe WaIS much 11m01oC
modest, as \ou know.

Mr. JmicKS Correct
Chairillan H'o P1 iol:. A iul I wan11t uIs to be optililistiC. but I ha;l-\

here the McC raw-Hill SuLrey of businless inv\estmllenlt intentions.
Mr. JA\ICKS. We reallv cal't discounlt this major shift in dil'CCtion

of inveitory management.
Chairman HUINi PHRiAy I see. Well, thank VouL \'very' 1muLIc1h.
Mr. JAICKS. Given the CrOSSCUl'lr'rlt of debate ov'er the future COuIrSC

of the American economiy, there is SUrpriSilln aIrecmiient on likely
growth in steel reJqUireleclits alliong gr'OUpS that haveC ImadC Serious
studies of the the sulbject. On April 27, 1976, the Council on Wage
and Price Stalility issued al econom01ic study of the steel industry
prepared by Paul Marshall of the Harvard Business School. The study
encompasses a wide range of steel industry economic analysis, includ-
ing steel price behavior, profits, capital requirements, aspects of iillport
competition, future capacity requirements, and demand.

Its purpose was to synthesize the discussion which occurred at the
steel symposium conducted by the council last December. Professor
Marshall concludes that studies taking different approaches to
forecasting are in substantial agreement and substantiate steel industry
projections that demand for steel products in the next 8 to 10 years
will increase at an annual rate of about 21/2 percent.

Current debate over long-run steel requirements revolves about the
energy situation and its likely impact on auto size and weight. Our
own-and admittedly tentative-estimates of steel usage il the auto
industry suggest that steel usage is actually moving up in the latest
model year because of a shift in the model mix toward larger cars.

Senator HUmPH-IREY. If I may intcrrupt-with regard to cars, I un-
derstood that we were slipping off on the market for larger cars.
I understood that this was the last year for larger cars.

Mr. JAICKS. Well, I think my comments here, Senator Humphrey,
are addressed to your note which really related to 1976-77, so w h.at
I've said so far, really, are the facts of life il terms of our supply
to Detroit and elsewhere----

Chairman HU.MIIIIRI v. This year?
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Mr. JAICKS. This year. And the shipments for the small General
Motors car are far lower from what they have been estimated at
earlier. The shipments to the plants for the intermediate and the
large cars are way beyond what we had anticipated as-the automobile
people gave us their projections before the model year got very far
along.

And as we look at 1977, we are giving effect to know decreases
in auto weight, but they are not substantial in the 1977 model year
either. There is going to be, obviously, more of the smaller models
and newer ones introduced, to which you are referring, but it's not
a major change. And, as I pointed out, these have got to be considered
to be crude projections because whether or not the consumer is still
going to want to stay in the higher end of the range, which has
been happening in the 1976 model year, is really something that
is only for the future.

But giving effect to our estimates, which tie really close, I think,
to Detroit's estimates, and giving some generous allowances for
unknown changes in the market picture and making no allowances
for further changes in the model mix for the 1976 year or for increase
in sales, 1977 over 1976, we come up with automotive demands
for next year at about I percent plus or minus against what we
see going there this year, which is, of course, the great strength
of our market in steel this year.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. JAICKS. Prospects for increased sales of both autos and trucks

lead us to believe that the auto industry will actually require perhaps
slightly more steel.

Past experience suggests there will always be engineering design
changes in progress that tend to economize on steel and other raw
materials. But economic growth and new technologies invariably lead
to a net increase in steel or other material requirements. The energy
situation presents similar prospects.

One might cite large quantities of steel involved in obtaining more
energy from new sources and transporting it and in making this
country more self-sufficient. It should also be pointed out that the
cost and availability of competing materials to steel, especially alu-
minum and plastics, may well be more seriously affected by the energy
problems than the cost and availability of steel. So steel may rather
gain than lose competitively.

It is probably too soon to make any confident judgments regarding
the balance of these factors, but at most, only a slight shifting upward
or downward of past growth rates seem justified until much more
information and experience is available.

All in all, it appears that the consensus forecast of a 2Y2-percent
annual growth in domestic demand for steel is still valid. Studies
done at the American Iron and Steel Institute and confirmed by
Professor Marshall, indicate that under this conservative steel demand
projection, the steel industry will have to install sufficient capacity
to provide an additional 30 million tons of raw steel by 1983.

Using this estimate, we can confront our subject of capital adequacy
in steel head on. To meet all of its requirements, the steel industry
will have to spend, each year, between now and 1983, a minimum
of $5 billion applied as follows: About $ 1 .5 billion to install additional
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capacity-that is tied to the 21 2-percent 0rowth rate alnlually-ab1out
S2 billion annuallv to mailntalill existiio capacitV: about S I billion
annually to meet pollution control requirements: and about SO.5 billion
a \year for other nonsteel activities. inl which the steel compallics
are involved.

Notwithstanding the severe miarket conditions of 1975. the steel
industry spent S3 .2 billion for capital needs, a Ilevl almost twice
as high as the S1 .7 billion averaue 1fr the \ cai s 196(3 throull I972.
but still considerably short of the ncecdCd iS5 billion expansion.

Planned expansion progriams over the next several \ycars also fall
short of the projected need. Throughl May 1975. steel companies
had alnllounlced expalnsiolns il the rallgc of 2() to 23 M illion tons.
Malny of these proIramlIs were alnn1oun.ced late il 1974 when the
prospects for continued ilmplovemleClt in shipping i olunie. anlMd profit
margins riendered expansion attracti\C. Tile recession \ hichl follow\ed
caused a numl her of these aninouLnced expallsiolns to be resched ltied.
Ii all likelihood, some w ill continue to be slo\\cd or deIfelrred until
profitability improves to the point that internal cash flow and exter-

aliilly gencrated capital are sufficient to covcl filnlalcial rCqUirlenllents.
If profitability and capitail availability do not im prove. I think the

economic consequcIlcCes are obvious: Scarcities of miail\ steel products
and hence of products made from stccl; increased steel imports at
prCeiliuml priCCS; few'Cer newV jobs created and fewer existing jobs maill-
tained; and slower economic growth.

We knowv that this cominiittec agyrees that it is in the national interest
to be able to build the facilities, to create the jobs, to produce the
needed goods and services il this county\. What are the prospects
of raising this much capital? The steel industl\'S record caIsh
flow-that is, reinvested profits plus dcpIcciatioll-wvIs achieved in
1974. $3.4 billion. If steel companies were to continue to nCllCelatC
cash flow at this record Ievce-alad during 1975 the net cash flow
was $2.5 billion-and if we were to contin ue to add new long-terill
debt of about $600) million a year, mainlltailing our present debt-
equity ratios, steel COlmlpalliCS Would nevertheless have only about
$4 billion available ann11u.ally toward their $5 billion necds-$1 billion
short.

Somc additional capital quite likely could be obtained through the
sale of niew shares. Our own company was successful in raising some
equity funds recently, but I share Professor Marshall's view that equity
financinig will play a rather small role in steel industry expansioii
over the near term. The priicipal problem arises from the fact that
on average, the steel iidustry's rate of return on equity has been
disappointingly low for over a decade and a half and only equaled
the average of all major manufacturing iidustries-by Mr. Olseni's
banik's ratinigs-ii 1974, which was the record year for steel.

Steel companies must offer prospective iivestors a competitively
attractive rate of return over a sustainied tiie period to attract the
considerable capital necessary to accomplish their iivestment objec-
tiyes.

At the momeit, there is just no assurance that the gap between
the steel iidustry's capital needs anid capital resources CailI bc filled.
Still, the very fact that this invitatioii to speak before your coimittee
hats coiie is encouraging. Manly of the steel industry's probleiiis
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originated through Government policies and their solution lies il the

same domain. In fact, it would appear that the countr-\y as a whole

needs a change in its basic Government economic policies to ell-
courage generation of the capital necessary to provide adcqulate sup-
plies of vital materials and enecroy and emplomeilnilt.

And there is a close relatioiship bet\eeil plant and equipIlCnlt.
investment and jobs. Rising investment means that jobs are created
immediately to produce the plallt and equipIlenlt. to operatc anld

maintain them, and to suppl\ thcm1 w ith nccessar\ y materials aLId ser-
vices. As to the need for increased capital fornlation( the quCstion

arises as to ho\\ this call be broulIt about. A wide variet\ of public
policies has been sueCested over the paast year or tw o. A con1seCIsus
of these policies would undoubtedlv include the following approaches
to stilulalte caapital forillation: Permit market forces to operate freelv
permit faster capital reco\el\ under the tax laws throulh shorter
depreciation periods for production facilities and first-yCar writeoff

of pollution abatemienit equipeilnlt: anld to per manieCIntly extend the
investment tax credit.

I have just a couple of brief comments on each of these points.

It is almost self-evidenlt to us that free markets assuIe the best alloca-
tion of resources, includillng capital resources. Government controls.
especially price controls, interfecre withl the market, distort market
relationships. and reduce economic growth.

As to faster capital recoverl uldelr the tax laws, reduccd deprlcia-

tion for productive facilities is particularly key in a capital-initelsive
industry such as ours. Facility investment represents huge SUmS of
investment calpital ill steel. Present tax laws unlfolrtullately do not

permit all adequate rate of recoverv of this investmeint. lnactimeint
of a simplified and tiexible capital recover\ systeill which will permit
the cost of all productive inlvestilment to be recovered over a period
as short as 5 Nyeal-s would provide substantial help in financing steel
industry expansion.

On pollution abatement, the steel industry anid others requielcd to

make heavy expenditures for pollution abateimenit facilities should,
.we believe, be able to recover these expenditures as quickly as possi-
ble. While pollution abatemieilt facilities produce social objectives,

they produce no streamn of incomle-in fact, only further expense-and
thus provide no continuing Ceonolililic benefit to the company in-
volved.

Accordingly, traditional concepts of capital recovery should not

apply. Permitting first-year writeoff of such expenditures would free
up more funds for investment in productive facilities. Neither of these
measures would reduce the steel industry's tax liabilities. They would,

rather, change the payment schedule, making more capital available
for reinvestment in the near term when the need is greatest.

The present investment tax credit of 10 percent- I 1 percent under
certain circumstances-provides a substantial incentive to business to

make investment in plant and equipment. However, the on-againi-off-
again character of the investment credit has made it an unreliable
factor in facility planning.

Maintaining or increasing this credit and extending it perimanently
would improve the ability of the steel industry to expand.
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The changes I have mentioned above involve the corporate income
tax and certainly somnie changes are il order. Those that we have
just discussed involve basic actions that need to be taken if we are
to have the investment climate in this CouLntry that will enalble us
to install the steel capacity necessary to meet our Nation's needs.

I suggest a couple of chances inl other policy areas. We are workilm-e
to acheive some modification inl environmental control standards
which have an enolrmLous fillaciall im1palct on our indLustr\. There
can certainly be no objection to legitiji1atC stalndlirds. but mall1\ of
the future environmental e\penditures required h\ e\istiln laW s relate
to cosmetics or stemn from questionable criteria selection lacking much.
if anly, semblance of environmental justification.

A reduction of this burden, which is forecast to reach S bI illion
annually or 20 percent of the industr\ 's capital inVeCStIment. w ouild
be a great step toward decieasine the industtrV's capital gap.

I would make one brief comment with respect to trade policy
because of its impact on capital formation in steel. We have noted
at length to U.S. trade policy officials that other go\enlliments tend
to maintain employment il their steel sectors at the low\ end of tile
business cycle by increasing participation in U.S. markets at prices
reflecting less thall full costs of productioll. The effects of such policies
on the domestic industry is to aggre\ atC the already cyclical natul-e
of our business.

Clearly, some form of safeguard agalinst Such pra1ctices is justified.
In addition to the favorable impact on domestic employment. we
believe that the improved stahility would enhlalILce the industiy's ability
to attract outside capital.

Mr. Chairman, I have brietly mentioned SomIe of our concerns in
the area of capital adequacy to meet requileelIts for steel industry
expansion aSndO have touched Upon SomIC public policies which caln
affect the future domestic supplies of steel.

I appreciate very much my opportunity to present this testimony
and assure you that my associates in the industry-and I'll be glad
to provide you with more detailed information, if you wish. Thank
you very much.

Chairman Humi'niim:N. Mr. Jaicks, we do thank you very much.
I'll comIC hack to each of you for some questioning. I want you
to know that many of your recommendations I find to be very hearten-
ing and, quite frankly, I find myself in considerable agreement. I
want to come back and visit with you about them.

Mr. O'Connor, you have given us a fine statement here on the
utilities. Might I make this suggestion? The statements are all very
well documented. If you could abbreviate in order to accommodate
the questioning period, I'd appreciate it. You can put the
highlights-the entire statement will be in the record.

Mr. O'CONNOR. All right, fine, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I should have told Mr. Jaicks that, but this

will move our testimony along. Thank you, Mr. O'Connor.

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. O'CONNOR, EXECuTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, COMMONWEALTH El)ISON CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. O'CONNOR. Thank you very much, Senator Humphrey, and
gentlemen. 1, too, am pleased to appear on behalf of Commonwealth
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Edison Co., an electric power company that serves the northern half
of Illinois, roughly 8 million people, and at the samile time inl Il
capacity as chairman of the National Association of Electric Comnpa-
nies' tax committee to talk about the important problem of capital
formation.

Mr. Chairman, I will follow \our alVice an11d tr\ to abbre\ viate the
Comments contained in mll\y rather lengthy written statement.

Chairman HL \Ij npri RE M av I make thlis S1.teCStioll. Senator Fannin
is going to be back. He went over to vote. We have short rollcalls
here today If vou would pelIllit me-I dlon't want to mliss any of
these votes-I'iI go over aIndi when Senator Fannin comes, yout tell
hhil to proceed with the opening of the testillonl\ adll Vol-WoUld
you just hold?

Mr. O'CoNNoR. Certainly.
Chairman HUNMimIRi 'Y. WC 11have I-egrcttablyr1 aIrrIivCd at tilhe da in

which our Schedule around here is a little bit llakv. I'm afraid. 3ear
with us.

IA short recess was taken.1
Senator FxNNIN. The hearine, will ICSulIC. Ml. O'Colillor, will VoU

please proceed'? And I'm so rry about the interruption. I'ml sureC Vou

understand. And Senator Hansen of Wvom11ing is withI us noW.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Thank \y01ou verv mui ch, SenItor. I've been askcd

bv Chairman H umphrey to abbreviate m\ comments, which I'll tr\
to do. I filed a rather lcngth\ statement with the committee.

Basically my comments this morning center aroun.ld two areaIs of
activity: First, financial problemlIs of our indLIustr. aMd second, recoin1-
mendilaltions whlichl would aidl signitficaIntlv Il restorilng the l'inancial
integrity of our business.
Inl 175 the Edison Electric Institute, which is a trlde associatioll

representing about 99 percent of all of the investor-owndc utilities
il the CouLIntry, comIpIetedl a report on growth il the electric power
indLustry ald growth in the country in general. And they came to
the conclusion that even with a moderate rate of growth in the years
ahead, it is anticipated that the increased growth of the power industry
will be on the order of 5.3 to 5.8 percent a year.

Now, this contrasts with the traditional rate of growth in our indus-
try of around 7.5 percent, so it's slightly lower. We base this Ilew

estimate largely on the fact that in the next I () years we're going
to ha;1ve a significant increase in the nu1.hmber of new household formla-
tions, roughly 34 percent by the year 1985. As Senator Percy pointed
out earlier, we're going to need 19 million more jobs in the labor
force in the next I () years to sustain relatively full employment in
the Nation-and the fact that people in the age category of 25 to
34 will be 61 percent greater il 1985 than they are today.

In our industry we've been particularly hard hit by inflation. Il
the last I 0 years the cost of our fuel has increased fourfold. For
example, in 1964 the cost of fuel on a million Btu basis was 25
cents; by 1974 it had increased to 95 cents. The cost of construction
has also quadrupled during this period. We were able to build a
I-million-kilowatt nuclear powcrplant in 1964 for about $150 million.
Today the least that you could buildt a comparable sized plant would
be for about $550 to $600 million.
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At the same time during this 10-year period. we've seen interest
rates more than double-from the 4.5 percent level il 19964 to
between 9 and 10 percent il the period 1974-76. During the last
2 vears, the bond ratincys of 35 of the 5() largest electric power
companies il the Nation have been reduced. Durilln the past 2 !ears
we'vc seen more than half of the 50 largest electric power companies
il the countr\ sell eqIUitV capital b elo\ book Value. which resulted
il a dilution of existing shareloldler-s' values.

n1 1964. just 12 \e-ars ago. our compalnlies CCere able to filllalce
internally about two-th irds of the capital required for nel\ colnstrUctiio
expenditures. By 1976. that's dropped dlOw1n to ahout 3(0 to 33 percent.
So it has been cut il half. And this is all happeningl at a time when
the requirements and the demands for new caapital are greater than
they have ever been before.

For examiple. between now and the year 1990-'1976 th1rouc1 199().
a 15-year period-it's anticipated that the privately owned sector of
the electric power industry will requile S50() hillionl inl new\ constIuc-
tion expenditures just to fialnllce a Vro\Vthl rate of ahout 5.5 percent.
This is four times-once a-aill. four tilmes-the amiloulit of new\ capital
that \\was required during0 the preceding 15--year period. from 196(0
to 1975.

I think it's illlportallt to poilnt out also that pairtlV bcaMIse of' tile
rather sluggish economy, partly because of conservation eftorts. parttl\
because of the high costs of raising capital, we've scen ill the last
2 years a very significant deferiral or reNductioll il the almloUlnt ol
new capacity additions that have been planned.

For exami pie, between the period of April I 9I 974. thrloulg the
end of 1975. we\ witnessed the caIcellatioll Or deferrlI of Irouglhly
181 ).000 megnawatts of ne\w generatilng capacity. Of this total. aboUt
twVo-thirds or about 125 megavwatts was nuclear capacit\. 1TO put that
iltO peIspecti\e, tile amlloullt of 1newV gelleeratilln capacitv that wvas
deferred or C;II1CCICeI during that period represented ahOUt 35 percent
of all of the presently installed capacity il the coulntry. In termlIs
of jobs, we estilmlate thlt this re(luctioll or de'erlral il the expansion
of new capacity cost labor roughly 100)000 jobs per year.

One other point I inight make, Senator, is the difficulty that we
halve il our busilness is being£ the most capital-ilitenlsive industry il
the world. For example, to produce $1 of' revenue, we have to spend
$4 il new plant. Inl the automobile industry, on the other hand,
to Produce $1 Of rCVCe1uC, it must spend only about 55 cents. In
the oil industry, which is generally considered to be a capital-intenlsive
industry, il order to produce $1 of revenue, it has to make only
$ I of investment.

So, by contrast, our industry has to spend a great deal more-four
to eight times as much money-as almost any other industry just
to produce $1 ili revenue. So our capital requirements are con-
siderably greater.

Cleariv the main solution of the problem that we face is adequate
and timely rate relief by local regulatory commissions at the State
level. And this has been forthcoming iln modest amounts il reccnIt
years, but not fast enough to keep pace with the inflation that we've
been afflicted with the past few years.
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Certainlv also there are measurcs that call he taken in the Congress
which would help to alleC\iatc ouL problems and assist us Ill rCeainiii
financial integrit\.

We strongly endorse the proposals put forward by the Presideit's
Labor Manalgaement Committee, which. amlionle other thinls. call for
all increase in the investment tax credit to the level of I 2 percent
for electric utilitics and uleC that it be applied indCfillitcl\ .

It takes about 5 or 6 \ ears to build a coal-filrcd or all oil-filred
facility, It takes uIs about I() \ycars to buildl a 1nLuClear faCility. It's
verv difficult to plail alhead an1d L etrmI t in c w hat sort of capital
resources vou al-C coill to havC e aLId what sort of cash IcenICr-a1tioll
you are goinlg to have, if youL have anll oft'-alcalill-on1-aca11in tvpe of,
SituatiOnl which presently exists with the investilment tax cl-cdit.

So wc uree that it lbe applied indCfillitcl\ 'for oulr industryV so we
can take advantage of it for the entire lccn tlh of, time new construction
takes. At the same time, we uLr remllox al of the limitation on tlie
use of the investment tax credit, which is schcelulCd to drop islucees-

sive periods back to the 50-percent level bl 1 98 1. Finally. with respect
to the ilVCstnient tax credit, we LIreC that the credit be includedCl
on quallified progress expenditures.

One of the principal fcatures of the Presidenit's plroposall deals with
the malttCl of tax traCltmnlCt of dividends reinvcstcd. Our ilidustrV
is going to have to raise roughly 53 millioii a ear iii n1ew> cquity
capital ii the next 5 \ears. We're at a poiit today \here iIldusttrV\Vide
our stocks arc selliigi at ahout 50 percent of the level that they
sold at just It) \ears ago.

As I mentioned earlier, the vast niajOrity of oul stocks arc sellino
below book value. Divideind reinvestment, that is, the delferral of the
tax oin dividenld iicome that is reinvested ii the busincss until the
time the stock is sold would aid us materially iii helping to finaince
the e(quity portion of ouLr necds ii the years allead.

We miced soieie tliigs s to Ci1coUragC this acqluisitioln of ile\ CL(lmity
capital if we're going to have any sort of finiancial StrCngth. We
think that this treiltment-deferred trcatmicnt-is even less favorable
than the treatmiiet presently given stock Llividclelds, which we in our
industry are generally umiable to take advanitage of just because of
the verv nltuie of the kiiid of investors that we have.

The third item ill the present proposal, the labor-managemient
proposal, deals with tax depreciation oin construction work in progress.
As I memitioined a moment ago, it takes betwcen 5 and I 0 years
to build a plant. We're not presently permitted to take any tax
depreciatioii oni that plant until it is placed in service.

In the case of a iiillion-kilowatt nuclear unit, for example, the
standard size being built today with a 10-year period of construction,
not until that plant is placed in service arc we able to take any
tax depreciation on those expenditures that are made. So we tic up
huge amounts of capital without being able to generate anything inter-
nally to bring that money back. Because of the long leadtimes anid
also because there is no permanent loss to the Treasury involved
ii permitting tax depreciation on constructioin work in progress, we
urge that consideratioin be given by the Congress to this importaiit
proposal.
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Last is a matter that Mr. Jaicks touched on and that deals with
the rapid writeoff of pollution control facilities. the 5-year amortization
period or even faster, if possible. to encouLrage indLustlr. ilclUdilln
the electric powver industry, to make these eXpenlditures. and at the
same time, to assist them ill making them thlrOUgIh rapid \ riteoff
periods.

Il concludinlg, the proposals that have been set forth il the labor-
maiagenilen t package involve lost taxes only insofari as the investment
tax credit is concerned. All of the other items that we've been talkinu,
about il the labor-managemtlent package are deferrals and are taxes
that will be picked up at a later dalte.

On balance, adoption of these proposals \\ould provide a very
needed "shot il the arill'' for the electric IO\VeI industlr and permit
us to once agiain start to plall aLId build the kinds of capacity additiolns
that are goimng to be requLilred as We .o intO the I 9801's. Without
these additions we re goingl to face Some very serious p1)LW r ShOrtaloes
throughout the Nation.

Thank Vou \cry 11Much.
Senator FANNIN. Well, thank \oU. Ml-. O'Conn1o-r. fOr anl eXceCllIIt

statement. As Chairman H lulpIllreV sugTgesteld, \outr enltilC preparl-Cd
statement will be printed il the record.

Certainly you blrought out the seriousness of the situatioll il \ou
industry ainld vwe will have LueCStiOllS.

[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Connor follo\vs:

PRIT A.sRI Sl I.MI.N'I 0(1 JA\EiiS J. O'CON\N)R

Mv lalme is J am es J. O'Connor. I aimi E\cCLiti\e Vice President Of thle (oll nioiii ca lth
Edisoll Company wlhihli proides :lCCtuiCitV to ClhiCZiOg a1lI the 1lor01her OiiC-third
of Illihois. I appreciiate the oppoltUllitV to appear here to(lay to disciuss calpital flormliation
and its iiportance to the electric utilitv hid ListL .

(Al''IAI NIl -Dl') '0 NilIil':11 . (I'C [NI IiX ' (,((i\RIn i I llNIANDS

Il 1975, the Edison Electric Instituite. the miajor iatioilial associatioll of investor-
owiild Cilllplllil:S ill our industry. cor plete(l a major stuLdv wi icI collClUdes that
mo(Lerate. COlitillUi iZ ecClloliiC ic gowtlh is desirahle to im proue the LI LKllity of life'
aid the standa rd of living of the Ametician people and that growtth canl he sustained
h! the United States for the forescealbe futLre. Improved productivity is essentiill
to .'rowth uand this iealis capital inestment-huy.ig more and hetter tools to produce
more per manlo1our, whlichi effectively curtails infllation, alid huilding new facilities to
provide emimployilenit for the natiolns growilig work f'orce. While other factors are
ilmportant. the kev to ilcreased productivity is the formation of capitll.

'Fhe Institute estimates that under conditions of moderate economic growth electric
energy consumption will grow at all average rate of 5.3 to 5.8 percent per year.
(Ill 1975, growth \w as beloiw the anticipated average due to the depressed condition
of the economy. Although residential and commercial sales increased, 6.2 percent
alnd 7.0( percent respectively, industrial sales declined 4.5 percent, resulting il all overall
groiwth of only 2 percent.)

The electric utility industry has encountered difficult prohlems il raising the capital
necessary[ to finallice the power plants alid associated facilities reqluired to supply the
anticipated growth il electric energy consumption. The problems result from drastically
increased costs-particularly the cost of fuel, the cost of new plant facilites, anid thc
cost of capital required to finance the facilities-together with all nliahility to obtaini
prompt authorization for increased rates to cover these increased costs. For some
cLimpanies this has led to inadequiate "coverage" of interest alid dis idiends. which.
under indenture covenants, limits or prevents the sale of senior securities. Despite
improvemenit during the past yelar, the market price of mans electric utility stocks,
including that of my company, are still helow hook value. Aecordingly. ais it heconies
necessary to sell additional comlimion stock, there is a dilutioll of the value of eXistilig



shares. Because such a dilution shrinks their earning poeCr. inestors become increas-
inglv reluctant to purchase utility cquitv securities.

Iin 1964. electric utilities svere able to pros ide about 64 percent of the funids needed
for lnes plaint investment ssith internalls generated fuids. principally retained earnings.
depreciation, and deferred taxes 13s 1'974. declininig earnings and rising prices i;or
the equipment needed to serse utilitV customners made it possible to inance onil
33 percent of capital expenditures in this \ vx.

The electric utilitv midustrv is b\ f'ir the MOst calpitail-intellSi e inldustr\ in tlie countr\
For everv S1 of res enie, aibout S4 must be insested in plant facilities. Il co nt rast
the oil industry, generally considered to be sery capital-iliteniske. needs o Ils a bout
S I of insestim cint for eve r S I of re\ en tie. aid tie auitolNIo il. mdListl r req llires onlI
about 51) cents of investment for each SI of reenutic.

In a studs coincluded in 1975. the Technical Ads isors Coinmmittee on Finance to
the Federal Power Coimmission cstil lmated thalt constructioli c\ p 1ndittires of the electiic
power id ustry s\ill increase fromn all iintal rate of' Sl(: billion it the first hallf
of the 19'7tFs to abotit 523 billion in the last halfI. Front I 976 t hiL u Ih 989. construction
expenditures of the inscstor-o\\InCd titilitics ;re especttel to ttal il esCess of s511t0
billion iii current dollalrs: this is four til cs the cXp cndlittire dUring the pirced Ihgcoit .on-
parable periodt (See attached charnt shoss win bhrcakdoss I \ \Carl ) As a restilt. the
need for finanicing froii outside sources ssill increase mo e thaln prportipOriOteltIs. Mid

the investor-ossned electric industr s ill hbae to raise 05cr S3110 billion in the outsitle
market during this time.

Difficulties experienced bv most electric utilits coCompanics In raisillg capitall hase
been a maiJor reasoii for deferralIs auld caiicClat ioiis Of iie\\ 1ccieratii efiCilitieS. ('il-
rentl., our figuires shtoss that betwcci April 1 1'974 and Octobe i 1'. 975. a total
of I 81,00.011 Imegaswatts of capac it\ \seere d1C^MLad or rCIIIi \eld rii tie slil tile. f1'
this total. 125.111)() megasswatts sscre iil nticlear utiits. mist of sIi i sere tieC ti be
completed in I19811 or later. [his is eutial to rotitglsl 35 p Prcrnt of the total p rese it
iiistaliled gene rating capacity. It is cstimiiated that thc pr jects tIc c rerd u il eCtli Ct

insolse approtximiiately It1)(),()()( construction jobs ainnially . Of coUIrse. deferrals andtl
rcil osxals hase an imiii mediate dcterring effect on ciiilovillet Iaind the cutirrenit cconlolii
Even more im porta it are the iiplications for the na11tioiil ecCnohiOl s thcile fIltilrc
if there is then a significant shlortae of electric posser. Ili all likeliliool. tlere ssill
be shortages of clectricitI if acti)l is niot taken priiiiptlI to restore the defeirel
anld cancelled proijccts.

[he princippal solution to this SeriOUs problemii is adCq tiaItC iid eXlpcditi tis aitth Ori7l-
tion for rates to cte r increased costs and attract nie\ capital. Hts :cr. chaii es
ii the Internal Revsentie Code arc ai necessarv concomitan t Ill the osverall capital picture
becaluse CXiStilng tax lass uimpose a sesCre buirlen on capital insestmleint.

RtECONMINI)AN I IthNS (1: I HI: I'RI:Si[)i:Ni' S LARiIR-NIANA(;ilNitNI CNi N(IMII 111.

'lie President's Labor-Maiiageicriit Committee has rctoimmieided a number of
chahiges ii the uIte riill ResetILIc Code thalt would help to solve our industry's financial
problems and thus stiniulate constrtictioi of urgently needed electric facilities.

We strongly endorse their recoimiieiidations and urge early and favorable considera-
tion by the Congress.

INVI.S I MiENi I I R A IXll)I

We support the recommendation of the President's Labor-M anagenient Committee
that the investineilt tax credit be increased to 1 2 percent for electric utilities, that
it apply iidefinitely anid that it lie applicable in full to qualified progress expenditures.
Also, sse urge that normalization accounting and rate treatment be reqLuired for addi-
tiotnal investmenit credits under anly nesW legislatioii.

Since 1962, the investment tax credit has been authorized, suspeiided, restored,
termiiiated, and then authorized again. Because of the long lead thime necessar\ fi r
the construction of large generating plants and transmission lines, there is a need
for assurance that the credit will be allowed for an indefinite period. On the average,
it takes over five years to place a coal-fired generating unit il oplcratioi anid teli
or more years for a nuclear facility. Large amiounts of capital are tied Lip duriiig
these extended periods, which serves to strain the financial positiii of titility companies.
Allossance of the investment credit at a 12 percent rate ssould p roide imlportanit
capital funds and significantly ease the strain.

In order to receive full advsaintage of the increased cash floxs resulting friti the
additiotial investmieit credit, the liitaLtioll for electric utilities, shich is schedoletd
to fall ten percent per year until it reaclies 501)/, inl 198I, shoulId be m1iitiitaiCiId f1 r
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an indefinite period at 100% of an electric utility company's pre-credit income tax
liability.

Also, allowing the investment credit on the full amount of qualified progress expendi-
tures without regard to the transitional adjustment should reduce the lag between
incurring the expenditure and realizing the credit.

The increase in investment credit should apply to generating facilities in which
petroleum products (including natural gas) are to be used where the utility was com-
mitted to the construction of the facilities prior to recognition of the energy crisis.
Denial of the investment tax credit on such facilities would cause an undue burden
on companies which have acted reasonably and in good faith.

Finally, it should be pointed out that provision of the current one percent investment
tax credit to finance Employe Stock Ownership Plans (ESOP) should be extended.
The proposal of the Labor-Management Committee to increase the present 10 percent
investment tax credit to 12 percent does not appear to contemplate a loss of the
ESOP credit but does not provide for the extension.

DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT

One of the principal recommendations of the President's Labor-Management Commit-
tee concerns the deferral of current income taxes on dividends immediately reinvested
by a shareholder of an electric utility company into stock of the paying company
under a qualified dividend reinvestment plan.

This proposal is of considerable importance to the industry. Our industry's needs
for new common equity financing are expected to be over $3 billion a year during
the next five years. These requirements are 50 percent higher than those in each
of the past five years.

The dividend reinvestment proposal would assist materially in encouraging investment
in utility common stock and aiding in the formation of capital for utility investment.
In December, 1975, the average utility stock was trading at about 47 percent of
its level ten years earlier. Even with overall market conditions improving in recent
months, many utility stocks are still valued below book value and with the financing
needs of the industry some means to encourage investment in utility common stocks
is essential. We strongly urge this proposal because the primary effect of tax deferral
on dividends reinvested would be to provide needed equity capital.

This would merely provide a treatment similar to that now provided conventional
stock dividends. Many utility stockholders purchase their stock for the cash yield
and it is therefore not practical for utilities to change their dividend policy to provide
for lower cash dividends to be supplemented by stock dividends. Under the language
previously suggested by the Treasury Department, the proposal results only in a deferral
of ordinary income taxes which is even less favorable than the treatment accorded
stock dividends.

Taxes will be recouped by the Treasury at ordinary income rates when the stock
is disposed of by the shareholder. Hence, there is no permanent loss of tax revenues
to the Treasury.

It should be pointed out that the public service obligation of utilities distinguishes
our fund-raising needs from those of other industries. Our industry must raise capital
on terms that are, at times, highly uneconomical because we must construct required
plant to meet customer demand. Common stock is the foundation of our capital struc-
ture and, to continue construction, stock must often be sold even when market condi-
tions make such issues uneconomical. Since utilities do not have the investment discre-
tion enjoyed by other industries, the dividend investment proposal offers an important
and needed way to make electric utility stock more attractive.

The results of a survey made last spring of Institute members which presently have
a dividend reinvestment plan indicate that the deferral of taxation on reinvested
dividends primarily would help the small stockholder. The results of the survey are
as follows:

Companies Companies
using ising

outstanding unissoe
shares shares

Percent of total common shareholders participating . ............ 6.............................................................................. ... 5.4 9.6
Percent of total common shares held by those participating .............................................................................. ..... 1.8 4.9
Average common shares held by those participating ....................................... ........................................................ 95 125
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DEPRECIATION

In view of the long lead time necessary to bring major generation and transmission
facilities into operation, we urge that qualified progress expenditures included in the
base for ratemaking purposes be eligible for tax depreciation. Normalization accounting
and rate treatment should be required in order to obtain this tax benefit. The combined
efects of additional tax depreciation and inclusion of qualified progress expenditures
in rate base will add materially to the internal cash generation of an electric utility.

Many regulatory commissions have already recognized that some or all construction
work in progress (CWIP) should be included in rate base. By allowing qualified progress
expenditure property to be eligible for tax depreciation only if the regulatory body
allows the utility to include the same property in the rate base and to normalize
the tax effect of the depreciation, the internal cash generation problems of electric
utilities would be materially alleviated. With major generating plants now taking five
to ten or more years to construct, the need for additional internal generation of
capital is obvious. With CWIP in the rate base utilities will be replacing bookkeeping
earnings with real earnings, and normalization of rate treatment will assure that the
cash remains available to the utility for use in acquiring needed facilities. This results
in a tax deferral not a permanent loss in taxes to the Treasury.

For the reasons stated above under the investment credit heading and where long
standing commitments have already been made, qualified progress expenditures relating
to generating facilities in which petroleum products are to be burned should be eligible
for tax depreciation when incurred.

AMORTIZATION OF POLLUTION CONTROL AND FUEL CONVERSION GENERATING FACILITIES

The President's Labor-Management Committee recommends extension of the provi-
sion for rapid amortization of pollution control facilities and also recommends that
rapid amortization of the cost of fuel conversion generating facilities to use fuels
other than oil or gas be permitted. Our economic studies show that this proposal
would not achieve the goals intended unless the investment tax credit also is available
with respect to such facilities. Loss of the investment tax, credit would nullify the
advantage of rapid amortization because it would be more advantageous for a taxpayer
to elect an accelerated method of depreciation, the ADR system, and a 12 percent
investment tax credit rather than rapid amortization with no investment tax credit.
Of course, the 60-month amortization period would limit the amount of the investment
tax credit to two-thirds of the amount otherwise available.

The right to amortize fuel conversion costs should include as eligible costs those
associated with conversion from gas to oil. Boilers in plants which were designed
to burn natural gas could rarely if ever, be converted to burn coal. Because of the
differences in the nature of the two fuels, essentially a new boiler with storage and
handling equipment would be required. Because natural gas-fired plants are the least
costly to construct, the cost of converting one to burn coal, together with the cost
of adding coal handling equipment, would probably be as much as or more than
the original cost of the entire gas-fired plant. Further, many natural gas-fired plant
sites do not have the physical space to stockpile coal, making an adaptation to coal
impossible.

A conversion to burn residual oil would be entirely consistent with the national
energy program for the best usage of natural resources. Residual oil (the product
existing after refining crude oil into gasoline and distillate oil) has only industrial
uses, with the most common being used as industrial boiler fuel. If rapid amortization
for the costs of converting a gas-fired plant to burn residual oil is denied, many
companies' conversion efforts will be impaired, which would not be in furtherance
of the national energy program of the most prudent usage of natural resources.

ESTIMATED TAX REVENUE IMPACT

In recent testimony before the Budget Committee, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Charles Walker estimated that the enactment of these recommendations would reduce
electric utility income tax liabilities in future years.

A breakdown for fiscal year 1977 indicates that a $300 million temporary loss
would result from the deferral of taxes under dividend reinvestment, and while the
proposal generates cash for the utilities, the tax deferral would be to the benefit
of utility company stockholders rather than reducing the electric companies' income
tax bill. Also, as previously mentioned, the tax deferral would not be a permanent
loss to the Treasury.

Tax savings of $200 million to the electric utilities are attributed to depreciation
of qualified progress expenditures. The savings again are only temporary in nature
because the total depreciation deductions applicable to such facilities over the lives
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of those facilities would be the same as those allowed hs current law. The tax benefits
are accelerated but not increased.

Consequently, the increase in the inv estment credit. estlissated h\ Secretarv Walker
to amount to 57(0 million inl fiscal \ear 1977. sould he the oisl1 permanent tax benefit
to the electric utilities. assUns ing thiat limitations relatis c to the credit onl d cii rrenthl
or eventuallv allow use of the credit

Aol)l 1I()NA r.\X PROI'OS.\I.S-INt\t.;RI.\ toI I( ()III1 CORI'R.II .XNI) INIMIMIst Si

Is recent stateusets T.reasurs Secretar\ Siisson W\a\ss and Ni cans Chairosani ll sian.
Seeurities and Exchange COmimmissiosi Chlairmisanis Hills anlld others halse focused on the
growing prohlem of capital ftkrm ation in the Linited States. TIhex agiee that out stresent
tax svsteris is biased aeaitsst cSlteal firlation. 13v taxing corporate prolits mice-once
at the corporate lese'l and again at the shaire holdetles el-the seste i n hin Ilbits the
flowv of capital in the econonis Because the capital seedLs of the electi ic 1tilit iid ostri
are so great, it is pat ticularlsi affected.

Double tasatiots oh\iousls encout aces the retention of clatilsS SO Ias to ZasOtd the
second tax. But traditiottal' visatl\s pu rchlsers of utilit\ stock lsase acqlulired suc sto cks
oil thle basis of \iCld tsdl utilities \\sliC ll therefire hase ia hisill perceintage (isf cat' Cis s
are placed at a substsatntial disadXaIltstae sheie comtspared to those coirlpoirationss \Isicls
retainis aMusch greater portiout of their carnsintgs. Elitinsationi of t(le secotsd tIX s\oU ld
grcatl\ assist utilities its raisiisg C(luit\' issoisCe

Mails plaris hs\ae bees sugg-esterl for alle\siatitse these probleIsms by integratting cot-
porate altd irtdisid nal iIlC'OIllC tal\es. Wc fUll\ SUtpprl't thle u sdCrl\ iItlg pl iciples anld
OhjcCtis'es of such propossals.

CARRY ()\ IS RNI) ( sCRRi BA CK StIOiCti tt Si IONS
Section 172 of the histertial Reseisue Code cUrretstl\ prosxides flo net operalting loss

carrt-ovser and carrsback periods fit taxpa into lsusinesses of fise anid three \yCars, respec-
tively. Because those electric utilities curretstl\ experiencing the tsost sccrc finaniscial
prolsletss hasve little or no taxablle iicoiss, the granitini of aZdditionial iiscisti\ses \\sIiCh
further reduce taxable iscoste s\oulId slae little or no miseans iisg I)ecause little or 11o01e
of sucs itIcCiltiVCs cCuld be utiliZed ss ithill thle curreist stattitors cairr o5cr aisd carrshback
periods. HoseVer, these utilities haseC paid substanistial itlCotlle taxes ill ilse past anid
sWill uisdoubtedly find themselses it tlsis position once agaiill t tile future.

We recomsssetd[, therefore, thilt Sectiots 172 (Sf tlse Code be atssetsded to provide
for electric utilities slaxilIstsIll periouds of 7 \cars ftsr carryover atsd /l sears for car-
ryback tf net operatinig losses, sith all iscrease its thle carryblack period to be available
only if the taxpayer redrtces the carryover period hy all equal number of years.

Congress has it the past recognized the special needs of particular classes of taxpayers
alsd has provided several modificationss to the general rule, such as the 1() year car-
rysack period applicable to "F' ianicial Institutiotss" and the 7 year carryover period
provided for "Regulated Tratnsportatiosn.

Ansalogous mosdificatiosts of itvestmelst credit carryover and carryback provisions
would be sisilarly helpful to cOI11pat;ies that would gain little or nothing from the
gratst of additional current tax deductions and itvestment tax credits.

CoSTS (sE Mt.rllING NATIONAL ENVIRONMENIAL STANDARDS

The meeting of reasoniable natiotsal environmental standards, a goal which the electric
utility tidustry fully supports, accounts for a substantial part of the itdustry's capital
needs it combilg years. Our latest estimates are that it the years 1976 through 1980)
the itvestor-owned electric companies must itvest over $1() billion fosr this purpose.
This is istimately tied in with attaiinment of niational energy goals, silce a substanitial
part of the environmenttal concerns result from the switch to nuclealr atnd coal from
oil and gas as energy sources.

Two particular income tax provisions could be of immense value ilt helpisg the
industry meet its capital requirements in this area. First, 5-year atssortilatio(t osf all
pollution control facilities, not just facilities retrofitted on; existitg planits, should 1se
permitted. Essential elemetsts of such a provision would he that the itvesttsseist credit
be allowed atsd that fast amortizatiots not be permitted uniless the resultitsg tax deferral
is normalized for rate-makisg purposes. As previously posited out allosanisce of the
investment credit is necessary because little, if ansy, tax advaistage results from use
of 5-year amortizatiots without the credit itstead of accelerated depreciatioLn over asset
depreciatiots range lives with a tetl percent or higher credit. Normializations is necessary
both because it is sound econotssically atsd because if the tax deferrals are flossed
through ilt rates no capital is provided to help finaisce thle required facilities.
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Second, there should he incorporated in the tax law pro xisions %%hich make effectike
the existing provision of Section I03(c)(41(F) relating to industrial deselopmtent hond
finialicilig of air or water pollution control facilities. We hefie\e that the Internal
Resenue Sers ice and the Treasur\ Department h[ake largel nullified this pro sision
bh meians of highly restrictive interpretations and uinconscionable delaC s il responding
to requLests for rul ig. There should he i lieI tiLde inl the statI te a definition of -li r
or \s\ater pollution cointrol facilities that e\lpressetL the inten it f Congress SpeciticalI
enough that Section 10(1c)(4)(F) \\ill become trtlIe ft't'.is a;i in calnlls of heI lpilw
in the financing oLt pollution control facilities TIhis isa a italhX important matter for
at least twxo reasons. First because itierest rates ale loseCr ;tt ta\-C\Clillt t thal ilt
taxable borrowings. tax-exempt fin anci ligs e \erts a lesser tips\\ard. inlationar\ p ressur
on electric rates Second. the market for ta \-C\Cl01pt obligationis is in the mauit. distinlit
from the miarket inl \ hich most utilits (debt filllalciti e is done, allnd .css to t It is
other market shoutld signilficantl. enhance the illtIstl\ s a bilit, to rl;ise lneded Cal)ital.

We suggest as aii additional ieastire to assol r that the iite itt of Comgi ess ill etlactinc
Sectioti (10(c)(4e (F) is ie ixi effect that it lie mllade possible to stlC t) obtaii a
declaratorv judgtiment wheili IRS acts adLe rsel or tfails to act \ith Im respect to at re(LiLest
for ruling oin a proposedl financig. The In prisioLi shout) closelk pairallel Sectiou 747(.
declaratorv judgmenits relating to qtiualifications of retiremiteint pl';ls. asliich \\as enalcted
us a part of the Pension Refornim Act of 1 974. Pollution control fin'iiciligs and (iLialifica-
tions of retireli ent planis has e the c0ii1nmolt attribute thtat asle'l IRS acts sel
or fails to act. the affected Plrties LaI'C irtLial' (Ilie Iless.



ESTIMATES OF CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES

INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

1976 - 1989

(Current Dollars in Billions)

Source: 1976-1979 Edison Electric Institute (For these
years it is estimated 60% of total funds must
be obtained on the open market); 1980-1989
Derived from-the National Power Survey Technical
Advisory Committee on Finance Report. December 1974.

Billions
of$
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Senator FANNIN. Mr. Olsen. please proceed.

S'TATEMEN'T OF LEIF H. OLSEN, SENIOR VICE PRESII)ENT AND
ECONOMIST. CITIBANK. N.A.. NEW VORK. N.Y

Mr. OL sE Senator Fann in. I wanit to thank \OU and Other me1CIm1eCIrS
of the Joint Economic Committee for this opp1ortunlity to share with
Vou some of our views on capital formation. 1. too, Will SummlariZe
my remarks. I have endeavored to an1SWer1 thle (IueStiOnIS addlrCSSCed
to m11e in1 the letter sent to me by Chairman HLumlprllreV onI M1ay
25. 1 976.

I would also like to ask pcierm ission to ilntiodLuLcC ilnto tilhe recOrd
a speech given by Walter Wriston. chairman of Citicorp. before the
44th International Contereince of the Financial EXecuItives Institite.
that deals with our tax structure. Because our taX stricture inl its
various inCenltiVe aspeCts allld disinceIltiv e aspects allocaCtes capital
resouL-Ces, I feel thait this speech haS haCrInIll" onl the discussioll Of
the committee.

Senator F\NNIN. The speech will he m 1ade a part of the record.
Mr. Oi SEN. rhe title of that speccih is, -'hc LU itiniatC

Loophole-Spendl Your Owvn Money''
-The speech of Mr. Wriston follows:j

Tll t1 in1 iitimi. ollol lsi 51.) Yolt 1 0\\Os\ NMom i

(Anl address h\ Walter 13 Wristimn. Chliairinai. Citicorp. before the 44th Iinteirnitional
Conifecrence Of the Fiillilcil l.:xeCUti\iS Iustiiitu )

Alu\' of VonL \wlho ha xC obsel\C d w ith s rlow tile disappemat a ice .4 thle Americai
Mlidlxlillma il;lsC hild either to lCarn Some of his skills. or vmatch mnaits of th.e imichlaiical

d]Cxices ill ald arollOunld \our homes breiak down. Ill aIcLqilil- In ; l mai skills. \oU
comeC to realize that at badly desicoled machine can IC\CIr h:e fixed .;cn b\- a;n C'\Cpt
at tinkering. SonietIiing more radical is requiimed- redesign. T his principle applies to
malny patchwork legislative SolUtionS to SoCiall aItd CCOIIOmtmiC plrOhlemS w\hiCh have
heeni pasted loge the r over thC \'Cars.

'Filc LItinil tc ilsuIlt used to he to say\ some thing looked ais it it 11hd I)CCb 1 e deSignCd
by a coinminittee Tio tile eCXtCt that Wc caln usc thle Vord dCsigled, onur tax laws
aIcUt mimlV fit tlat IcseripltiOnll. [hei \ re pa)teliedt t(igetieulC r by ai Miulititude Of Colmillnittccs
oiver malian yeats. All too often changes \ecrc llmlaiC without reference to what existed
before. Siice the begiining of tilic. no tax structure hats ever wvon the plaudits of
the Citi7CliS. hut there are few, instances il historv \\where all shades of political opinioin
hIasve agreed lti nill noUSix thalt our tax laws are unifair, unciecar. indecd, bcvond uii-
derstailding. It is literally true that no one ill the world knows fir sure w\hat the
tax law macans. No policeimn can read you your rights.

It is a maiximii of cryptology that whalt onc mnatn can devise, another can u nravel.

Ibhis principle keeps armiies of tax lawyers anld accoulitalilts cniploycd. hut adds nothing

to our nationiial productivity. [hc distortions il our society caused by the quirks of
tle law beggar the iiagitiationi: cotmiipanics that have lost noney' ililay be more valuable
thati others which tiiake money. People with equal inicomes pyil uequall taxes Often
the heavicst burdeni falls on the workiig man or wounati.

hlie blue-collar workcr who has struggled hard to support his faluil, educate his
childrci, adnd save his miioie suffers. His is the inly group in oulr sovicty that gets
a plethora of kiid words fronm Congress hut laws which catch him in a double hindl
hflttltioll pushes hit into higher tax brackets while cuttitig deep hitito his purchasing
poser. His savitigs melt under the heat of intlation. while the ititerest on his proposied
miortgage rises beyond his reach. Meatwhile Congress itcreases the pailltaclits to the
noti-worker so tha;t subsidies of the idle rise to mneet the shrinkinig rcvxards of th ilt
and industrv.

Now e can fa irly charge. as did oui forchcairs il the Dec laratioin of Independeincc
that taxes are "iiposed wvithout our consent.' [odav. agaill. we has c taxatiOil u ithiiut
represenitation. because it is impossible to hIixe \our poinit of \ics fauirll represcntted
ill a matter so cnin iplex thalt no oIie tlldCrstamil ilS it. 'rhis lack of U tieCIrstandli ig is

83-402 0 -77 - 3
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not limited to the ordinary person trvingl to pay his taxS in accordance *x ith xxliait
somleone tells hhim the la\\w rcqutires. It is it I cl\lsi\Cx iialaise eXtellndil u to out repriesenita-
tives il the Congress who \ote the lass s At at closed hetlinci on the tal\ hill last
spring. se\ereal Senators cominplaiin ed that the\ did not Unde rsta nd to) \\xhalt the\ \\cle
being asked to ote. Thle C hairmi an of the Senate Finanice C onieinittee is reported
to haxe said: 'if e\er\ e iman insists oil kti tinig xix at lie's ointinL if helote hle \ otes.
\\ e'rc not going to get a bill reported out Ix\ %Iolndlax- M\lxlil!i d l ear hc pliorit\
over clarity.

-le Constitutioni sax s that Congri ess is to piixidc for the ''gerieral x elfat . IllstC.ld
Congrcss pass illori c iattenitiOI to splecial iite rests. H llldredS Oif hitls aur iniiodUCCd
to amiiiend somiie part of the taIs Code. MIanx of the hills seek to heniefi t sonie sectoi
of our socictv \\xlicli hais persuaded a xiii cmnressnilli that it llecds help. C ilalin is
theni effected hx anieind ine ia sectioii of tile aix\. oftc i refel ili- i toi aniithlie i sectii i
xvhich itself refets to still axnotier. A recent 'simple' alicildtiiclnt txi the t\ ri eduiction
hill %Ixas ''read h\ title [he title coiisistedx of one seiitelice c txiitiilln (i)9 xii rds
Nestled amioii themlie \i\s ia key phalseC 'aIn(o f xi tiher l i irxoses.x liil Illtiexit a iitiilig
\xith hichi Conigress chose to fill xxhait camie to he caltlcd tile Fastei hxsket.'

No Coxiressmianiai no taxi\ci-. ilk 1CCOxttitalit Cilai tell tile tallXpl\tle his rilcitS \xitli
anx' ccmitiaitv No otie c\cii hotlieis toi t \r to ia ke a case thiii tlie irtesenit kix s
are Ceqitatble. Ati lix\ xvliiMlI caitiot hle iltiderstx(id is, l\ dICt'illitixiI, MtI :issiltlt xii
detiixicracyv WhlienCiicx ii Iccist ltor. harll-dpressed fio a ihe adliniie. nicdl s i little ft cc

lublicitx. 11C xi she a1itixiut11ces ill ia tilte xif x11titlIaC xiIC xr :tixtliet oif the tec0ititltae
CO:isCuetLics xof tile axxn. s[lie ressiIts aifte ii Sx hilzllar tihat cilCt 11i\x ilxlOilice illct
miiCrclx reinifrceCs the piblic iaxillteliess thlat tileC tCiogress hlias legislated a t iliil Of.

Eacih xear oitic oif the halloxixc rites if spr imi i isia legislaitxli peerinig eat liestlx Out
of the telexision screcni and hex a\1iliml tile fact t hat solii e tioxliI pilu it intixtite ti\.
What til\' siax is tixie. Ill 17t. f973 or c\aiipe. the IRS silid tict "C xxer sexell PlCIslits
xxwithi itlicxiies ill excess of ia iiillioxi dxilitls xx lii paix no fexlerill inioelie tax \ Yci
1i1 tine call asscrt that they did noixt xxh\ the 1;i\\. hilex\ dit [o 11tr litim thleir

COILigCsss Iialtldaltetd. 01w\ioxisl\ sxchtia resilt Itiiakes tixi SetisC. aixld I xIO tixit thinik
oixie stixi Lxl cxi taX ftee. [ile tail lt. liloxx\Cve , is tiot xithi tixosie xio liii i tix n lt\es

bit itti tiiose xhiio ttI IreCd ta itixtil itito it a L77s Ic. ' xix Cai hle Sxii ctliit sxiiii IRS
oxificcr huilt ia go\Cixiliilelt cillect axuditing the retuiris oif thesc ixoll-ti\pax ers. A t;ixx
\\xiicti prOtLUCeS this iesUIt is Ox\iOUSx l Vxri'i11g. I plaICC xf 1lix illi xlp these fexx \\xCllttlx
pexiile tx oxhlxIly. the Iegisaxltirs shxuldl eXanliic theilr Oixx ii COisCielIee iil xxi hr g
a lit\ so cxiiitle\ that the\ dxil not knixixv \xhillt tilhe\ xxcrc dlOiii. I liit is tile \xC'\
esscice xof Iegisltatixe irr cspxonisihilit\ TIheir acts lesseti SelCxct Olx ill l1ixx anild :il-u
disrUpti'e of oixur socitv.

Sitice ti(i One t elfic\Cs tile prlCSCuIt ;I\xS arC 'liri, it is xx )tihV: iileC illLtixiiili x ho\x
ie got iitxi this miess Ani ccooii ist. Adani Smiithi. Wxitilic iil the \Cxill Ouii iiitiOil
xNxas fititxludexl talitli OXVIi halSiC plillCiplCS. [TaXCS Slxixtlt hel ''CCitilill. atidl liOt atrhitralt
. . . CIC;xI Midl plaitiii to tlie cxitiiillxter, i id i tO Cx\Cr Othicr perSxliti.' oxixla\ taxes
illaC Uxccrtaini, arhbittat aiy xid utlcear: c0i1i11ixi1 setise has hebee stood xii its heilxl. Wc
haxe arrixedl at oun pireseit absrxld pisitioll hcCiluse the original pa rpose of taxes
ias deftinexl hx Article I of the CoinstitUtioll has heeni fxirgottein or ignorcl. 'lie Constitu-
tixni gaxe poxer to Coigress ''to lIx aind collect taxcs'' iil orler "to pay the deits
auxle prxvixle for til i Co iiio xcfnlse anxl andgeiral xelfarce.''

No meii tionx is niixe ili the CoxistitUtiioll il any fxorii of x hat was callexl social
Celgitierlilig xli rilig the RoosexeIt era. [tie oriinig l idea \\xas to raise mioney to pity
the eosts of govcritiilelit. It xVils a straighitfxirwvard concept. Liiiting taxes as as Safiegulard
fur iiixiVilxUil liheltV \ixas 1iiLCi iil the minids of the fxundinig fathers. They knew
thtit the poxxer to tax ails the poxxer to xlestroy. '[hey understood with great clarity
that xwhcn the goverinieint takes a part of our icoenic, it is coxininideering the fruits
t'f our lahaor.

As eatrlv as 1753 Bsenijaminiii Franiklini suggested a stanidard. He wrote: "It xvontxl
he thoughit a hard goernimenit that should tax its people oiic-tenith of theii tile,
to he employed il its service." '[he fundamental priiciple laid downi hv ouit fxiuiixiig
fathers has now heen rexersed. Today, the part of your incoiex c yOxt Sneccexd ill keepinig
for )ourselves is denouniced as a "loophole.' '[he ultimate logic of that assulimptioxi
is that everythinig you earni helonigs to the state. [h hertevoilent Co'igress nila permit
xou to keep at little, not as a right, hut only as a hebiefit

Levyitig taxes to pay the govxi'criieilt's hills is it SoUlid idxei. Froii the xcry stiut
of our country, howex er, our toleratioxi of taxes has alxkvas hieti tcneiiire(c hv a
xxcIl-ftfixlded public axx'aretiess that goxixeniltieiit eXpCilditul-Cs teilx to hle toi higi M ug id
to keep risiig. Whenl Thoxilas Jeft'ersoi xNxoi etectioti aIs Presidxeit ill I S(), his Calillaiiia il
pirxiise \xxas to roll hack taxes. George Washinigtoin xxias portrai cd x is u hig spcixhcr
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sir. c he had a Federal budget of ahout 2 percent of the national income. 'rThe hudget
%xas then financed x ithout income taxes. The. elil-to -do piid a tax oil imported goods.
hut taxation in Amierica remained Ii~ht Liutil MIa incoilie ta\x was lcI eid to heClp tlilamiCe

the Cixil War. [hat income tax xxas repealed in IS72. rhe Supreme Court found

tile income tax of I894 I unconstitutional.
It took a Constitutioiial alienldriient il i 9 I to hrinL the incnolme ta \ back ii to

heing. Even so. as late ais 1 935 oiV onile otit of (it citi/ens %a\s requiiirCLl to pax
alln income tax at all. To hear the cost of the Ncx\ Deal a iid of' World \\ riI.
one out of cxcry three-or just alout cx\er x orking aidult-began turtiniig i portio
of his income ox er to the gx xerillleilt.

No one has to re 11;1d \oU that tdiox fede raul state and local taxcs take more
than aI third (if thle mionev A iiericans earn. Whilc the piroportion is lilt-ge anlId groli ng'.
the poiit I Wanlit to iiiake is thalt the taIx bIurrdein does not fall u ion peoilc 1. iti
aliv semIlillice Of CLIUiit\ . 'rIle priliempal reason t hat this is so is liecatuse tax 1l1a\s
hau c not ee n used pr imlaril to raise rsci uc. R athier tile iu rpose \\us to allocate
private resources to achieve \ halt \\ rC r IcC iiieL at thle time to he socilil priorities.

Tax policy ed illar at SOCiaIl Cll'ilCClriill. instelad of raiSin' r.\ILIC. ilnesitalilX pros i(vd
individuals and orgii ni7atioins xwith a patch\\ork of' dedlUCtilis. c\eliptionis. erelits and
variable rates of suc hi coim ilC x it x as to boggle the m i od. Il i ox i gll ;1i0i this pat hi.

Congress stretched the Constitution xxlichi speaks onl\ of the general \\x l fare." Far
from lookiig to the general e I faie. the ta\ lass helip de\clop, specialI interests and

pri ileges. Doubltless. at the time thie\ \%erc eliactedl iito Ila. eacci inlin ick secilled
like a good idea.

But (iur \aletie S\ Steiis c0ilistali tv cliaiige: Ml at \x\as (nice thOughlit to lie goo))d is

now eilLtilineCeL. 'lire resuilt is tilat todax s social priorities \-ill i1iisittIhl\ 1 iecomi tonilo r-
ros 's tax loopholes. Exaiiples aliound: the )il depletion ill isxaile %% as (desiiied to
iidtice licoptlc to cngage in t l fie liaicial lx risk\ seaicli for lietiroleL n lecaLUise Aniiiriea

nceded supplies of energv. Whe i Ciongress adoopted a conecurrenit resolution ini 1945
to allow a tIeductioin for intningiblie drilling all development costs. thle resolitiiti \\ ts

iitrod wLictI ith the words. "[Ihat ii the plblic interest Congress lieel dcc hItres
.[he Aral oil priec iicrease blilanketl out Congressional memories and turied

oil ai spaete of ora-tort sv\li iC Ie1ilOe ii cdLI profits as -I sCCFee and e1 i letlioll as a
loophole. '[lie list Of splcicil CaSes iiicItites just about cx er\ cltegorx of IUSiLlCSs.

labor or voltiita rv organiizatioi all(t grows longer w\ith every legislatix e tiikcrilng. Iut
the point is Siiiipl(: wlheu the utiplcasilnt joi if ruisilig revcinue is supersecl.el i\
government allocatioln of reso urces through Sisul siiese xemiptions, loopholes a ul ded lie-
tions, we have tax laws whichi not onhlV Calile tiiiderstood ivn no oie. Hlit \\ith
good reasoI1 are pterceived to ie uii fair to eve rv SCCtor Of our soci :t;

Wheii a de mocratic coiseiisiUs belieeves soietligii is \wrolig. it is timle for reforii.
Laws which are noit onlIy uiifair hut uLinitelligilile shiiuld le rcpealcl biefo rc social
dailiagc liecoiiies irreparable.

hii the words oif the Declaratioin of Indepicidence the goxerniment 'has erected a
multitude of new offices anid sent hither swarinis oif officers to harass our people,
anid eat out their SUbstilice.' Thalt phrase friii the pen Of Th(Iiias Jtefferson sounIds
like someoiie who has just heard thalt the n1iaii1als onl which IRS agenits must rely
have growin to all iicired ible 40(0 t()0 p ages.

We have arrived at the point x\xhere it has beeii proven the tax machine has heen
so badly designed that no tiikerinig call help. It is time to throw the machine away
anid returli to the people the decisi n oiL how they wish to spend their own money.

Just as iio-atiult auto iiiSUtHirCc, dcspite its deficieneies, leveled premiums foir motorists
anid cut dowii oil enidless litigatioli ii the courts, a no-fault tax policy would restore
taxation to its original Constitutioiial purpose of raisinig revenue anid providiig for
the general welfare. There is much to be said for abolishiig the whole complex of
laws we it0w have, aiid replaciIIg it with aI simple graduated rate with no deductions
except for taxes paid to oIther political jurisdictions to avoid payilig taxes oii taxes.
A top tax rate of 2()-3(0 percent for individuals and corporationis alike would produce
as much revenue as the governmeit iiow collects. Some have estiiated a flat rate
of 13 percent would do the job. The exact rate is not as importaiit as the fact
that it would make the law clear, certaiii and fair. It would eliminate loopholes that
now make tax laxs resemble a sieve.

Siice only people pay taxes, the present policy of differentiatinig hetweeii corporate
anid personiil income taxes makes absolutely no sense. Iii reality corporate anid piersoal
taxes are (iiie anid the same. A large percentage of the populatioln has a stake ii
czirporatioLis by either owning shares directly or reyinig oii life iistiraiice aiid pensiii
funds which make the iivestments. In fact, the greatest asset tle wiorkinig mail has
is a claim oil his pension fuiid ill the future. Directly oir iidirectly. the retired worker
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must rely on corporate payniments fr his pension. hile mijiorit\ oif jobs in this Co tilir\
are provided b\ corporations. Whethcr or ii ot xxe %xotrk for aI corpor ation. %%. are
all ICOisLImliers. and inl the end the coinsuminers pal thl cor porate ta\. If thc le L\ is
too Niulh the bui-er pays more for the p[odtict of tihe corporation If' the buh c r refri ains
flomll hbtiig. til Shaiie holders di\iidlnd dcIlines or c\aporaltes. tilx \\olkiilc nanil s
paycheck shriliks or disappears. Since it is u trtisiii that nio cotintr\ Call 1b. richer
than \\halt it Call prodILuCC. illCoIlle c bCe d\id Cdd bu t nOt Multiplied thlOLugh1 tIa\

If the tax rite " cre the same tor clol-rOFIatioiIS nld! illdi\idtiilx. the SxiHChiO ildei
arld the workilng iill a xotild hIa\C 11oie 111011C\ to SpCI Id. lOt as tie ginciiiiiiciit dccides.
but aIs the\- cihoose for theilmisce s. Fiee eop l Illa kilug fi cc choices ill a ficec iii irket-
place ftorii the \%cIllsIprig i f out r econiomil' BLISi1CS \s n li(l ot bc Si lrCd , to ie1.C irCll.
invIestiliclt. all tIdCvIopmeiIit. As ; coiisneii eie it \xouid lire . Ciiipete aiid pi oduice
more aiid 1itore It less aiild lcss cost. ['his prow aiii x otiulcl aIllS\\CI the I'ails otf u
capital shortage. becaues capital is iotling ioi re tilli store(l tipr lior to til e\teInt
all tptiple can keep more > of the fi nits of4 their lao ls-iiioie capital is is a;l~ble ti
iicrease pril untCikll auild the (lti llitV I liflc

[his Simlple tirt ftuldalliuiltill trlutlh ha;1s [iot helul olxcrxed II\ tblosxe \11.ho tlctcrlille
outr ta\ policV \Votcl ill responise to p iipilist praessure to talp the corpor ate cclieque.
ncgatixve sanctiouis Oil saxMin aulltl ix\cstiliiilt iax\C depletetl thc public's pocketbook.
tll] insii people otit of \xoik. aiid xx caukciied tile ecoiiomi\

hile cold fact is thargt tile Comiu ress. tuxiiex. labou anid ili\ididuals has \ co.lue to
Ial\c a \Cstced ihiteiest ill thle coviiilcpxit\ of thle l;1\. [h lie bc iefic ariex of ta x ieikx

hals\ Cetime to rCe'ard tiemii ais Couistittltionail i ilits. I heir proponients ill tile ( oulCss
tse theuii as a1 IiieaIIIS to Cotiit thieii CouistittlUCits a1iLid CiisirC i-elecICtioll Out of h 1i:hlit
the holiieo\\cier thinks that his deductioui f;r mi t uiteaIc interest is Ill] thalt Staiids bIetxCCII
him alld fioneclostire. le busiiiessiill inisists thtli the ill\stlllellt tax\ creilt is tile
oinly tilinig thialt stands betx\\cn progress ainidl staugnuatioi. Dictors aiit lav ci%\x. faIiiruus
and labiiorers. oLiiig a1id a tld a icli auil poor" all tceid to lie setluCccl hi\ tepil si pciolol
of crititlecni t [hile\x hase becoi miie hlabitllateCl ti loI ik to go\ CrIlliIile t ti i bsul i/el.
direCtlV or ilLlircCtl . theiri eCltuCatioli. thieii hiiies. thleir fiiic. their uimetlical Caile i,,iul
their reti eiieit. Each personi regad ds the other u;1ai\s loophole Ias c\ I. hint his o\\n
ais Csselitial. ('0ii gress. ilnstald of p6lacuig at taX I-eltic(tiL[iilliili Clitplilic SCI[utilu\. all
tio ottCili lrefers otbsetile Sui bsidies andicI loi ipliles \xith .i ciiile x c retits. del.tiuciio is.
tax cairrvbacks: the! fill the ls\\ \\ith these and othitr riddtles As loug as handitlits
tt rich alnd pool alike ar e bitried il the m1ac of 0i' Or tlax structure, pulblic eiiufidtluce
ill the fairiiess of, tile rule if' Ils x\ ill ClOIiti iLiti to LICCclilii.

At a tiie wiheu peoiple gross csuiicaul aboitt all illtiStittiOiliS \hiCil prxiliSix iilMore
thlil Cali lie dclixvered it is tiiiie for a efiiruii What is niceetde is a si imiIlI c lear tal\
]x\\s. undecrstanidalblc to ;,ll, ti) ieduce hiais and rCstoIe blralnce. It is time to reCicu1liZC
that rI'ectlti1i aiild ilicc'lti\'es-not tax dodges 0ir lilillltlles-are "x hilt inspire lip pile
to work. to save anld to in\iest. ICt us retILirl thesxe dCCisioiis to tihe p.pIe by eliiinatitg
Our plCesenIt I1i11ZC Of la\sS lld plttilhg il aI Simile graltiUatCd rate liiiCI Cliiibcrecd biy
e xem ptions, dcdluctions, defeIcrrals. looplhiles, incecltitese or disinicenutivcs. Perhaps theni
we caii biegiin to repair the social fitlrie.

Freediii can lieb as etfecti\els destrioed by a tax ptilicy clesiguied to allocate
resoti ices, axs bV tihc reieatI if thle I St Ameiieuiliileit. Whlie ihusiiicss aiicl lierstilial dccisitiiis
arc mii;ude not oiii econouii leg rotiiids. but arc shaped hy tax coniseclueiices, wxhich illla
or miax not make all ecinoIlti ic SCIISC. oci i American system iof cconomiiiic and political
fi-eedtiuii is ill ictipardy. [lie frauiieu s of our Ctinstitutitiii werc well awx'are tif this
daiger as they wvcre the recipieiits of discrimiiiinatory tax acts promulgated froni across
the sCIs. (iGovernimiients havC ntit iieilded thcir wsays anmytire than 1UinIa;1 nature has
chalglged. Using tax pilicy tol either foirce oir iiiducc petiple tol doi xshat the giveriiment

;maits, auld nt whslat the citizen exercising his free choice wsanlts, is based tin the
assumilpititnli that goivernimiiient kiilows best It rcflects a distrust of freedom.

A paternal gti\nerinitit permitting soiiie fax ired section (if tiur poipulatitioi tol benefit
miire frtioi the results tof their labor thai sotiliiC tither sectitil illustrates a ptiint made
by the great Justice l ouis Brauideis \ heli he \\ rtite: "Experieince shuiuld teach tIs
to be most oti our guard to proltect libert s liel the Gox erimiieiit's purpolses are
beneficeint The greatest dauigers tti liberty lurk iil iisiditius ciertachlimenit h\
men of zeal. well-meianilig but xxithout understanlidig.' Our tax lass are xxritteni b;
men iof zeal, and it is equally true that they surpass all uclcdrstanidinig

Mr. OLSEN. I'd like to just begin hy briefly giving you conclusions
on certain aspects of the capital formation discussion. A declitie in
the share of total output allotted to capital formation will, ovcr time,
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result in a deterioration in the standard of livino. An increase inl
the ratio of capital formiation to total output will cnhallnce ourl standalrd
of living, including our ability to cope with improvements in ourl
environment, our encrgv needs, and the geneLlral quality of life.

An increase in capital formation will not prevent inflation. how\ever.
We can alw~avs print moneV fasteCr thanil we call build neC\ plants
and equipment. The pervasive shortages and bottlenecks that occUrred
in 1973-74. both in the Ulnited Statcs and inl man\ other countlies.
were caused by an overwlhelming acceleration in demalnd emalnalting
from all explosion il world moiney growth in 1971-72.

In addition, the adoption of price-\wage controls and the dle\aluation
of the dollar in the U nited Statcs further azwravated the situa.tio0n
in this country. Capital investment laes economic trends. It is one
of the last sectors of the econolml\ to turn dlown in recessions and
to turnI up in recoveries. While expected capalcitV utilization and rates
of return in individual industries determine changes in lel ICIS i inv est-
ment, capital ilvestmIlet is basically caLusedL bV economic gro\\wth and
not the other way alouLnd.

Therefore, monetary and fiscal policies that foster economic orowth
will encouLragC overall investment spending

Increases in interest rates are prim arily the function ot inflationi
Recognizing the link betwcen capital forma tion and the coUintlrVs stan-
dard of living, we should also recognize that capital, that is. wealti.

is privately owned inl our economic system. There are those il our
society wlho are offended by the private ownership and accum1ulation
of private capital and wealth and plopose policies to penalize or
discourage wealth and capital acCulIlI latioll

Consequently, we should recognize that such plroposals strikc at
the capital base of the Nation and the mcans by w\hich our standarl-Ls
of living rise or fall.

There exists today a pervasive belief that the shortages and1L bot-
tlenecks in American industry, accompanied by double digit inliation
similar to the events of 1973-74, will occur aIgain ill the next few
years. What is the probability that this will happen again?

Now, I'd like to summiarizC the next couple of pages of my remarks
by simply saying that in the analysis that we have done on the events
of 1973-74, wc have concluded that while there was much slower
increase inl new additions to capacity from 1970 to 1973, that this
slowdown in new additions to capacity alone is not sufficient to explain
the rather extraordinary events of 1973-74.

We have, in past periods, reached full capacity utilization. We have
in past periods had rapid increases in inflation, as markets cleared
the excess demand. But we had not previously experienced the hot-
tlenecks and shortages, the nonprice allocation that occurred in 1973
and 1974 in many industries, particularly in the basic materials illnduS-
tries where customers were placed on a quota allocation basis.

It's our conclusion that excessively expansionary monetary and fiscal
policies worldwide, together with the introduction of price Con-
trols-particularly the phasing-out of price controls in 1973 and 1974,
which led to anticipation of higher prices with the phasing out-led
to extraordinary inventory demands, creating bottlenecks and

shortages.
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While capital formation is essential- and I havc emphasized this
again and again, particularly for increases il our stanldard of liv-
ing-it's also important to rccotanize that stable morletarv and fiscal
policies are equallv essential il avoiding the kinds of conditions that
occurred in 1973-74 and inl avoiding doubiC-dilit intlaltion disrUptionIs
il the capital markets.

The evidence strongly supports a conclusioln that the ev ents of
1973-74 were not the product of insutfficielnt capacit\. hbit rather
the extraordinarv demand, heightened by monetary and fiscal policies
and price controls. The fact is that anlV LiVell qjUlIltit\ ot capacity
can be swamped by printing enougIh new\ money and creating a spccu-
latory demand based on the assuLImptioll that prices w ill rise il-
definitely. When that happens, prices increase faster thanll molic\ allnd
income growth precipitating a1 decline in real income aind recession.

Once ai recession has ended, increases in consupllptioll spenldiilng
typically characterize the recovery period anld that hals been truc
in this recovery. Investment spendilng comes later as ordcrs imo\ c
back through stages of processing. Incracsing capacity utilization and
corporate profits. After a period of time it Varies industr hV inIdustrV.
Corporatc managements extrapolatc thlc (Io\ tlh trculd into thc futUr-c
with somrewhat greater confidence. This leads to decisions to incrCasC
capital investment expenditures, even beforC CapaCit\ is full uItiliZCd.

Unless real economic growvth is uLLusulily alni llic becaLusc molnetar
and fiscal policies are excessively restratinig, such ilnCrCases in Capital
investment typically begin about one to twVo quarters after thc enld
of a recession- l the case of national income dat-aand somrewhat
longer in terms of the capital spendilng SurvCe datal.

We expect capital investment to accelerate in 1977 in response
to economic growth, rising capacity utilization, and improved profits.
Increases in capital investment as a percent of total output are not
essential over time in raising total employment. Countries with low-
capital investment ratios may have relatively little unemployment. For
example, a country that builds highways with millions of manual
laborers breaking stonies by hand may have little unemployment, but
very low productivity and very low per capita real income and low
standards of living compared to, say, the United States which builds
highways with thousands of workers employing heavy machinery and
equipment.

Now, if I may, Senator, I'd like to ask permission to amend my
prepared statement at this particular point, because this question of
the impact of capital formation on employment is somewhat complex.
And in the case of the United States, a decline in the capital to
output ratio over time would unquestionably lead and dislocate in
labor allocation because the process would, by necessity, involve a
reallocation of labor and there would be periods of time in which
labor might be unwilling to take jobs at essentially lower real income,
so that we could very well have higher levels of unemployment as
a consequence of such a decline, even though, in theory, you can1
have low capital to output ratios and still have a full employment.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Olsen, your prepared statement will be made
a part of the record, with the amendment included as you havc
requested, at the conclusion of your oral statement.

Mr. OL.SEN. Thank you, Senator Fannin.
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With a more productive economy we can enjoy a much higher
standard of living, and for the individual American citizen, this is

the critical aspect of increases in capital formation. Moreover, declines
in standards of living that occur because of less capital formation
occur rather deceptively over time. They may not be as apparent
in the Ist year as they are in the 10th or the 15th year. The same,
of course, is true of increases in capital formation.

The lists of capital needs that have been prominent in the discussion
of capital shortages imply a desired standard of living. The extent
to which we achieve those investment goals will determine the degree
to which we have maintained or improved our standards of living.
This includes transportation, housing, heat and light, the products
that flow from energy, the quality and quantity of our food, as well
as the quality of our air and water.

Concern over capital adequacy typically springs forth during periods
of historically high interest rates because inflation stimulates strong
bidding for available funds necessarily squeezing out a large number
of potential borrowers. Capital is perceived to be in short supply
and the condition is extrapolated into the indefinite future.

When inflation accelerates rapidly, departing from its expected
trends, borrowers with short-term needs such as those who roll over
inventories, bid aggressively. They can afford to pay rates of interest
equal to the expected short-run rate of inflation plus a real rate
of about 2½ percent.

Long-term borrowers, on the other hand, expecting inflation to be
higher over the long-term life of their investment than they did at
an earlier date, do not expect that it will be as high as in the year
in which it is actually accelerating, however. Consequently, these bor-
rowers step back from the credit market as they are outbid by
short-term borrowers. Among those who are outbid are home buyers,
corporate issuers of long-term bonds and States and municipalities.

Long-term borrowers adjust their inflationary expectations more
slowly. Their long-term inflationary expectations are a function of
the actual rate of inflation over the previous 5 years. Hence a 5-year
moving average approximates the inflation premium on a long-term
bond. The difference between 4½-percent bond rates in the early
1960's and the more than 10-percent bond rate we witnessed in the
summer of 1974 represented changes in inflationary expectations. The
real rate of interest that runs about 3½2 percent remained relatively
unchanged.

If I may just make a comment here apart to show you the effect
that inflation has on the rate of return to savers. A 9-percent bond
is taxed at the nominal rate and at a 50-percent tax bracket, this
yields a 4½ percent-after-tax rate of return. If inflation is running
at 6 percent, it provides a negative I ½-percent rate of return to
the bondholder, penalizing him as a saver. It would require, in fact,
something in the neighborhood of a 19-percent rate on a bond in

order to provide an after-tax, after-inflation 3½-percent real rate of
return to a saver.

Now, we've asked the question: Why do people continue to buy
bonds if that is the case? And while it's difficult to come up with
the answer, one answer is that there are no alternatives because on

the equity side, turning to equity investment, the investor or the
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saver finds that here the double taxation of dividend extracts an
even greater penalty.

Hence, as the owner of the business he is taxed once before the
dividends are paid and then once again after the dividends are paid.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, unless he has aI good stock that has
a very good growth factor.

Mr. OLSEN. Yes.
Chairman H UMPIIREY. I know that some stocks, even with the dou-

ble taxation on dividends and so on-splits three or four times in
a period of 4 or 5 years.

Mr. OLSEN. In extreme cases of extraordinary rate of return or
productivity, but even still there, obviously, the yield would be even
more attractive to the saver had the double taxation not been in
effect.

Chairman HUNIPIIREY. When you've got capital gains tax structure,
for example, as compared to regular taxation, which helps.

Mr. OLSEN. If we want to avoid congestion in tile credit markets
in the future, we should avoid inflationary monetary and fiscal policies.
The problems for housing and other long-term borrowers are caused
not by tight monetary policies but by overly expansive monetary poli-
cies that start the inflationary wave moving.

Attempting to estimate corporate resources for investment is all
interesting exercise, and this has been done at great length il maln\
discussions on the question of capital formation. But the actual alloca1-
tion of funds will be determined largely by whether we have stable
economic growth or whether we have a recurrence of the inflationary
turbulence that we witnessed in 1973 and 1974.

In conclusion, I would emphasize the desirability of encouraging
higher levels of capital formation because herein lies the fundamental
determination of our economic, social, and political well-being. When
expectations are frustrated, we can usually expect public unrest. There
is irony in attempting to satisfy public desires for a better quality
of life through more consumption at the expense of less capital forma-
tion.

The result is short-run satisfaction with longer run disillusionment.
We have many policies today that penalize the saver and encourage
consumption. When Government runs larger full employment deficits
or when States and municipalities find it necessary to borrow in order
to cover operating deficits, we tend to shift resources from potential
savers to consumption.

As a nation, we should understand that taxation that discourages
capital formation by lowering rates of return, such as double taxation
of dividends, capital gains taxes, and confiscatory inheritance taxes,
extracts a social cost over time that may far exceed the putative
short-run advantages obtained from the higher Government revenues.

Thank you.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Mr. Olsen-and Mr.

O'Connor-I regret missing your analysis and the summary of your
statement, but you were kind enough to provide us with a copy
of your prepared statement so we're somewhat familiar with what
you have had to say.

Mr. O'CONNOR. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Also, it will be inserted in the hearing record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Olsen follows: I
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PREPARED S1AArEMIENI oF LEIF H. OLSE\

Mr. Chairman. I wvant to thank you and the other members of the Joint Economic
Committee for this opportunity to share with youl some of our views on capital forma-
tion.

I would like to begin by giving )ou very brieflv our conclusions on certain aspects
of the capital formation discussion.

( I ) A decline ii the share of total output allotted to capital form atioli "xill oser
time result il a detcrioration in the standard of lisingC: ani increase in the ratio of
capital formation to total output ws ill enh;ai nc our standard of li\ iinn iel cdlli o*ur
ability to cope with improvements il our environment, our energy needs and the
general quality of life.

(2) An increase in capital form ation w\ill not prc\ent future inflation: sse call als\ as
print money faster than we can build nC\\ plants and Cqulipilment.

(3) The pervsasive shortages and bottlenecks that occurrCeL il 1973-74 botih in the
United States anld in manils other countries v cre caused by an o\sershelilniiii acceleration
ii demand emanllting from an explosion in ssorld moies growth in 197i and 1972.
The adoption of price-wsage controls and the deva1:lu.atioll of the dollar further icm ra\ ated
the situation in this country.

(4) Capital in vestmnlit lags economc treainds. It is one of the list sectors of the
economv to turn dosvn in recessions alld to turnil up i recoserics. While c\pcctedL
capacitx utilization and rates of return in lldisidual industries dIteI rmllinc clalnlgcs in
levels Il Investment, capital invCstIImeilt is basicaliV caused bV cconomIlic grosyth afnd
not the other wsya arouiid. Therefore. monetary and fiscal policies that foster economic
grossth swill encourage overall investment spending.

(5) Increases in i te rest rates are primarily the function of ilflation.
(6) Recogn iing the link between capital form atioli and the cOiUntIV s standli rd of

lising, we should also recognize that capital, i.e.. ss calth. is privately ow5ned in our-
economic svstemn. lherc are those in our society Who are offended by the private
owsnership and accumulation of private capital andl \wealti and propose policies to
penalize or discourage \sealth anid capital accumulation. Conse(qunCItly. sC should recoc-
nizc that such proposals strike at the capital base of the nation and the meialis hI\
which our standards of livilig rise or fall.

rhere exists todavy belief that pervasive shortages alid bottlenecks in American
midustry, accompanlied by doubIC-digit inflation sim ilar to the e\ents of 1973-74. vs ill
occur agatin in the next fe\v scars. Whatt is the probability that this swill happen1

For the ans\vcr it might be helpful to alalyle the probable causes oh the ccslnts
of 1973 and 1974. Did the cxtraordiiiarv inflation and the shortages and hottlenecks
cilialiate from inadequlate capacity or from excessise deiiiaiids?

IThe most comniloll explanation tends to cli phasize the role of inadequate capacitV
grosvth in recent years. This conclusion is not wvithout soxim Sxiibstliicc if VouL look
at increases iil mlianufacturilig capacity that grew only 2 pcrcetit a year betwveeni 1969
and 1973 in contrast to all average of 5 percent betssecii 1954 and 1969. [his reflects
in part withdrawals of capacity that becamie uneconomiiic as a result of rCequired pollution
control expenditures. But more iiportaiitly. it reflects a slowdowsn in real capital invest-
mIent to only 3i' percent aI year lCtWeen 1969 aiid 1973 in colitrast tOi a 4.9 percent
average ;1iliaII rate bCtsVeen 1954 an1d 1969. While the rate of increase in investment
duriig this period appears to he somewhsat low compared to carlicr cyclical slowdowns
ill capital investment, it is not so remarkable as to suggest somc fundamental shift
ill the composition and timing of capital investmient.

Over a long period of time we observe that capital ilivestment tends to move in
cycles covering spanis as long as seven or eight years. Investment tends to rise overall
in responsc to improved rates of return and decline with dimninishing rates of return.
What is more, the presence of excess or unutilized capacity tends to produce relatively
poor rates of return oui capital investment. As a result of unusually rapid growth
in investment-and il capacity-during the 1965-69 Vietnam war period-capacity
utilization in manufacturing was somewhat low in the early 197(S. Thus, rates of
return were not particularly conducive to continued strong investment growth. In other
words, two factors were acting in a manner that had previously slosved the rise in
capital investment. Consequenitly, we have some plausible reasons why new additioins
to capacity were growing more slowly in the early 197()'s, but another basic question
remains: Why did capacity utilization rise so rapidly betsveen 1973 aiid 1974?

There exists another line of reasoning that offers a far better explanation of the
traumatic events of 1973 and 1974. We begin with the imposition of price controls
and devaluation of the dollar in the summer of 1971. Ihcor\ hasCd on past eVidence
tells us that vhen prices are not permitted to rise and perform the critical task of
clearing markets of excess demand, demanid continues to mounit and there is noniprice
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allocation of goods and services. This means suppliers place customers onl a quota
system. Shipments and deliver' dates stretch out interminahly and new customlers are
turned away. The conditions that prev ailed in 1973-74 are exactl\ the conditions
that theory would lead you to expect as a result of price controls.

We had experienced previous slowvdo\\ns in capacity additions il basic materials
industries as well as il manufacturing as a ss hole prCesiouslV. We hadL experienced
previous high levels of capacity utilization in earlier periods. And we had experienced
previously a rise in prices to clear markets of excess demands in earlier periods.
But we had not previously experienced the absence of orderly clearing betwceen supp1h
and demand to such a degree as to necessitate per'asive allocation and qtILt progr:Iiis.
What then caused this remarkable phenomenon to occur' Esrethingl points to price
controls.

Nineteen seventy one was a recocry year from the recession of 1')9-7(1. The
imposition of price controls il the summer of 1971 caught mInan. basic materiRals indLus-
tries wsith cyclically loxv prices. This is not true of finsilhcd goods prices. hos\terl.
As a result under the controls period, basic materials prices \ere lo\\ relati\e to
finished goods prices. This tended to increase the demand for basic materials. hI
other words, stronger final demand for finished goods as a result of the colibilned
stimulative money grosvth on the one hand and price controls on the other created
extraordinarv demand for commodities. Here is \\whalt followed: Tle as crage anuLal
grosvth rate of sales in basic matterials imdustries ran substani!tial I' highe r thba t Iheir
long-run historic experience. For example. from 1955 to 1971. the a\cr'.ae ann1ualK
growsth rate of sales for the steel industry wvas 1.3 percent. from 1972 to 1973 it
was 9.3 percent; for copper it wsas 1.7 percent in thCe earlier period, and 0.4 pciecent
under controls: for aluminum it wvas 5.7 percent in the earlier pCeiod, and 17.6 peCIlt
during price controls; and for pHaper it was 3.6 percent compared to 6 percent.

During the fital period of price controls late in 1973 and carly 1974. \oti ma'
recall that controls swere eased gradually. This led to wsidespread expectations of price
increases once decontrol occurred and encouOraged in\ientor\ hedging a;gainst those
price increases. National policies from 1971 to 1974 concocted the most dislrlpti\C
circumstances. this further halloolled the alreadv extraordinary d eittli nd leading to the
widespread iipositioit of qluotas anid nonprice allocation.

Another event occurrc(l it this country as svell as internationally' that hclps to explain
the extraordinary explosion of spending throughout the sorld. It 1971 and 1972.
the rate of grosvth of the money stock for the United States accelerated sharpixv
follosiing thc recession of 1969-71). [his alone \voul1d have contributCld to U.S. final
demand and GNP grosvth. But il 1971 and 1972 thc fixed exchange rate s\Stcitt
ss'as in its terminal phase. Il all effort to continue to mainitain fixcd exchange rates.
foreign central banks paid out large anitounts of their o'.vn currencies in a futile cffort
to support the dollar exchange rates alid this-il conjuliCtion w.vith other
forces-accelerated the growth of thce world's monex stock to a ratc of grosvth nearly
doubie that of our long-run historic experience. The surge it new money creation
and. consequently, income led to a wvorldwide bu.iig spree that encompassed the
spectrum from beef to automobiles, and the demand pressures in fiial products were
then manifested back through stages of processing to the basic materials. This boom
touched off a \sase of speculative iive'ntory buying that added more high powered
fuel for price inflation.

The devalu;ltioll of the dollar, coupled with price controls alnd all expansionary
monetary policy, pushed U.S. prices down below those of the rest of the world, and
that added substanitialily to the demands for U.S. products and basic raw materials.

The evidence strongly supports a conclusion that the events of 1973 and 1974
were not the product of insufficient capacity but rather the extraordinary demand
heightened by price controls and the anticipated end of those controls-industry-by-
industry-that encouraged extraordinary inventory accumulation. The fact is that aity
given quantity of capacity call be swamped by printing enough new money and creating
a speculatory demand based on the assumption that prices will rise indefinitely. And
when that happens, price increases exceed money and income growth precipitating
recession.

Once a recession has ended increases in consumption spendinig typically characterize
the recovery period. Investment spending comes later as orders move back through
stages of processing increasing capacity utilization and corporate profits. After a period
of time that varies industry by industry, corporate managers cxtrapolate the growth
trend into the future w'ith somesshat greater confideiee. This leads to decisions to
increase capital investment expenditures even before capacity is fully utiliZCd. Unless
real economic growth is unusually aniemic because ooitetarv1 and1L fiscal policics are
excessively restraining, such iicreases in capital in\estnteitt t\ picall) begin about one
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to two quarters after the end of a recession in the case of national income data

and somewhat longer in terms of capital spending survey data. We expect capital

investment to accelerate in 1977 in response to economic growth, rising capacity

utilization and improved profits.

[A lower rate of capital accumulation implies a lower real wage rate than would

be the case if more resources had been invested and less assigned to current consump-

tion. A worker who is provided with machinery can produce much more than one

who does not have machinery. The higher productivity makes it possible for him

to enjoy a much higher real wage than the worker who does not have machinery

at his disposal.
[The real wage rate may not fall if capital investment grows more slowly in the

future, but it will not be as high as it would be if investment ran higher. In the

period when real wages are rising more slowly than workers expect, there may be

some increase in voluntary unemployment as workers refuse to accept jobs that are

available and hold out for wage rates that employers cannot pay because productivity

growth is slower than would be the case with more investment. As workers adjust

over time, however, to the slower growth in real wages employment will be restored.

But the transition period could be quite difficult causing unemployment to be unac-

ceptably higher than would be the case with higher capital formation. Such an unac-

ceptably slow improvement in unemployment could add to pressure for more expansive

monetary and fiscal policies which could in time prove to be destabilizing.]

Increases in the long-term trend of capital investment to total output are not essential

in raising total employment. Countries with low capital investment ratios may have

relatively little unemployment. For example, a country that builds highways with millions

of manual laborers breaking stones by hand may have little unemployment but very

low productivity and very low per capita real income and low standards of living

compared to, say, the United States which builds highways with thousands of workers

employing heavy machinery and equipment. With a more productive economy we

can enjoy a much higher standard of living, and for the individual American citizen

this is the critical aspect of increases in capital formation. Moreover, declines in stan-

dards of living that occur because of less capital formation occur rather deceptively

over time. They may not be as apparent in the first year as they are in the tenth

or fifteenth year. The same, of course, is true of increases in capital formation. The

lists of capital needs that have been prominent in the discussion of capital shortages

represent implicitly a desired standard of living. The extent to which we achieve those

investment goals will determine the degree to which we have maintained or improved

our standards of living. This includes transportation, housing, heat and light, the

products that flow from energy, the quality and quantity of our food, as well as

the quality of our air and water.

Concern over capital adequacy typically springs forth during periods of historically

high interest rates because inflation stimulates strong bidding for available funds neces-

sarily squeezing out a large number of potential borrowers. Capital is perceived to

be in short supply and the condition is extrapolated into the indefinite future. When

inflation accelerates rapidly, departing from its expected trends, borrowers with short-

term needs such as those who roll over inventories bid aggressively. They can afford

to pay rates of interest equal to the expected short-run rate of inflation plus a real

rate of about 2% percent.
Long-term borrowers on the other hand, expecting inflation to be higher over the

long-term life of their investment than they did at an earlier date, do not expect

that it will be as high as in the year in which it accelerates. Consequently, these

borrowers step back from the credit market as they are outbid by short-term borrowers.

Among those who are outbid are housing, corporate issuers of long-term bonds and

states and municipalities.
Long-term borrowers adjust their inflationary expectations more slowly. Their long-

term inflationary expectations are a function of the actual rate of inflation over the

previous five years. Hence a five year moving average approximates the inflation premi-

um on a long-term bond. The difference between 4% percent bond rate in the early

1960s and the more than 10 percent bond rate we witnessed in the summer of 1974

represented changes in inflationary expectations. The real rate of interest that runs

about 3½ percent remained relatively unchanged.

If we want to avoid congestion in the credit markets in the future, we should

avoid inflationary monetary and fiscal policies. The problems for housing and other

long-term borrowers are caused not by tight monetary policies but by overly expansive

monetary policies that start the inflationary wave moving.

Attempting to estimate corporate resources for investment is an interesting exercise,

but the actual allocation of funds will be determined largely by whether we have
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stable economic growth or whether we have a reoccurrence of the inflationary tUrbu-
lence that we witnessed in 1973-74.

In conclusion, I would emphasize the desirability of encouraging hiigher le\els of
capital formation because herein lies the fundamental determination of our economic.
social and political well being. When expectations are frustrated. k\C can Usua;ll expect
public unrest. There is irony in attempting to satisf\ public desires for a better qulalit\
of life through more consumption ait the expense of less capital formaition. flie result
is short-run satisfaction ws ith longer-run disillusio11nmenit. WC haVe m11an\ policies todas\
that penalize the saver and encourage consumption W\hei cme rnhemt ru s larger
full emrplo\menit deficits or when states and Muniicipalities find it necessa1 I to 1orrs\\
in order to cover operating deficits. wse tend to shift resources from potenitiail sal ers
to consumption. As a nation. Wse should understand that ta xation that discouraces
capital formation hb lowering rates of retnrn -i.e.. doUble taxation of di\ ideaids, Capital
gains taxes. and confiscator\ in herita nce taxes-extracts a social cost os er time that
ma! far exceed the putative short-rull advantages obtained fromi the hicher go ern ient
revenues. As a country that espouses pri\sate propert ows nership as not onls a irttie
but the main element that distinguished it from that of Eastern Euro.pe Russia and
China. \we cannot at the samne timle penalliZie aCCUI 1inlated piisi\ate Wseallthi and Capital
or discoU rage those who seek such accLIUMlLation. We shaold enCOallrace and re\\ ard
the efficient management of capital. We should support those gal e ii m1ent policies
that enhance such efficiency ewhile el imi natin g those that dlo not.

Senator Pi:RCY. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HUMrPIHREY. Yes, Senator Percy.
Senator PFRCY. Unfortunately, the committee heatrinl, that I'm chair-

ing upstairs is under a restraint that we must adjourn bv I 1:30 a.m.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes, Senator.
Senator PERCY. So I have to go back tip. Could I just put two

questions to the witnesses?
Chairman HUNMPIIRIE\. You go right ahead. There's no protocol here.

We just get the thing done.
Senator PERCY. I'm very appreciative of that. I have just two

questions that I would appreciate a very brief answer oni or if \ou'd
like to supplement it for the record, we can hold the record open
for you.

I have cosponsored legislation introduced by Senator Bentseil and
I originhlly put in a similar proposal years ago to provide what wve
call a "human investment tax credit.' I believe that Senator Fannin
has been supportive of this also-to provide incentive for the private
sector to hire people who are unemployed who could not get a job
otherwise and who may require training. There are certain restrictions
on it.

Do you, in general, favor that kind of an approach as a means
of providing incentive to hire the unemployed and bring them into
the private sector? And secondly, the President proposed earlier this
year rapid amortization on new plant and equipment in areas in excess
of 7 percent unemployment. You are familiar with the provisions
of that. Do you support that principal and would you recommend
that the Congress enact legislation in these areas? Mr. Olsen, would
you care to answer first?

Mr. OLSEN. Well, on your first question on the investment tax
credit to provide incentive to hire the unemployed-the chairman
put it into the record-a speech which Mr. Wriston, chairman of
Citicorp, provided last year to simplify the tax structure. And essen-
tially I would prefer to see the tax structure simplified by the elimina-
tion of a lot of the tax credits, deferrals, et cetera, that we now
employ. And this would somewhat move in the other direction.
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I recognize, of course, that there are times when politically there
are some things that are just impossible to achieve and others that
may be doable. And something like this might have somewhat more
appeal and could be adopted and would have some advantage in
helping to reduce the unemployment rate.

And in this regard, I would favor it. But I would also point out
that the inherent economic reasoning behind this is the same kind
of reasoning that exists with regards to the existence of thc millilmlumLI
wage law. If a tax credit acts as ani incentive to an employer to
hire people becausc he can undertake in that case a rcductiLon ii

productivity, by the same token. a Icgislative increase in thc milliilu
Vage la\\w encourages anl emnplover to increase prodUctivity by. in

effect, reducing his labor force by .X anioLint. And sometimiiles, in

making a proposal like this, it's good to recognize the kind of laws
that already exist that often wvork in the opposite direction of what
you're attempting to achieve with this kind of proposal.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much. Now. Mr. O'Connor. please.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Well, Senator, I think; there arc a ; numbLIelr of W la!S

to approach the problem. And we certainly don't oppose alnv that
you suggested. On the other hand, wc do thilk that if wc call rcstore
the financial integrity of, in our case, the electric pOwCr industtrV,
that much of the employment problem that we're facing todaV w\ill
be solved.

In my comments I mentioned, for example, that the re-ductioLn alnd
deferral of new construction by our industry has cost labor about
1(00,000 jobs a year or put in terms of total dollars about $7 billion
in wages lost. And a good reason for this is the fact that thc utilitics
arc not healthy today and they're not going to, in manily cases, take
on anl uncertrain capital risk. So as a consequence, they have cut
back on construction.

Now, the financial strength of our industry can be restored, Coll-
struction will continue and the jobs will follow. So I think while
you are proposiig certainly a very excellent avenue, I think at the
same time the traditional approach, which is to rcward investment
through the tax credit, will also produce the same sort of effect
that you're attempting to achieve through the human incentive.

Senator PI:RCY. Mr. Jaicks, could you specifically comment on the
President's proposal on providing additional incentive for capital in-
vestment, plant investment, in areas of high unemployment'?

Mr. JAICKS. Yes, Senator Percy. I would support it. I think that
while we arc here, I think, as a group, perhaps we're trying to recog-
nize and articulate views which relate to the need for this economy
to provide more tools on a total basis, that there is logic and soundness
in attempting to perhaps earmark those areas where some of those
tools-the type of provision where the 7-percent unemployment is
involved-could very well be directed and I would support it.

Senator PERCY. I want to thank all of you very much, indeed.
Mr. Olsen, please.

Mr. OL.SEN. If I may amend my remarks by adding to them that
I also felt that there are some problems in the execution of that
tax credit for employment. Also, I'd like to add a paragraph to my
final testimony.

Senator PERCY. Fine. Without objection, then, that can be done.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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[The amended remarks of Mr. Olsen were subsequently supplied
for the record:]

There are difficulties in auditing an employnment tax credit. A business that is 0ilom
to expand employment in anl e ent could seek to qualify for the cmilpoe lmelnt ta\
credit. In other cases. a business planning to hire noe\ employees miat findll Cantdidiltes
that have been unemployed for. say just short of the malximllulml tim;e to qJU1lif for
the tax credit, but delayed the hiring for a week or tw\o in order to qualifiy-. Does
such hiring, then. represent a Ihonal lide benefit produced bh the prograni? A biusilless
v.ilihng to expand employment at this point mal well do it for a tiar smalaler ta\
credit or for none at all.

Chairman HuNiPItREY. Thank you. Senator Percy. I appreciate VoUr
coming back here with us.

Mr. Jaicks, I want to first of all sav that, as I indicated to Vou.
that I found in your recommendations some verv constructiVe
proposals. For example, you said ''To permit faster capital recovery
under the tax laws through the shorter depreciation periods for
production facilities, first-year write-off for pollution abatemienit equip-
ment."

I think that's right. The accelerated depreciation schedule doesn't
ultimately lose the Treasury any money. It's just a matter of belinl
able to use your money in a timely fashion to improve the productiVi-
ty, which, in turn, can hopefully reduce human costs and call provide
increased capacity.

I liked what you had to say where, if you recall Vou said- lt
would permit the cost of all productive investment to be recovered
over a period as short as 5 years and it provides substantial help
in financing steel industry expansion."

I am correct, am I not, that this would not ultimately result in
any revenue loss, but would accommodate the financinlg needs of
industry?

Mr. JAICKS. Well, yes. I think that's the way it should be considered.
I'm aware of the fact that there are those who say that it really
is perhaps an anomaly in the sense that if continued investm11enlt under
those more favorable conditions went on, then it's a long-time deferral
or perhaps even until total investment, to plateau or to stop-and
it certainly would have that effect. As we view our needs here of
releasing funds that are tied down in investment for further invest-
ment-which we are totally convinced in our industry that it's going
to be needed, needed perhaps for an unusual reason il that we do
see a contrast with the period of the 1960's and early 1970's, where
most of the steel growth in this economy was siphoned off by foreign
producers-we recognize for a number of reasons, including the
change in international currencies, the more adverse impact on the
advanced foreign steel producers, the EEC countries and Japan of
the effect of OPEC on energy, a more adverse impact than on the
domestic steel industry, that after a decade of surplus there's going
to be growth needs in the domestic industry, whereas there had been
virtually none over that period of time.

Chairman HUNIMPHREY. The danger in the accelerated depreciation
rate-that is, in what we would call this limited period for write-
offs-is if you've got a growing industry, you can sort of pyramid
it. That's one of the possibilities. But you could have a tax law
written to have this type of more rapid depreciation allowance for
a limited period of time to accelerate your investment, to modernize
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your equipment, and to get your productive capacity up to where
you want it.

I think it's one of the ideas that I find much more attractive.
Second, on the write-off for pollution abatement equipment. I don't
think it's quite understood yet in this country that the pollution abate-
ment laws that we have do impose a verv heavy cost on industrV.

And you can go dowvn and scold industry and say they should ha1Ve
done it before, but that's true of a lot of things that wC should
have done before. The real truth is that it is a hieh cost and it
has to be translated either into an increased cost in product or you
have to use your tax laws as a way to achieve a social objective
in a rather rapid way.

It's again timing. The question here is: How fast do you \Vanlt
to proceed'? And I'm familiar with your industry eiCoLl to ow
that we have some serious problemiis. We have soiie of them in our
State, as you know, right no\w. And we're having to wrestle with
those problems relating to enviroiimeintal protection, on the one hand.
and jobs on the other

I have always supported the investnient tax credit and, aamin, I
know that you can write a story of horror about it and how\ it is

abused-and it has been abused. But basicallI I think it's a SOUn1d

procedure and I endorse the idea of its permalilencv-the idea of
an investmeiit tax credit on a hit-and-miss basis, I thiiik, loses miucli
of its effectiveness.

So that in those areas I want to sav that I find myself pleased
with your recommendations-not that that meajis too liiuch to yoU,
I'm sure---

Mr. JAICKS. I'm sure it does, sir.
Chairman HUMIrvI\REY. I think that your proposals ought to be very

carefully scrutinized and we're going to see that they get to the
Fiiaiice Committee.

Mr. JAICKs. Thank you. It seems to me on one of the proposals,
Senator, that of the utilization of depreciation changes, as against
other possible tax relief approaches, that it really goes to the fact
that it's only available to those who actually reinvest.

Chairman HUMPHRFY. Correct. It's not a speculative proposition.
It relates to real investment.

Now, there are some matters here in the steel industry that I want
to get to. I think I'm going to move along to some of our other-how
do you do, Congressman.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. How are you, sir?
Chairman HUMPHREY. Glad to have you here. It's a pleasure. Con-

gressman Brown is with us and we've had three good witnesses here,
Congressman. Let me just see. Oh, yes. Mr. O'Connor, you state
in your testimony that 181,000 megawatts of plant capacity were
delayed or removed from the construction schedule during 1974-75
and that there will be shortages of electricity if action is not taken
to restore them.

What proportion of the total plant capacity additions does this
compromise?

Mr. O'CONNOR. If we took it on a current-day basis, Senator, it
represents about 35 percent of the total installed capacity that is
now ii existence in this country.
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Now, looking forward, we anticipate no serious threat to the power
supply between now and the near 1979. Where the shoe starts to
pinch is in 1980 and beyond. And that's our problem because it
takes us 5 to 10 years to build a plant.

Chairman HUNIPIIRI:-. That's the point that has to be emphasized
there.

Mr. O'CoNNOR. Yes. The decisions we make today alre coon to
have a dramatic effect on our ability to provide power in the 1 980 s.

Chairman HUMPIIREY. What proportion of the delayed or canceled
projects were actually canceled'?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Of the total, about a third were ZIC.tu.llV canceIed.
The others were set back or put on the back burner until a later
date. And it's kind of like trying to hit a shiftilln tai (Oet because
three components entered into the decisions to either defer or cancel:
Conservation efforts that took place in the latter part of 1974 and
1975; an economy which slipped into low gear dUrilln that period:
and figuring very prominietly was inflation and the verv hleavv costs
of new capital needed to finance expansion.

Chairman HUNIPIIIRI v. Do You find the investment tax credit helpful
to you'?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Extremely helpful, Mr. Chairman. And we certainly
subscribe to your view that it should be available on a permanent
basis.

Chairman HUMPIHIREY. And particularly il an1 industrV Such aIS yOUrS.
if we only had investment tax credit extended for a couple of years,
for example, it wouldn't do you very much good; would it'?

Mr. O'CONNOR. No, sir. It would not.
Chairman HuIrjIIM:x . Now, the energy crisis has caused a reduction

in power consumption somewhat. I think you alluded to that in your
testimony and this, I'm sure, has set back the growth of power con-
sumption estimates that you had. And with the rising power costs
and all, have these setbacks affected the projected level of power
consumption, let's say, in 1985? If so, would this permit the deferral
of some of the delayed projects?

Mr. O'CONNOR. To a degree, it would permit the deferral, Senator.
In the text of my statement, I indicated that our industry conducted
a rather elaborate study to try to determine the growth rate that
we would experience in the years forward.

With a very careful look at it, we tried to determine what the
growth rate might be through the 1980's into the year 1990. It was
determined that it would be somewhere on the order of 5.3 percent
to 5.8 percent, which is below the traditional rate of 7.5 percent.
And we arrived at the projection in a couple of ways. We looked
first of all at the new households that are going to be formed and
the rate of economic activity and of productivity, and second, we
looked at the substitution effect that substantial amounts of electric
power will have in meeting for conventional uses that have tradi-
tionally been served by gas and oil.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Like home heating'?
Mr. O'CONNOR. That's right. Yet, home heating is a small piece

of the total. What we're really talking about here is commercial and
iidustrial uses, which represent about two-thirds of our total usage
in the country.Today, about 78 percent of our energy in raw form
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comes from liquid fuels-gas and oil. Yet these fuels represent only
6 percent of our domestic reserves. On the other hand, our VZast
reserves of coal and uranium are being used in a very small wa\.
As we continue to have these supplies of the liquid fuel depleted.
we're going to have to rely more and more on the milch larger
supply of coal and uranium.

So we anticipate in our industry that a substantial portion of the
increased need for new power-producing facilities is going to conic
about from the substitution of coal and Uranium-balsed enCereAV for
oil and gas.

Chairman HU IPIIREY. I agree. And do Vou contemplallte the installl-
tion of solar heating and cooling systems as well?

Mr. O'CONNOR. We do, sir, bult not to have anyV Ireall dIrmtic
effect until after the vear 2000. For example. it has been estimated
that if 70 percent of all of the new homes that were to be started
between no\w and the vear 2000 were to be heated with solar enercv
it would represent only I percent of the total energy consunIptton
in the Nation.

Chairman HUNMPIIRREY. Well, it's hard to get it in perspecti\e. I
agree. We thintk of the heating and the cooling of homes-in fact.
it's a minimal amiount, isn't it, of the total energY consumption.

Mr. O'CONNOR. It is today. Senator, it could serve ai m11odIest amount
in certain portions of the country of the home heating or water
heating requirements. In Arizona, for example. Senator Fannin 's con-
stituents might wish to make some modest use of it. But il MinIesota.
Senator, I doubt very much that---

Chairman HUNMIPIHREY. Oh, we figure we've got pretty good possihili-
ties from solar energy up there-believe it or not.

Mr. O'CONNOR. As a percentage of total energy?
Chairmnan HU Ntlt REI:. Not large.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Not very large. And from the standpoint of central

power station production-even more.
Chairman HUmiI'tIRrY. Well, I agree with that. Well, here I conie

to the man I really wanted to get at and I have to go down and
cast a vote. You know how I feel about interest rates, Mr. Olsen,
you'll recall my prejudices. And it's the story of my life. Just as
I get ready for what I really want to hear in coming today, here
I have to leave.

But I am interested in your comment on interest rates, because
I notice that Mr. Wriston, the chairman of Citicorp, predicted that
the prime rate would rise to 8 percent by the end of 1976 from
its present level of 7 percent. What does it assume about the develop-
ment of business investment? What will an 8-percent prime rate mean
for mortgage interest rates in residential construction?

What are we going to have happen to us here again'? If you've
got a prime rate of 8 percent, how is some poor old Swede out
there it Minnesota going to build a home out there at Delano'?

Mr. OLSEN. Well, actually I don't anticipate that the mortgage rate
will rise at the same-either in the same proportion-or, for that
matter, that it may rise nationally. We're predicting a decline in the
long-term bond rate, at any rate, with which the mortgage rate has
greater sympathy over the next 2 years.

83-402 0 - 77 - 4
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And this is due to a cooling off of the inflation. And, as I mentioned
in my testimony, since the inflation premium contained il all interest
rate, a long-term interest rate, is a product of a 5-year moving average.
it moves down more slo\wly, while the short-tet-ni rate is far more
volatilc.

Now, the increase in the prime rate-in our prime rate-or the
increase in short-term interest rates il the marketplace is a function
of the recoverv of the economn\.

Chairman HOUINIPHRE.Iy Listen. I'm (oing to have to let you tell
this to Paul Fannin. He agrees with VOU1 more than I do.

Mr. OLSLN. All right, fine.
Chairman HUN\IPIIRFY-. This is a terrible thing that's happening to

Mr. OLI.SEN. That's all righ t.
Chairman HU NIMPHIREY. MaV I Say\ to you., Senator Fannin, it' tilh\

are through with the panel, put the other patiel on. I'd like to come
back to you, Mr. Olsen, but I malx Want to write Vou a letter and
ask you a couple of questions here.

Mr. OL.sLN. Very good.
Chairman HUNIMPH1RI \E. I'll do that. We have Senator Fannin here.

who will take up for me. Ideologically we're not exactly on the
same----

Mr. OLSI:N. I'll look forward to \our letter.
Chairman HUNIPI I R. OK, thank xOu.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Will Mr. Olsen just

continue on1, then'? I know we have variances of opinion: I wouildn 't
alwvays say difference of opinion. But I notice inl our testimliolny that
you talkcd about 1973-74 extensively and that wvas reallx\ a comnbilna-
tion of events, actiolns that perhaps will not come about agill. Is
that true'? Now, \vc may get into shortages; we may have problems.
But the chance of that happening are, xve hope, remote. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. OLSEN. I think the chances of it happening are rather remote,
which is not to say, however, that we may not have shortages in
particular product lines or in particular industries. But there's a great
distinction between the shortages that may develop il specific indus-
tries and in specific product lines and the pervasive shortages that
existed throughout the major materials industries, particularly in
1 973-74.

Senator FANNIN. You talked about a stable economic policy and
of course we all naturally hope for that continuously. But il your
analyzation of capital, if we let capital find its own in our economic
system-I understand you have changed your position somewhat-will
capital formation be of sufficient level to provide enough jobs and
economic growth for our country?

Mr. OLSEN. I believe that we should change our tax laws in order
to encourage a higher level of capital formation than is likely to
occur without such a change. I subscribe to the estimates, for example,
made by the Council of Economic Advisers, that we need better
than a 12-percent capital investment level-

Senator FANNIN. Investment tax credit'?
Mr. OL.SE N. No. This is the level of investment as I percent of

total output over this next 5 years.
Senator FANNIN. Yes. I SeC.
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Mr. OL SEN. And I think that we should seek to encoUrave that

through changes in our tax laws that encourage a hioher level of
capital formation.

Senator FANNIN. When VOu said 12 percent. I tholughlt yOu were
getting back on the investment tax credit.

Mr. OLSEN. No, not investment tax credit.
Senator FANNIN. I understand what VOU are referring to. But let's

talk about the investment tax credit for a moment. This on-aunlin-

off-again on investment tax credit has been quite a burden On industry:
do you agree?

Mr. OL.SIEN. Oh, there's no question about it. And in addition to

that, it has a perverse effect because turning it on and off. industr V

begins to anticipate such action and ob\viousl\ at the \very time that

it's expected that the investment tax credit maly be taken off' for
example, is a time wheil industry will then speed uip its capital ill\nSt-

ment, which is a time that you mal\ least want to have those kinds

of excessive demands. And. of course, the reverse is true: T-hat whe,

there's an anticipation that it may be reimposed. industries likc this

slow down in anticipation of that reintroduction of the tax Credit.
So that it should be left permianenitl\ in place.

Senator FANNIN. I wholeheartedly agree, but we are haville a1 dif-

ficult time in obtaining that goal. As Mr. O'Con nor brouhllt Out.

here in the most capital-intensive industIV we had our lo\Vest invxest-

ment tax credit for years. And now we have been able to get it

up to where it's on a common ground with other industries. But

here we have not supported the very industry that is basic in our

overall economy-of course, we know that steel is basic. But, then.

steel without power is a lost cause.
Perhaps I should direct my questions on the tax proposals to Mr.

O'Connor, as I do feel that in all important sense we do haeC this

tax bill before us. And we say -tax reform bill.' Maybe it's not

a reform. It depends on how we're looking at it. But it's certainly
a tax-changing bill.

Mr. O'Connor, how will the tax proposals that you set forth alleviate

the unemployment problem in the construction industry'?
Mr. O'CONNOR. Well, the unemployment in the building trades part

of the construction industry presently stands at about 21 percent

of the skilled labor force. If all of those who were reduced in employ-

ment because of the deferral or the complete cancellation of capacity

were to be reemployed, that number would be 9 percent instead

of 21 percent. So it's a very significant addition that would be made

to the payrolls through renewed construction programs in our industry.
As I mentioned in my prepared statement, we anticipate that the

number of jobs lost for the 5-year period is roughly 520,000 jobs,

which roughs out to about 100,000 or 105,00 jobs per year.
Senator FANNIN. In your industry, has it been like it has been

in some of these utilities, such as the telephone, where they have

dismissed a great number of employees because the cutbacks were

necessary-because of the economic conditions that prevailed-now

go forward with the programs that we hope can succeed'? That, as

I understand you, would help alleviate this problem'?
Mr. O'CONNOR. It would have a great impact, Senator, not so much

from the standpoint of our individual electric companies because we
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haven't reduced the employment levels, but those who arc building
contractors for us have certainly felt the decreases most dramatically.
A large powerplant. for example, at the peak of construction would
have about 2,500 skilled workmen at the site. And when VOul take
that out of construction, you have a serious impact onl the labor
market.

Senator F\NNIN. Now" just strictly from the standpoint of employ-
ment, here we take almost double In tile to build a nuclear po\\wCe-
plant than they takec ii Japan or in some of the other countries
of the world. How about employment? By taking twice as long, howv
does that affect employment'? Does that increase the employment
or is it just a slowdown?

Mr. O'CONNOR. It increases the employment somCewhat, Senator.
You have a build-up period in the first 3 or 4 yCears \\vhere \OU'rC
preparing the site under present conditions and you reach this peak
at about 2,500 in the fourth vear and this stavs With you until about
the seventh or eighth year and then vouI go do\\n.

Now, in terms of total number of people who would be working
on a site, it remains relativelv the sam1e, althlouhll the construction
period in the United States is considerably longer thnin it is. as youI
say, in Japan or in most every other country in the world.

Senator FANNIN. That's wfhat I was won'dering. But. of Course. yOU
pay a great premium for that extra time that's involved. And, of
course, you're talking about the interest and all of the other costs
that are stretched out because of the long time period.

Mr. O'CONNOI. Right.
Senator FANNIN. And I would certainly agree with VOU that it's

equitable to accommodate the industry as you have suggestcd. I think
it's essential.

Will existing generating facilities and those presently being con-
structed be sufficient to prevent brownouts or blackouts'?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Well, I think we call see our way through to the
beginning of the 1980's and that's probably the turning point for
us. We come into this summer with a nationwide reserve capacity
of about 25 to 30 percent. This is above the 20-percent level that
is recommended by the Federal Power Commission in terms of
reserve. But we know that if we have any sort of growth in energy
usage in the next 5 years-and we anticipate quite a lot-that we're
goiig to nibble away at this reserve capacity and find ourselves in
a very serious situation in the 1980's.

And the plant that we're designing and announcing today will not
be in service until at least 1985, if it happens to be a nuclear unit.
If it happens to be a fossil fuel unit, it will be 1981 before we
can use it on line. So it is terribly important that decisions be made
today to provide for growth which we think is definitely going to
be there to meet the demands of our consumers in the 1980's and
beyond.

Senator FANNIN. We have a little good news from California.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Yes, sir; we certainly do.
Senator FANNIN. One of the great problems that we have is convinc-

ing the people that we do need nuclear plants, you do need the
coal plants. So many, I know-Senator Humphrey was covering the
solar energy and I am very strong for solar energy and I think you
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will agree with me that there is many places in which solar energy
could be a great factor. In the isolated areas. I think it offers trenewn-
dous opportunities. We have cases in which, even with \our utility
industry. you have a need for it.

And I think that we have to take into consideration its tremenldoLIs
importance to us, but we don't want to mislead the public that that's
going to replace the other types of equipment such as the nucIllar
or coal facilities. We also have geothelirmnal, which I think that Vou'd
agree must go forward.

Now, we need to give incentives to them. Do VOu feel that the
proposals we have, as far as our tax bill is concerned, that we do
have incentives'? Do you feel that they ale sufficient to assist in
that program?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Yes, sir; I do. I think there will be I grealt illnIuce-
ment to go forward on all of these areas and particularly the two
that you mentioned-geothermal anld solar. And it's fairly himportanit
we learn more about the technology and do something to make the
economics more favorable than they presently appear.

And I think the incentives that have been provided for in the
Senate Finance Committee will assist materially in letting that happen.

Senator FANNIN. Do you knoow about tile loanl gualrailtee programi;s
that have been advocated by the administration, also that we have
in some of our legislation and some that have been approved?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Are you in agreement that \vc (lo need somIC loan

guarantee programs to assist in energy development?
Mr. O'CONNOR. Yes. I am in agreement that \ve move ahead, par-

ticularly in the more exotic areas of power generation and energy
production.

Senator FANNIN. Don't you agree that this would assist in getting
smaller companies involved in some of these exotic programs that
you speak about'?

Mr. O'CONNOR. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. One of our great problems is to get the solar

energy program underway at a scale that we'd like and also to develop
the geothermal outlet. My time is up, so we'll go to Congressman
Brown.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Did he want to respond to your
question?

Senator FANNIN. Did you?
Mr. O'CONNOR. No, just to say that I agreed.
Senator FANNIN. Fine, thank you.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want

to ask Mr. Olsen a couple of questions and then we'll come back
and ask Mr. O'Connor and Mr. Jaicks. Tax reform is generally ap-
proached as a political matter now rather than an economic matter.
And we seem dead set on trying to take away the tax benefits that
a lot of individual Americans enjoy for reasons that have been ap-
parently obscured by the length of time those tax benefits have been
on the books, such as the mortgage deduction, interest on the
mortgage of a homeowner, and the municipal bonds which both en-
courage investment. And I think most of the tax benefits or tax
preferences are designed for that purpose. First, I ought to ask if
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that disturbs you, that the Congress seems deaf on approaching that
as a political matter rather than an economic matter? And then.
second, if you have any recommendations about how we could modifV
our tax structure in the United States so that it can be more desioned
to stimulate investment in productive capacity to increase the standard
of living.

Now, that's the question, but I want to go back and wvorryv a little
bit about whether I'm going to get the right answer from VoU, because
you say in your prepared statement, "Therefore, monietary and fiscal
policies that foster economic growth will encourage overall investment
spending." That seems to be almost a consumer demnand kind of
philosophy, that the only reason that we have plaant expansion is
that it is led entirely by consumer demand. And '1m not Sure I agree
with you on that. But let me see whalat kind of aIswer you give
and maybe we can argue over it

Mr. OLSEN. Well, if I mnay answer in the reverse, takill" Up tile
last item you mentioned, the reason I have this statement in here
is really in response to a question that w as contalilned in a letter
by Senator Humphrey to me in wvhich he asked about the need for
capital formation or the role in investment spending h in sustaining
the economic upswing. It had to do with the cyclical recoverv in
the economy and not with a secular trend in capital investment.

And this is why I made the statement here that the recoverv of
capital spending il the economy from the depressed levels of last
year will be a product of the overall rate of economic growth in
the recovery period.

Representative BIROWN of Ohio. Yes. That tends alwavS to be true
in the cyclical end of things.

Mr. OLS SiN. That's right.
Representative BIRO\VN of Ohio. But what I'm asking is a broader

question than that, and it is: Do we have any endemic factors built
into out tax system which discourage capital investment? Now, we
have some that encourage capital investment. They are the mortgage
deduction, and as I said, the municipal bond exemption.

I would ask you about, for instance, an increase in the exemption
oil the taxation of estates-corporate taxes and dividend taxes-and
whether or not we ought to have some kind of an exemption increase
there and whether or not we ought to have a deduction for education
costs, for instance, because I think you made reference or somebody
does, to the human plant investment, in other words, the investment
in human capacity.

And then there is the question the President has suggested to the
Congress and the Congress has yawned about and that is the increase
in the personal exemption from $750 to $1,,000 to stimulate consump-
tion. Could you respond to what we might do to our tax system
to get a base for increased investment?

Mr. OLSEN. Well, first, many of the tax credits and tax exemptions
that have taken place over time that are popularly referred to as
"tax loopholes" have developed along with the increases in the tax
rates and that they have, obviously, had the effect also of encouraging
certain kinds of allocation of resources.

And they are deeply rooted in our economic system. So the changes
in these-the elimination or changes in these tax credits, tax incentives
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or tax disincentives, should be viewed against the background of how
they have caused the allocation of resources to occur. includille ii-

dividual homeownership, incidentally. with regards to the tax exem p-
tion of the interest payment on mortgage loans.

Again, as I have indicated by introduciLng Mr. Wriston's speech
into the record, I would prefer a significant simplificaltioll of Our
tax structure. I feel, as does Mr. Wriston, that the tax law has become
so complex that the average citizen silmply caCnnot uLIdeistalnld it.

The introduction of additional tax credits of one kind or
another-for example, for eductioll or for human.111W (I development of
human capital-simply makes the tax structure even more conilple\.
complex to understand and even more complex to tr\ to deterlmille
how equitable it is.

Now, the simplification of the tax law, to a ve.r y lareeg extent.
should be accompanied bya a reduction inl the tax rates. uSill" the

elimination of what is referred to as the 'tax expenditure function.

not to increase Government revenues, but to reduce the overall tax
burden for all taxpayers, through the reduction of the tax rates.

Now, with regards to capital formation. I would also plreter to
see an integration of the tax systeill between the corporate tax and
the personal tax.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. What does that meain ? That's a
fancy phrase.

Mr. Oi SFN. There exists now0 differences of opinion, to be sure.
among economists as to what the effect of the tax-of the corporate
income taxes. There are those that insist that it is passed on directly
in the form of higher prices than Would otherwise he the case if
you did not have corporate tax payment. Some say that it is shalreCd
equally between lower profits and higher prices.

But il ally event, what you recognize is that the corporate ta\
payment is not paid by a corporate entity. A corporatioii is not
anthropomorphic. It is paid by people. And il recogniZill that it's
paid by people, we should determine who the people are that are
paying it. In many cases, it's consumers that are paying it; in many
cases, it's savers that are paying it or investors that are paying it.
And by integrating the tax system, I think it would be more efficient

and you would also improve the rate of return on capital and you
would encourage capital formation and saving through this device.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Are you suggesting that you'd
eliminate the corporate tax and apply it to dividends and salaries
aIs at mICans of encouraging people to make an investment in a busi-
iiess?

Mr. OLiSEN. Yes. And you also enhance, of course, the retained
earnings in corporations through this act.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. See, the difference is we've had
our moment in the television, I guess. If we were having a hearing
to attack those people that are benefiting from the loopholes or to

suggest that the corporate taxes ought to bear a bigger portion of
our Federal tax bill, we'd have all kinds of caieCras here and all
kinds of public attention and the press and everything else.

Chairman HUN1M'PRIE. All they're just interested in is the election
results.
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Representative BROWN of Ohio. But Wlhen we talk about what is
a longer range problem and that is, \hether or not we're goion to
have the capital to produce for American citizens-nobodv bothers
to show up because it isn't all that sexy of a problem.

Let me ask Vou an other CILIeStioll about the reco\ ei rate of ii-
dividual nations from the current recession. It has Valied aid ap-
parently the United States has hald a pretty good recovery rate-that
is, we've been one of the early recoverine nations, if I am i igit
ill that.

Does this mean Outr plant eXpalsionll w hich follo\ws on with this
recovery of Consumer confidence il purchases, thwat our- plant CXpanll-
sion ande modernization will put uis alead ill tile ilnternltiollal comp11Ieti-
tion for markets and economic productiVe capacit\')

Mr. Ol.SI N. Well. I think it's too earlv to be able to reach a1
conclusion on that. It wouldn't be clear necessarily that that would
flow frlom the more rapid recovery that the Ulnited States haIs enjoyed
against other countries.

What is significant-and this is alreadv, I believe, il the record
of the Joint Economic Committee hearines from earlier pelriods-that
the United States has been actUallV oLtherillw som11e 1 adVantlc O cr
recent years by VirtUe of a muCII slower increase Il unit w\agc costs
ais opposed to otleCr illntdustriall countries ill tile World.

That is evident in the decisions beineg made, inl fact, by a num1lbehr
of foreign companies to locate mlanufaIctulillne facilities il this counttrx
And I think that in this regard the United States will continue to
enjoy that advantage of a lower hicre-ase in unit labor costs as opposed
to other industrial countries-

Representative BROxvN of Ohio. Why are we experienicine that?
Mr. OL.SI N. Largely because the rates of intlatioll have been m1IcI

highelr il other countries aboard and, second, the devLlualtioll of the
dollar and the fact that WC'rC on a floating exchange rate system
has also helped because this analysis illCludCs all adjustImenlt for the
change in the exchange rates which have occurred.

Representative BIROWN of Ohio. Is that likely to continue, that rela-
tive wage position, as a long-term trend'?

Mr. OLSEN. Yes.
Representative BmXOWN of Ohio. It seems to me that with the popula-

tion zero anid the increase of social costs in the United
States-everything from social security to antipollution devices-that
that is not likely to continue to offer us an advantage il the future.

Mr. OI.SE;N. No. Right at this time I don't see what will occur
to markedly change the trend of a slower rate of increase il unit
wage cost to the United States than in other industrial countries.
Their propensity to inflate is greater than ours. The fact that we
will not have-without the fixed exchange rate system-that they will
not be able to peg their exchange rates against us in such a way
as to gain advantages. In fact, other countries recognize today that
the United States, in the policies that it is pursuing now as we are
emerging from recovery is likey to pursue less inflationary policies
than those that are being adopted in other industrial countries.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. As long as we do that, we're in
pretty good shape?

Mr. OISEN. That's right.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, my time is up.
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Chairman HUNIPHREY. Thank you. Mr. Jaicks. the President has
proposed some kind of a quota system here the other da\ on steel
imports, certain specialty steels. I recognize. The Iron Age malaolzilne
had something at the same time that indicated that there w\as the
possibility of pressure on our capacity for steel production. I think
I had the piece here-yes. here it is.

It says, "With steel demand expected to increase in the second
half of the \ear, the question is whether the mills will he able to
handle the upsurge." Iron Age magazine reported on June S. And
at the same time, on June 8. President Ford told a campaigll audience
in Middletown, Ohio, that he had sinned docuLmlenlts which restrict
the amount of specialty steels. such as stainless. that foreill produceIs
can sell in the United States in competition with domestically made
steel. Now, I understand the differences in steel somenwhat. I kno\\
specialty steels are a separate item. Would Vou make some comment
just verv briefly?

Mr. JACKS. Yes, sir. The President's action. of course. followed
an action by the International Trade Commission of some months
ago, the first-in fact, the only One where a findill Of potential
injury to a domestic industry as a result of the Trade Act of 1975.
or 1974, I guess, has been made by the International Trade Comm1 is-
sio0 i.

It advised the President that there w\as injur\ fil this SegmCenlt of
the steel industry. Now, it's a SmIall segment, as you suggest. In terms
of the volume, it's less than I ) percent, althlouLg il ter ms of
revenue-because of the values of the stainless andi the high allov
steels-it represents quite a bit more of the total steel revenues.

And it has had quite a different experience vis-a-vis foreign produ-
cers than the tonnage steel, the more garden variety, if you will-the
lower alloy products, the steels that go into farm implements, that
go into automobiles, that go into highways and buildings and so forth.
And the specialties are the steels that go into the nosecones-the
exotic type, such as the ones that go into missiles. They go into
the high temperature alloys that are used in exhaust systems and
that sort of thing.

Chairman HUMPIIRIE. Yes. I understand that.
Mr. JxACKS. And the case that the specialty steel industry made

was, under the new Trade Act, that the strategies followed by the
foreign producers were causing injury in a sense that they were inhibit-
ing seriously the growth potential of that segment of the domestic
industry by unfair trade policies and, in fact, were really penetrating
this market at a significantly higher rate, up to as high as 4(0 percent
in some products in 1975, whereas the penetration in the carbon
industry was more on1 the order of 13 to 15 percent, about a tradi-
tional level over the last few years.

The statement that I believe that you made reference to in Iron
Age refers more to the tonnage steels, to the carbon steels.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes. I gathered that. I just wanted to set
the record straight on that.

Mr. JAICKS. I'm aware also of statements that have been made
by industry leadership people that we call be heading into a shortage
and I did include a comment il my own presentation that we're
getting up close, as we envision 1977, to the upper reaches of what
the industry's capacity will be.
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There's a significant difference whell you talk about shortaees. I
think people make reference to the period that Mr. Olsen has made
reference to-the 1973-74 period-where steel was in a velr acute
short supply. I think the situation, as I view it for 1977. won't be
anywhere like that by virtue of the fact that the samre offshore carbon
steel industry is not going to be nearly as committed because of
the slowness of recovery of the markets il those countries as the\
were committed during 1973-74 in their Own miarkets-when there
was a peaking of the world's demand for steel and when there was
a withdrawal of penetration by the foreign producers ftrom this niarket
which really further exacerbated the problem in 1973-74.

I don't envision that in 1977. And on1 that basis. looking at it
somewhat parochially, I would saV that this is the Way I oUld hope
it would happen, that we will see foreiegn trade in steel up allead
occur in this country, which is that the fo-rCignl prodUcer-s will be
supplementing pretty much the malximIumI.1 efforts of our domestic il-
dustry. And I see that as a strong possibility to alle\ iate aln \ serious
shortages in 1977.

Chairman H UMPH REY. Trhank you, Mr. Jaicks, Ml- O'Connor. and
Mr. Olsen. Does any member have all\n more qeLCStiOnIS?

Senator FANNIN. Just one qlUestion of Mr. Jaicks, if---
Chairman HUNiiHRiA. Yes. I wanted to get our neXt panel on.

Go ahead.
Senator FANNIN. Just oneC qJucstioll, Mr. Jaicks. With the perhaps

turn-down in the consumption of steel by the automotive industtrA .
if they do go more to the compact side, won't wve have a great
need in the energy field-for instance, the Alaska pipeline. I mean.
if we have a gas pipeline, if we have the building of the facilities
such as the railroad cars, all estimated doubling of the railroad
cars-don't we see a tremendous potential alhead in the steel indtustry
in that respect'?

Mr. JAxic KS. Your views match ours very closely, sir. It's harld to
predict because of the question that prevails in lots of people's minds
as to whether the Congress is going to hold the auto industry to
these energy efficiency lcvels-27.5 miles per gallon by sonic date
early in the 1980's. If those were to hold-and, of course, the automo-
bilc people say that they run into major problems with some of their
markets in that the largest car that General Motors could make would
be the Nova and most of the cars would be down in the Chevette
range and there would be some real difficulty in terms of their demand
by people who really want those cars-older people that need more
space in a car and large families, et cetera.

But if those laws would prevail, why, no doubt there would be
a slippage, but it would be well offset, as you suggest, by energy
requirements. Just as an example, we looked at some numbers on
the growth in coal in this country. One of the major requirements,
in addition to actually mining coal, is bringing it to market. And
if we were to meet the national objective of doubling our coal supplies
to this economy, we'd need about five times as many railroad hopper
cars to bring that coal to market as were built in 1973. A major
user of steel, of course, is the railroad-car-building industry. So that's
just one example. You've named one-the additional pipelines, et
cetera. There's no question about it. And that's one reason, while
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it was difficult for us to envision the kind of growth expected over
the next 10 years, as we see it, you'd have a verv minor tiltina
upward or downward as a result of ally major ehngc-shrinkaoc
in demand bv automobiles-because of these other needs that could
very well escalate significantly.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HUMIPHREY. Gentlemien. we thank you. WC really aP-

preciate you eoming to us and sharine \'our counsel with us. Thank
you very much.

Our next panel will be Mr. Peter L. Bernstein. president of Peter
L. Bernstein, Inc., New York, Mr. Norman B. ure pIesidIenlt of
Norman B. Ture, Inc., Washington, and Mr. Robert Eisner. professor
of economics, Northwestern University. We'll proceed in that order;
Mr. Bernstein, Mr. Ture, and Mr. ELisner. And, yentIemen. you see
the time. I know you have prepared statements and if von Wvould

kindly give us a synopsis of the key points and then permit us some
cuestio us.

Mr. Bernstein, we welciome vou.

Mr. BF RNSIFIN. Thank Vou, sir.
Chairman H UNPIIR EY. We have your excellent prepalred statement.

We appreciate it very much.
Mr. BERNS rEIN. Thank you. It's nice to be here and deliver it

in person.

STATrEMEN'I' OF PETER L. BERNSTEIN, PRESII)EN'I', PE'I'ER L.
BERNST'EIN, INC., NEWV YORK, N.Y.

Mr. BERNST EIN. I will try to be very Succinct. It's tempting, after
hearing so many interesting things from the first panel-one waants

to expand rather than contract. But very profound policy implic~ations
emerge from how one views this problem: As to whether this country
really has a sufficiently high propensity to save to provide adCequate
resources for capital formation; as to whether the deterioration in
profitability in recent years is something profound and lasting and
secular or cyclical and temporary; and in fact, regardless of how
much better the long-run things may look in the future, whether
we face a capacity shortage in the immediate future.

I come down strongly on the optimistic side on these issues. I
have great confidence in the ability of our economy to make adjust-
ments to the trouble that it frequently gets itself into, so that I would
be reluctant to see major changes in policy, particularly tax policy,
that would tilt our present tax structure in some way different from
what it is now, unless there were reasons other than this particular
reason to do so.

I think that probably I could summarize my whole position by
saying that I'm in substantial agreement with Leif Olsen's observation
that Congressman Brown questioned him about-that a growing
economy with stable prices is the basic way to achieve a high rate
of capital formation, that the businessman's decision to expand a
plant is not based only on how much he is going to have to pay
in taxes if he makes a profit, but whether he is going to make a
profit at all.

That decision on expanding his capacity to produce or to improve
his capabilities in world markets will depend ultimately on1 what he
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thinks the size of those markets is going to he and how long they're
likely to continue to expand. So that really the oeneral environment.
a healthy general environment, is far more ilmportnit thall specific
measures aimed to help the business sector.

As I look at the history of the last 2() to 25 years-and I'm goimg
to try to skip over the numbers, since the\ are in m\ prepared state-
ment-I find no secular tendency for our saVilnes rate to decline.
no secular tendency for our investmenilt rate to decline. Indeed, if
we take 1975, wvhich wvas the worst recession that wc had since the
1930's, the percentage of our gross national product that wC plowed
back into real investment w\as higher thall il alny year fromt 1958
to 1964, which included some oood vears, aid il fact. was equal
to the 1956-57 peak. In other words, in a very depressed year. we
still plowed back a substantial almlounlt of ouL total output into real
in vestine nt.

Yet complicated qLICStionS arise here and I hope I might have a
minute to dwell on them --

Chairman HU MPHIREi . Yes.
Mi. BE RNST1 IN |COntintUin j. As to which direction-where is CIuSC

and where is effect in this whole matter-'? If we look at tile ratio
of investment to gross nlatiollal product o\ er a lonm period of time.
it averages out to just about 10 percent. About I () percent of our
gross national product goes back into business Investment.

This ratio has been extraordinarily steady-what \ve call in
statistics-the standard deviation has been only 0.3 of a percentage
poilit. In other words, in at least two-thirds of the \ears, the ralnle
has been just a little above 10 percent and a little below 10 percent,
but very narrow.

This suggests to me, as a lot of the other data suggest, the point
that Leif Olsen made; namnely, that investment is responsive to the
general rate of economic growth. It will slow down when economic
growth slows down; it will pick tip when economic growth picks
up. The focus should be on the general economy rather than on
this specific thing

Let me just make some brief comments about corporate profitability
and capacity shortage and then I'm done. There is no question, if
we look at corporate rates of profitability by any measurement-share
of income, rates of return, rates of return on sales or on capital-that
the experience il recent years has been bad. And it is particularly
bad if we look at it in relation to the experience in the middle
to late 1960's when everything was marvelous. One call read from
this that we have been doing everything wrong in terms of public
policy since, say, 1968 or whatever, but as some point in there things
did seem to begin to go downhill in terms of corporate profitability.

Or one can take a different position, and, as a man who spends
his time in the investment world, I'm very persuaded by this case;
namely, that what developed in the middle to late 1960's was, as
a result of a whole number of things, unsustainably high rates of
profit in the corporate sector.

Business was not only very good, in many ways it wvas probably
so good that it was unsustainably good. Very high rates of profit,
combined with low-interest rates and high common stock prices, led
businessmen to invest in every direction that you can think of and
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not oniv to overinvest but to misinvest-there was a major misalloca-
tion of resources as risk premiums diminished and as businessmen
became increasingly euphoric and optimistic.

Those of us il the stock market were wiling to go overboard
at that point and I think; that il the real economly precisely the
same process was going on.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. The bankers did the samne thine
il some places like New York.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. The whole thing was extremely euphoric and while
we are all out to have good business. I think; that it's fair to SaV
that the consequences of that period were classic aLId come rieilt
out of an elementary economic textbook in that very highl rates of
profit lead businessmen to overexpand and lead to low rates of profit.

And this is the problem with which we have beCen wresting in
recent years, but the trends during 1975 an1d so far this Vearl indicate
that we are well onl the road back to health in terms of profitabilit\.
that rates of return are improving, anid are verv creditable at this
point when we're still operatingv well below full capaIcit\.

Now, this process had something very real to do-hIere I take iSSUC
with Leif Olsen and am1 not il the same camlip-had something very
pertinent to do with the capacity shortages that developed durhing
1973 and 1974, il that all excessive anM1iun.t of capital eXpenIdituLres
during the late 1960's went into downstream projects-residelitial
buildings, commercial buildings, and finished goods rather than into
the basic materials areas.

Consequently, capacity in the basic materials arca was far hchilid
the rest of the economiyv as we moved into the 1970's. As we look
at the patterns of capacity change and plait utiliztioll rates SinlCC

1973, and we look at the distribution of plant and equipilmeilt expenIdi-
tures since 1973, anicd as we listen to the gentlemen who where sitting
here this morning, it's clear to me that many of those problems
have been efliminated, that the imbalance that existed between the
downstream finished goods sector of the economy and the upstream
basic materials sector of the economy has been substantially improved.

I'd like to stop my remarks here in the interest of time, but look
forward to later responding to questions.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Bernstein, thank you very
m uch.

IThe prepared statement of Mr. Bernstein follows: I
PRIiPAKEI:I SIA I I:MI EN r oF PI IER L. BERNST EIN

IS l.S CAPII AL FORMATION ADIOLUAtII'

The capital shortage controversy essentially revolves around three issues:
1. Does the U.S. economy have a sufficiently high propensity to save to provide

the resources wc neced for our longer term capital requirements and thus to pro ide
enough jobs for all who seek employment?

2. Since a substantial part of our annual sarving depends upon a rising cash flow
in the corporate sector, is the clear deterioration in corporate profitahilitv in recent
years a symptom of at secular loss of forward momentum and capacitV for future
groxwth, or is it rather a cyclical alnd temporary phenomenon?'

3. Even if our savings rate is adequate over the long run and even if corporate
profitability may soon improve, has capital formation in recent years heeii so inadequaite
that critical capacity shortages loom just ahead once again'

These are complex issues. Furthermore, the implications for public polic\ in this
controversy will differ kvidel\ depending upon how\ we answer them. One set of' answers
suggests all early outhreak of renewved inflationary pressures, exploding interest rates.
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and an economic environment characterized by persistent stagflation; the other set
of answers supports a more optimistic assessment in which fundamental economic
forces left to their own will provide solutions to these problems. Consequently, the
more pessimistic set of answers argues strongly for major changes in our tax structure
and government spending policies, while the optimistic set of answers favors only
minor adjustments in public policy, or, indeed, none at all.

I am pleased and honored to be able to present my own views on these issues
to this Committee, as I have devoted a large amount of my research into these very
questions over the past year or so. In brief, I come down stongly on the side of
the optimists. I therefore hope that Congress will refrain from enacting any major
changes in the present tilt of our tax structure unless justified by elements and argu-
ments other than those under consideration here.

In the discussion that follows, I attempt to provide answers to the three questions
posed at the outset. These answers lead to the following conclusions:

I fail to find any tendency at all for the proportion of resources devoted to private
capital formation in this country to' shrink relative to our total productive efforts.
On the contrary, our investment performance during the worst recession since the
1930's was substantially better than during earlier recessions that were smaller in
magnitude than this one. Furthermore, both theoretical and empirical considerations
suggest that radical steps to increase our propensity to save may be counterproductive,
in that they may result in less rather than more capital formation in the long run.

While the brutal inflation of the past ten years and public policy errors have clearly
had an unfavorable impact on corporate profitability, that is only part-and not neces-
sarily the largest part-of the story. In retrospect, much of the decline in corporate
profitability in recent years appears to be a normal cyclical response to unsustainably
high rates of return and unsustainably high rates of capacity expansion in the mi Jle-
to-late 1960's. The dramatic revival in corporate rates of return now under way substan-
tiates the validity of this hypothesis.

Too much of the capital formation that took place during the euphoria of the
mid-1960's was in the finished goods area of the economy and too little went into
"upstream" or basic materials. This imbalance was primarily responsible for many
of our troubles in 1973. Since 1973, however, the pattern of capacity expansion has
been precisely the opposite, so that the ability of the basic materials sector to meet
the needs of the finished goods sector is now far better matched than it was three
or four years ago.

I am attaching to this paper as an Appendix some observations about international
comparisons, reprinted from an article that appeared in Challenge magazine.' Here,
too, I attempt to show that most of these comparisons are specious and distorted
and that the U.S. stands in much better position than the pessimists on these issues
would have us believe.

In short, while a student of American economic history must always be distressed
at the ability of our free enterprise system to get into trouble, he must be equally
impressed with its ability to find its way out of trouble. American businessmen know
what to do when the going is rough, and they know how to respond when the going
is smooth. At this time, I see every reason to believe that the steps the businessmen
is taking on his own will go further than anything the government can do to restore
the process of capital formation in our economy. The thread that runs through my
testimony, in fact, is an effort to demonstrate how well the private sector is taking
care of itself. This is a testimonial to its own resiliency-but also to the probability
that the current posture of public policy is more likely to be in the right direction
than the wrong one.

DO WE INVEST TOO LrTTLE AND CONSUME TOO MUCH?

Much of the discussion about a capital shortage in the United States rests upon
broad statements designed to warn us that we are "eating our seed corn," that we
favor consumption excessively at the expense of investment, that our tax structure
penalizes savers, and that our government spending policies are eating away at the
roots of our productivity.

These warnings, however disturbing they may be, find little verification when we
look at the facts. Furthermore, they raise complex theoretical questions about the
process of saving and investment in a free enterprise economy, to which they offer
dangerously oversimplified answers.

Now it is perfectly true that private saving as a percentage of GNP has averaged
about one percentage point lower since 1968 than during the four years 1964-67.
Total saving, which includes the public sector-a frequent dissaver-shows a slightly

"Capital Shortage: Cyclical or Secular?", November-December 1975.
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larger drop in average savings rates as a percentage of GNP. This comparison, however,
is with a period in which savings rates may have been unsustainably high (as we
shall see in greater detail in the following section on corporate profitability). Indeed,
both private and total savings as a percentage of GNP since 1968 have averaged
almost precisely the same as during the ten years 1954-63-for private sector savings,
15.7 percent from 1968 to 1975 v. 15.5 percent from 1954 to 1963; for total savings,
14.8 percent v. 15.1 percent. As a matter of fact, our savings rate at cyclical peaks
has shown no tendency to decline and, indeed, was higher at the 1973 peak than
at earlier peaks:

As a percentage of GNP
Private Total
savings saving

1953 ....................................................... 5.0 13.1
1957 ...................................................... 16.2 16.4
1969... . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .14.6 15.8
1973 . ..................................................... 16.4 16.8

The analysis is further complicated by efforts to interpret ex post savings figures
in terms of ex ante expectations. We have just seen that savings rates since 1968
have been substantially equal on the average to the decade 1954-63 but were neverthe-
less lower than from 1963 to 1968. It just so happens that real economic growth
during the 1963-68 period averaged nearly 5 percent a year, while it averaged only
about 3 percent a year during 1953-63 and during 1968-73. Was the higher rate
of economic growth from 1963 to 1968 a cause or a result of the higher savings
rate? Although we can never find the answer to that question, the efforts of government
to reduce the tax burden on the private sector and the declining tendency of the
personal savings rate during those years suggests that the overall rise in the economy's
savings proclivities during 1963-68 (primarily in the form of expanding corporate
profitability) was a result rather than a cause of the high rate of growth. This suggests,
in short, that the more subdued savings rates of recent years may equally be the
result of more subdued growth than a downward shift in the long-run propensity
to save-a conclusion supported by the historically high aggregate savings rate achieved
in 1973.

Furthermore, production of capital goods relative to consumer goods shows no ten-
dency to decline. In fact, capital goods production held up remarkably well relative
to consumer goods during the 1975 recession, even though excess productive capacity
was much greater than it had been in any previous postwar recession and even though
complaints about inadequate rates of profit were widespread. The Federal Reserve
shows this relationship in a ratio broken out of their index of industrial production:
they divide the index of production of business equipment by the index of production
of consumer goods, taking 1967 as 100. An examination of this ratio since 1953
shows that:

It touched highs of 100 in 1953 and 1957, and reached 102 in 1966 and in
1974-thus, no sign of a declining trend in recent years when examined on a peak-
to-peak basis.

It touched lows of 80 or below in 1955, 1958, and 1962-64. The 1971 low was
at 82, or higher than in previous depressed periods. But, even more significant, the
low point in this ratio in 1975 was 90, or ten percentage points above earlier lows;
since the beginning of 1976, it has been moving upward.

In corresponding fashion, nonresidential fixed investment shows no tendency to
decline as a percentage of total GNP, and, in fact, also held up better in this recession
than on earlier occasions. It was equal to 9.6 percent of GNP at the 1956-57 peak,
to 10.8 percent in 1966, to 10.6 percent in 1969 and again in 1973. In 1975, this
ratio was 9.4 percent, down only 1.2 percentage points from the 1973 peak and
only 0.3 percentage points below 1970 despite a much steeper business recession.
The 1975 figure was higher than every year from 1958 through 1964, and just about
equal to the 1956-57 peak.

But if the dire warnings about eating our seed corn thus fail to hold up against
a cold examination of the facts, these data also raise serious questions about the
theoretical assumptions on which these warnings so frequently rest. To put the issue
succinctly, we must ask whether increasing the incentive to save is the most effective
way to increase the incentive to invest in real capital formation. In other words,
if the consumer or the government is induced to demand a smaller proportion of
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current production, sill the busilness sCCtOr aiUtoillatiCalls Cemp)loy' those released
resources to create greater producti\se capacit\'?

This is aun argumenlt that hlas bedc\illed economists for more thanli t o h LI.nuldred
sears Oni the one hand, capital tformation is possible onl\ if colislimer rs aid goa , cr1nmenlit
do release resources. On the other liaid. the bUSi liessalnll ilLst e\pect to sell p ofitablh
the incrcased oiutput that his Calpital tfo1 ratiO at ill p\lo uild: he cai justif\ tak inc
the risks of that capital formatioll onlI if' he belie\es that Colnsurlli rs andli 0 eiilie lit
are wsilliiig to buy Il1L0re. nlot less. rTIULs. Sai\illn is a l IeCeS;ar\ COIlditiolln for Capital
formatioli but it is not a sUifhCieuit cIIi litiL n Cro\ isju, mait kets for Iiial LIein alild
aire also a liecessary COIlditiOll ; or capital formation ill fi 6ce eiiteiprise. profit-i clited
ecoinlls .

Il this connection thie riemarkahlC stabilit\ Of the ratio of iii nllsideLitial fi\CL ill-
vestent to total GNP is a sia ificanlit ilnicato r if the trick\ character Of these ititeaicla-
tioLinships. NoLiresidlenitial fi \ed ill\isstIlmlelt ill COIstanllt ol lar te nil as e\ rai_ plC~cisC\
I(i0i', of total GNIP from 1953 to 1975. TI-he spcrad Ietsseii the 1\\ ill 195S (S 7', I
alld t lie Iill ill 1966 ( i0.8l ; ss aIs oii \l jList 0\5'1 tss ) M( lceitage poinits. hlt tie
staiLdlard de\iation \sas onl\ 01.31 pCICCletalgC points thi uigul i ore thall tMs litu s\;iis
of tre MeilIouslsV \ariCd colloilic c olndlitioils

Siice se kno\ iItitisi\cIs that ilisestieiniet is likcI to bhe irioc \ sIotilc tliil total
CCOiiL01ic actis\its \\II\ shI Lilid this ratiui has\c beeCi so Stal Ic'

nlie ansss ei to tliis - Liestioll iMList lie ilm tile MaituLal iItell-elattiiiisiilps het\\CIsli tihese
t\\o 0IlanlitUdes. Rising ilestililinit COIItribo tes to ail iCle;ase ill total busilCss acICti\it\
jist ais fal liiii investilmenit con triiluites to recessioLis-blat tile sta liilit sItf tile rati a lso
SLiggCStS that i iSili bUsiiiess aCti\its CeCeOUlragCS aulditiOllal iuCsstuiicuit alll thilt fallinl
hUSilnCSS aCtis its disCOui';gCs iin\cstliuiuet. If iiestilicilt s\sic likel\ to miio\s iLdlpell-
denitls of the trenid ill overall bLsinIess actti\it', as it \\s OlIl it' it rCSpoiidCd More
to the priopelisit\ ti Ss ne thlli to tilhe proplisit\ to ciiistiliie. tile iatio of' c;llital
foraiiatioii to total (iNP ss il1ld teiid to rise \\sleu ,,iiislii and ;11 cos e\rlilleiit Llleala)il
receded aiid to shrink \\ss ll ClUiIIsIlCI' ci1ild gs0\C lilllllit 1ICnleaid ex\panided . sshiclss \\oIlId
miakc for iiiLicIl 11i0rC \olatilitv ih) the ratio iiali it has ill fact c\iillite.l

Inl othier RS ords. Cfforts t) tilt oil r a\ StlUIC tre il suc iu \\aI\ a as tu i la or 1Sas\ill
aiid proifits at tilhe CXIC Ise Of tile coIlisLiliier or C\CI to aiiereatse tile ud11gt s phIlls
tie Federal goverinimienit \\OsIll ru ii ;it lull eimiploiyuiileuit buii t have a. positi\s i ii iact
Iii iii estilielit ill tlie \se-\ short rLii: siice. boss es;e.r these ef.o rts \\ LIlI aulso i ltce

the Ltiltnite Ies\el i' faaial lileiilaid fiur goods and SCi s ices, th.e ess h)\ eistillelits Uii-
dertakeCi LiidLCr thise coliditiuins might \sselI t]rit out to heC UailliiitalIe. Ill the 1nug
Hi therefuire. sLic1 IilCaSLirCS Seems like ls to lead to less ratlthier thnliu miUiiore capital
foirmiiatiou ill tile Ulitetl States.

'Ilie fillo\\ils g sectiOlls ui cirporate proi'itability and oil capacit\ r iquareiiieiits \sill
fuitier suhstaiitiate this Iipothiesis the Appeindix oil iitruinatiini;l coumipa;uris ns will
Suibstantitate it ats swell.

IS ((ORIP'(ORA I1 I'R()I Ft Alil 11 ' IN A Si (' I AR 11 ('1 INI '

At first glauice. thle alisser to this uLILestion appeairs to he a resoiundinig YES! Here
are JUst a fess pieees of Csideuice poinitinig il that directioli

CLrporate prLofits after ta\xes accU litedfl ftr 5.9/' of GNP inl 1957 and 6.2'% of
GNIP at the ncxt c\clical peak ini 1966, but foir oiil\ 4.7 percent of GNP ill the
relatisely heallthl\ vCar 1972 anll( for a pathetic 4.2 perceiit of GNP iil the cyclical
tro ugiL duriig the first quLarter of 1975.

Preta\ profits ad justed tf)r swind falls from hiisve ntory gailis aind for underdepreciation
of fiued assets aecOLulitcd foir 9.5 perce nt of GNP in 1957 anid ftir I tI( perceit ili
1966. Iii 1972, this ratiio \sss downa tlo 7.9 perceait-but, even worse, ill the year
of record reported profits, 1974, this ratio wsas only 6.5 percent. It wsas a iiere 5.5
pcICClit il the first quarter of 1975.

Perhaps more relevant for this discussioa, rates of returii on equipmlient aaid strmcturcs
of Amieracanl corporationl shos all equally dismal perforianic. Reportcd profits after
taxes iin 1974 ssre only 5.4 perceait of gross stocks of fixed assets compared \sithl
an ascrage of 6.6 percent from 1964 to 1967. After iivenltory alld Capital coLiisIiiiptioll
adjustmenits (but before taxes), these rates of return deteriorated eveen more dlrasti-
eally-from arounid 12 percent ini the mid-19610's to only 6.2 percent il 1974.

As a consequeCice if this declinie il profitability. the gros til l our stocks oi' capital
gZoods-structures aaid equipmenit-bcgaii to slos\ doiin ass well. Il phi\sic~al tterms.
the auiaiual grousth rate iil our stoek of fixed Corporate capital froii 1007( toI 1975
ss as 17 percent belosv the aainiual rate of grouti fromii 1965 to 19710.

[he crucial questioii is shether this untiiistak abIe deteri arati inl profi tabilit\ t as
purely the conlseqetlce of ai malevlcInt cconOmiic Ci 5ironiciiient- iii 55ic h ceise pblhIic
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policy is the villain and must make the primary accommodation-or whether it was
the consequence of judgments and decisions made by the corpoate sector itself-in
which case a more laissez-faire attitude may be preferable.

While no one would argue with the unfavorable impact of the stagflation of recent
years on corporate performance, I believe that one could argue with equal vigor that
many decisions made by corporate anagements in the late 1960's contributed at least
a significant share of the problems they have faced since then. These difficulties appear
to be a natural result of unsustainablv high rates of profitability during the mid-
1960's in a generally euphoric environment during which capital costs wvere low and
risk premiums virtually nonexistent. This set of conditions led to an equally un-
sustainably rapid growth in fixed capital-much of it in the wrong place. This was
a massive waste of precious resources on assets that turned out to be essentially
nonproductive. If valid, this hypothesis leads to a much more optimistic outlook for
the years immediately ahead.

Table 1, which follows, shows the historical record to support this viewpoint. There
we see corporate profits-both after taxes as reported and pretax with inventory and
capital consumption adjustments-as a percentage of current dollar values of corporate
gross stocks of fixed assets from 1953 to 1975.2 The table also shows the ratio of
new nonresidential fixed investment each year to the stocks of fixed capital at the
end of the preceding year, with both calculated this time in 1972 dollars to show
the physical rate of capital additions.

In studying the trends in this table, we note the following significant patterns:
Rates of return move in cyclical waves. Thus, the high rates of the years

1953-57 are followed by lower rates for about four years, after which
profitability then builds strongly and steadily until after 1966, when decline
again sets in.

Nonresidential fixed investment shows similar cyclical patterns. but with
a lagged response to the variations in profitability. Thus, profitability
peaked in 1955, but capital additions slowed down only after 1957. Profita-
bility turned strong in 1962, but investment really got going only after
1964. Profitability peaked again in 1965-66, but additions to the capital
stock remained at an extraordinarily high level for another three to four
years.

These interrelationships are in fact precisely what economic theory has demonstrated
all the way from Adam Smith to John Maynard Keynes. High profits induce a high
level of investment; investment moves sequentially from the. most profitable to less
profitable opportunities; increased investment leads to decisions to make fewer invest-
ments; as the capital stock grows more slowly, profitability begins to pick up again:
and so on.

During the capital spending boom of the latter half of the 19601's, gross stocks
of fixed assets held by corporations grew in constant dollar terms at an annual rate
of 4.79/-far higher than in any other five-year segment of our postwar history,
exceeding even the giant rebuilding program of 1945-50), when the growth rate was
4.02 percent.' This was a natural response to the high rates of return that developed
from the slow-growth period that preceded it-from 1955 to 1965, the physical growth
in corporate fixed assets had averaged only 3.09 percent a year. In addition, long-
term interest rates in the mid-196t)'s were remarkably stable at only around 4.5 percent,
corporate balance sheets still showed only moderate debt levels, common stocks sold
at an average of more than 16 times earnings, and confidence in government's ability
to eradicate major variations in business activity was widespread. No wonder, then,
that real investment boomed-and no wonder that profitability subsequently slumped
as the most profitable opportunities were exhausted and as growing disregard for risk
led businessmen into unwise and ultimately unproductive investments.

-Thesc assets, in other words. are shown at replacement rather than original cost.
It is worth noting from the Tahle that the growth in fixed assets from 1970 to 1975 was greater

thani in any five-year period other than 1965-197).
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TABLE 1.-PROFITABILITY AND GROWTH RATES OF GROSS STOCKS OF FIXED NONRESIDENTIAL CAPITAL OF CORPORATIONS, 1953-75

(Billions of dollars)

Fixed capital stocks Corporate profits' Nonresidential fixed investment
Current dollars, Constant dollars, Dollars As percent of fixed assets Percent of fixedor replacement or physical assets inYoar cost measurement A B A B 1972 dollars previous year

1954. ...............................................195...............................................................................................................

1956. . '"""""'''''..''''''-'-'"" .......... .....................1951 ................................................................................... ..... .....
1958. . '.........'''''' ...."".........................19 9 ..............................................................................................................

19 0 ................................................................................. ..............196 ......................
1961 ...... . .. . . .1962 ,.,--
1963 .- .....................
1964 .""'....''''''"- ..'''''' ..''''''"'...... .....................
1965. .'''''......'' .."- ..'' ..''....''.."""......................
1966. . ''''''"""""''.....................
1967. . '.... '''' ..""""'.. .....................1968''' .......................................................... .......................
1969 ..""""""""''''''''"""""' ........ ....................19 0............................................................. ........................197 .....................
1972. --1972 .....................
1973 '' ""''' '"""''' "" ' "fz|. ..........................................................................

19 4..............................................................................................................
19 5..............................................................................................................

335 565 20 36 6.0 10.7 56 10.3351 583 21 35 6.0 10.0 55 9.7383 604 26 45 6.8 11.7 61 10.5423 627 27 43 6.4 10.2 65 10.8453 650 26 42 5.7 9.3 66 10.5470 665 22 38 4.7 8.1 59 9.1486 681 28 48 5.8 9.9 63 9.5500 699 26 47 5.2 9.4 66 9.7 0r512 716 26 47 5.1 9.2 66 9.4 <528 737 30 55 5.7 10.4 71 9.9545 758 32 60 5.9 11.0 74 10.0570 783 37 67 6.5 11.8 81 10.7610 819 44 77 7.2 12.6 96 12.3663 862 47 83 7.1 12.5 106 12.9720 903 45 79 63 11.0 104 12.1792 946 46 86 5.8 10.9 108 12.0883 993 44 01 5.0 9.2 114 12.1974 1035 37 68 3.8 7.0 110 11.11058 1074 44 77 4.2 7.3 108 10.41154 1118 55 92 4.8 8.0 117 10.91291 1170 69 100 5.3 7.7 131 11.71475 1220 80 91 5.4 6.2 128 10.91664 1258 73 102 4.4 6.1 112 9.2
'A = After taxes, as reported. B = Pretax, with inventory and capital consumption adjustments. Source: "Survey of Curnent Business", April 1976 and "Economic Report of The President".
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The carcasses of that euphoric period are still around us, although many of them
have at great cost been written off the corporate balance sheets that so proudly
reflected them when they were installed. Massive overexpansion in commercial real
estate and retailing is only the most apparent and painful heritage of that period.
We can also point to the ill-fated ventures of RCA and Xerox into the highly capital-
intensive field of computers, the entire conglomerate madness, the movement of chemi-
cal companies into the oil business (an extremely expensive move that was bailed
out only by the totally unpredictable decision of the OPEC countries to quadruple
the price of oil-at a moment when some of the chemical companies either had
just, or were attempting to, unwind their ventures into oil producing), automobile
industry miscalculations about the nature of the market for their product, and so
on.

Seen from this vantage point, much of the data on investment activity in the late
1960's is spurious: it should be included in current consumption rather than formation
of capital. As a consequence, I believe it is fair to assume that a much higher proportion
of capital spending will be productive in the current environment, when risk premiums
are high, rates of return are still depressed, long-term interest rates are flirting with
9 percent, and price/earnings ratios for common stocks average only about IOX. In
other words, the odds are that one percent of GNP going to nonresidential fixed
investment today is likely to be significantly more productive in the future than one
percent of GNP was in 1968 or 1969.

This possibility takes a good deal of the edge off the argument that pollution abate-
ment expenditures dilute the significance of current levels of capital expenditures.
Commerce Department estimates suggest that business capital outlays for pollution
abatement now amount to about 4 percent of total expenditures for plant and equip-
ment, or less than $5 billion. Although quantification is obviously difficult, the mag-
nitude of unproductive investment undertaken during the second half of the 1960's
would seem to have been at least as great as 4 percent of the total, and probably
higher than that.

Furthermore, a major change now appears to be taking place in corporate profitabili-
ty-a change that probably began in 1973 but that became fully apparent only during
1975. Inflation has finally come through to the bottom line, as rising prices, expanding
output, and long-delayed improvements in productivity all begin to bear fruit.

We can find a striking demonstration of this in the data for the gross domestic
product of nonfinancial corporations during the first quarter of 1976, when the annual
rate of real output of these corporations was almost precisely equal to output in
the cyclical peak year of 1973. Table 11 shows the improvement in profitability over
this period:

TABLE I11-PROFTABILITY OF NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS 1973 AND IQ76 (AT ANNUAL RATES)

(Billions of dollars)

Year IQ76
1973 (SMAR)

Gross domestic product, 1972 dolars..................................................................................................................... .. .717.7 715.0
Profits before tax as reported ..................................................... 92.8 117.0
Undistrbuted profits................................................................................................................................................. 29.2 40.9
Profits before tax but after inventory valuation and capital consumption adjustments ............................................. 75.9 98.9

These results for early 1976 suggest that, for the year as a whole, rates of return
as a percentage of gross fixed assets will compare favorably with 1972-73. Perhaps
more significantly, they will come through comfortably above 1970, when capacity
utilization rates were substantially higher and unemployment rates markedly lower than
they are at the present time.

In short, corporate management has done an outstanding job in rectifying the errors
and overexuberance of the late 1960's. The quality of both the investment expenditures
and the profits now being achieved is markedly higher than it has been, with every
indication that these favorable trends still have a long way to go. Hence, although
the temptation is great to help business along with additional types of tax incentives,
the conclusions reached in the preceding section together with such impressive evidence
that the worst of profitability performance is behind us both argue against major
changes in our current tax structure.
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IS A CAPACITY SHORTAGE IMMINENT?

Concerns about a capacity shortage in the near future relate much more to shortages
in specific areas than to a generalized shortage of capacity. Whether measured by
the unemployment rate, the gap between actual and potential output, or by the capacity
utilization rate for total manufacturing, the economy in mid-1976 clearly has much
more slack than it had in the past at cyclical peaks and in 1973 in particular; in
fact, it still has more slack today by these measurements than it had at the previous
business cycle trough in 1970.

I have developed my own capacity utilization measurement for this purpose that
shows both the current degree of slack and also provides a basis for forecasting future
investment requirements. This concept differs from the usual industrial-production-
capacity-utilization-rate concepts by providing broader coverage, but it is also more
closely related to business capacity than the usual concepts of GNP gap or overall
unemployment rates.

TABLE IIl.-OUll'UT/CAPITAL RATIO 1953-75

(Billions of dolars)

Nonf arm
Fixed capital kiness gmoss Output as

stocks of doxrestic percent of
forporations product fixed

(oorostlo't (conxtant Capital
Year dotlars) dollars) stocks

1953 ........................................................ 565 483 85
1954 ....................................................... 583 475 81
1955 ....................................................... 604 514 . 85
1956.,621 ... . ............... 530 85

19558,... ,665 530 803
1959 ........................................................ 681 513 84
1960 ................... 699 58 3 83
1951 ....................................................... 716 594 83
1962 ......................................................... 731 6 29 85
1963 ................. ,.7 58 657 81
1964.,. 783 698 89
196t ........................................................ 81 9 745 91
1966.862 . . . . . . . . . . . .90 92
1963 ., .... .. .. . 903 808 89
1964 ........................................................ 946 850 90
1969 .. 993 815 88
1910 ....................................................... 1 035 8069 8
1911 ....................... 1,874 893 83
19628.........1'118 95686....................................... 946 86
1973 ....................... 1,170 1,016 81
1914 ....................... 1,220 994 81
1915 ....................... 1,258 966 77

Sexrce: Sor y of Current Bosiness, April 1976 and tooosoric Repert of The Preaideot.

My measurement calculates nonfarm business gross domestic product in dollars of
1972 purchasing power as a percentage of gross corporate stocks of structures and
equipment also expressed in dollars of 1972 purchasing power. It is, in other words,
an output/capital ratio, or production function, for the nonfarm business sector.' Table
1ll shows the path of this ratio from 1953 to 1975. This ratio shows that the business
sector of the economy may well have been under greater generalized capacity strain
during 1965-68 than it was during 1973, but that the amount of excess capacity
during 1975 was far greater than anything else experienced during the 23 years covered
in the table.

While an examination of specific segments of the economy does show that capacity
strains in the basic materials, or advanced processing, sectors were much greater in
1973 than in the finished goods sectors, more recent data indicates that these im-
baian~es have been substantially eliminated and should cause no serious problems
in the foreseeable future:

The Federal Reserve series of capacity utilization rates for basic materials and for
total industrial production shows that capacity growth in the basic materials sector
from 8954 to 1966 averaged 4.0 percent a year, almost identical with the 4.1 percent
annual average for manufacturing production as a whole. From 1966 to 1973, however,
these paths diverged dramatically-basic materials capacity grew 4.4 percent a year,
while the total grew much faster at 5.6 percent a year.

' It is inaccurate to the extent that ouxput includeo noncorporate firms, but this should have no sig-
nificant impact on year-to-year trends in this ratio.
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Consequently, even though capacity utilization rates in the basic area had been
almost precisely the same as in total manufacturing from 1954 to 1966. a major
difference was apparent at the 1970 trough, when the rate for total manufacturing
was only 75 percent while basic materials were still at 86 percent. At the 1973
peak, this gap had widened to 13 percentage points, or 80 percent for the total
and 93 percent for the basic materials.

Since 1973, on the other hand, capacity growth has been significantly greater in
the basic materials area. From the end of 1973 to the first quarter of 1976. the
annual rate of growth in the basic materials sector has been 4.6 percent: for total
manufacturing, it has been only 2.5 percent. As a result of this disparity in growth
rates since 1973, growth rates measured from 1966 to carly 1976 have been substan-
tially even-4.2 percent for basic materials and 4.6 percent for total manutficturing.

Indeed, 1973 output of basic materials would utilize only 83 percent of current
capacity-or ten percentage points less than it used in fact during 1973.

The Commerce Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis also has developed nlca-
surements of capacity utilization in manufacturing and separates them into so-called
advanced-processed goods and primary-processed goods: the latter essentially cor-
respond to the Federal Reserve's definition of basic materials. The BEA series begins
at the end of 1965.

From the end of 1965 to the end of 1972, capacity utilization rates in the primlarv-
processed goods area averaged two to three percentage points higher than in thle
advanced-processed goods area. The two rates were the same in late 1968, late 1971.
and early 1972, but the "upstream" sector's utilization rate never fell below the
"downstream" sector's utilization rate during this period.

In late 1973, the gap widened to a maximum of seven percentage points (89 percent
primary and 82 percent advanced).

By the end of 1974, however, the gap had narrowed to only two percentage points:
by the second quarter of 1975, the primary-processed sector was operating three per-
centage points below the finished goods sector, for the first time in the history of
this series.

Latest available data are for the final quarter of 1975 and still show the primary
group one percentage point below the advanced group, despite a substantial pick-
up in industrial production since the early part of the year. Furthermore, the primary
group was operating at only 82 percent of its preferred operating rate-as compared
with 89 percent of its preferred operating rate at the 1973 peak.

The data on utilization rates are confirmed by the concentration of capital spending
since 1973 in the basic materials area:

Actual results for 1975 and the latest projections for 1976 show that expenditures
for plant and equipment manufacturers of primary metals, paper, chemicals and petrole-
um currently account for 23 percent of such outlays by all manufacturing industries,
up from only 15 percent in 1972-73; at the same time, manufacturing as a whole
has risen from less than 37 percent to more than 43 percent of all business outlays
on plant and equipment.

In absolute dollar terms, plant and equipment expenditures by these four basic materi-
als industries in 1976 will be just about double the 1972-73 average, compared with
a rise of less than 40 percent for all manufacturing and less than 30 percent for
all business.

Expenditures for pollution abatement accounts for about 12 percent of outlays by
the four basic materials industries, but this ratio in 1976 will be no higher than
it was in 1974. If we deduct these outlays from total planned capital outlays for
1976 for these four industries, the absolute dollar increase from the 1972-73 average
would still be in excess of 70) percent.

If, as I believe, the capacity utilization rate measurements and the plant and equip-
ment expenditure data indicate that the disparity between basic materials capacity
and total manufacturing capacity is rapidly being overcome, a second look at the
data in Table IIl provides the basis for an interesting calculation of capital requirements
in the future.

Let us assume that the gross domestic product of nonfarm business grows as rapidly
from 1975 to 1980 as it grew from 1960 to 1965, or 5.0 percent a year: this is
as optimistic an assumption about the growth in demand as most people would be
likely to make. Let us assume further that the constant dollar value of that output
should run no higher than 85 percent of the constant dollar value of corporate gross
stocks of structures and equipment, in order to avoid inflationary demand-pull pres-
sures-even though it ran above that ratio from 1963 through 1969 and again during
1972-73.
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Table Ill shows us that domestic output of nonfarm business in 1975 was $966
billion in 1972 purchasing power. Growth of 5.0 percent a year for five sears from
that level projects 1980 output at $1,233 billion in 1972 purchasing power. That
would be equal to 85 percent of $1,451 billion in 1972 purchasing power, which
is what our desired volume of gross fixed assets should he. This in turn is only
15 percent above the 1975 estimate for gross fixed assets. impling necessary reIl
growth of less than 3 percent a year in our fixed corporate capital. This would be
the lowest rate for any five-year period since World War 11. except for 1955-60).
when it was precisely 3.0 percent a year.

Consequently, even if we assume that capital outlays in the more capital intensive
industires such as energy may have to outpace the rest of the econonly during this
period, even if we assume that some capital assets still on the books are obsolete.
and even if we assume further that pollution abatement requirements mav necessitate
additional expenditures, the sums required to fund sufficient capacity expansion to
meet our foreseeable needs surely seem modest and attainable without fears of strain
or urgent needs for substantial revamping of our tax structure.

[APPENDIX I

[Rcprinted from Challengc]

CAPIrAL SHoerAGE: CYCLICAL OR SECULAR

(Bi Pcecr L. Bernstlcin)

INI ERNATIONAL COMPARISONS
But if all of this analysis is reassuring, in the sense that it demonstrates both the

probable adequacy of our current capital stock and the normal impact of fundamental
economic forces on investment (rather than the malign impact of public policy), the
concern over international comparisons still remains, for the percentage of GNP plowed
back into private business capital formation in the U.S. is indeed lower than in Germany.
Japan. and France. While we plow back some 10-1 I percent of our GNP for that
purpose, Germany uses 20 percent of its GNP for investment. France uses 18 percent,
and Japan uses an almost unbelievable 30 percent. In fact, all of the European countries.
with the exception of Great Britain, devote a larger share of GNP to investment
than we do and, at the same time, have achieved more rapid improvement in productivi-
ty as measured by the rate of growth in output per hour worked.

While these facts are unquestionably disturbing at first glance, their significance
fails to hold up under more careful examination. On the one hand, they exclude
certain other relevant and important facts; on the other hand, exclusive reliance upon
them leads to economic oversimplification.

In the first place, none of these countries maintains a defense establishment anywhere
near as large as ours. either absolutely or relative to their GNP. Since 1954, defense
has taken an average of 7.5 percent of our GNP (7.3 percent if we exclude the
Vietnam buildup of 1965-67). These are real resources that are unavailable to satisfy
either the investment or consumption needs of the civilian sector, which means that
our savings rate must therefore be high enough to cover them. At the same time,
the other economies not only do not carry this burden, but, indeed, the very size
of our defense umbrella makes it unnecessary for them to carry it.

Consequently, they are in effect receiving a subsidy from us, which enables them
either to sustain a higher investment rate or to enjoy a lower savings rate than they
would if our foreign and strategic policies were different. Thus, when we consider
that the U.S. must save an extra 6-7 percent of its income for this purpose, the
ability of other countries to invest just about that much more of their GNP each
year than we do hardly suggests that we are soft and flabby while they are the
personification of the Protestant Ethic. (The Japanese performance is admittedly an
outstanding exception, well above ours. On the other hand, their defense effort is
truly negligible, even in comparison to that of the Europeans.)

Furthermore, our absolute leadership over the rest of the world continues to be
wide, not only in the magnitude of our capital formation but also in the level of
our output per manhour. We still produce 25 percent more per employed civilian
than the French or the Germans and at least 50 percent more than the Japanese
and the Italians.

Of course, all four of these countries have been gaining on us at an accelerated
rate since 1965, at which time we were 50 percent ahead of the French and Germans
and produced three times as much per employed civilian as the Japanese. Let us
remember, however, that that was the period of the overvalued dollar, which created
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a major fillip to economic growth and investment opportunities for Western Europe
and Japan.

But now the shoe is very much on the other foot, as the dollar is no longer endemi-
cally overvalued and our rate of inflation compares favorably with inflation rates abroad.
But there is more. Can one today properly measure productivity only in relation to
labor input or even capital input? Raw materials and energy may well be the limiting
factors of production for the foreseeable future-and here our international advantage
is overwhelming in terms of ready access to, and lower costs of. abundant supplies
of raw materials and energy.

EXPORTS CAN RESOLVE A DILEMMA

But there is one final element to this picture that the conventional wisdom (even
when espoused by professional economists) fails to take into account. It is all element
that once again finds verification in theory and that is essential to all understanding
of differences (a) in savings/investment rates among nations and (b) in public policies
that move these rates in one direction or the other.

Businessmen sink money into fixed structures and equipment only when they expect
to be able to sell the output of those capital goods at a profit. At the same time.
however, they can acquire the resources to build those capital goods only wchell con-
sumers are willing to refrain from consumption and, thus, to release those resources
to the capital formation sector. But here we bump into the familiar and age-old paradox
of capitalist economics: how can businessmen sell the additional output at a profit
when consumers are abstaining from spending a larger part of their incomes'? Or.
indeed, how call they profitably sell the additional output wn hen employment and inl-
comes tend to decline after the investment process is accomplished and the new equip-
ment is installed and on stream'?

One way to resolve this dilemma is to export that new output. Under those conditions.
deteriorating purchasing power in the home market is no obstacle to profitable invest-
ments. This is in fact precisely what manl) American corporations discovered to their
delight in 1973-74. Exports rose 50 percent, or some $5() billion, from the second
quarter of 1973 to the third quarter of 1974, more than offsetting the increasing
weakness in consumer spending. Seen in this light, the persistent strength of investment
in capital goods and inventories in 1973-74 in the face of steadily deteriorating con-
sumer purchasing power call hardly be considered surprising.

While this was a special opportunity for us, less integrated economies like Germany
and Japan must export industrial products if they are to acquire the food. energv,
and raw materials that they need to sustain employment, turn the wheels of industry,
and feed and clothe their people. In these export-oriented economies, policies designed
to restrain consumption at home-in other words, encourage saving-and to stimulate
investment are likely to be highly successful.

We should note, however, that these policies can work in some countries only
if other countries continue to have expanding domestic markets that can absorb a
rising volume of imports; such policies pursued by all industrialized countries simultane-
ously would be doomed to failure. Indeed, had we pursued the same savings-oriented
policies as the Germans and the Japanese over the past ten years, their achievements
would have been far less spectacular than they turned out to be.

But-and this is the key point-perhaps ours would have turned out less favorably
as well! While the 1960s were admittedly a period of rising investment activity and
while the Kennedy-Johnson policies included explicit incentives for new investment,
it was also a period of vigorously growing consumer and government demands and
policies that included explicit inventives to consumers as well. Without these expanding
markets, would businessmen have earned such high profits and responded as positively
as they did respond to the investment incentives the government gave them? And,
to set the question against the current scene, after recession began to develop aborad
during 1974 and consumers at home had no choice but to tighten their belts when
living costs zoomed ahead of their incomes, should we be surprised that capital forma-
tion has fallen off during 1975?

These are in many ways the most basic, but also the most simple, questions that
the economist can ask. Saving is necessary for investment to be possible, but expanding
markets are necessary somewhere if the additional production made possible by the
new investment is to find a profitable outlet.

Hence, all things considered, the American economy has neither been a disaster
nor does it appear to be moving headlong into disaster because of inadequate capital
formation. Before we rush to tinker with its complex processes of adjustment and
its responsiveness to fundamental economic forces, we would do well to study the
experience of the past twenty years with more care than is usually the case.
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Representative BROWN of Ohio. With this great acquisition of power,
I now turn the microphone over to Mr. Ture.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN B. TURE, PRESIDENT, NORMAN B. TURE,
INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. TURE. Thank you, Congressman. I think the committee is to
be commended for undertaking these hearings on a subject which
will significantly influence the course of public policy for many years
to come. That subject is whether the rate of capital formation will
be adequate to meet the economy's capital requirements over the
next decade or longer.

In my judgment, virtually all of the other major issues with which
public policymakers are concerned turn out to turn on this central
problem of capital adequacy. I know that you gentlemen have heard
a great deal on the subject of capital requirements and the capital
shortage, but at the risk of redundancy, I'd like to delineatc the
way in which, I believe, these phrases should be construed.

To begin with, the term "capital requirements" does not mean
that there is some specific amount of capital that must be on hand
at some future time. As individual or decisionmakcrs, we want addi-
tional capital in order to increase our income. The amount of addi-
tional income we seek to acquire depends on how much additional
income we can obtain from any additional amount of capital and
how much it costs us to get it. Since neither of these factors is
fixed, neither is the amount of capital that we want. Any very much
the same should be said for the economy as a whole. There is one
respect, however, in which the economy's total capital requirements
should be seen in a somewhat different light. While there is no unique
absolute amount of capital that the economy must have at any given
time, insofar as public policy sets certain broad goals for the economy,
it may, by that very token, set requirements for the amount of capital
the economy must have if these goals are to be attained.

The public policy concerned with capital requirements makes sense
only in relation to other things: Primarily, the contribution of addi-
tional capital to greater output, employment, productivity, and real
wage rates. These contributions of additions to the Nation's stock
of real capital derives from a law of economics known at the Universi-
ty of Chicago as the law of variable proportions and elsewhere as
the law of diminishing returns.

According to this law, an increase in the quantity of one production
input, used in combination with unchanged quantities of other produc-
tion resources, increases total output, although the rate of increase
in output diminishes relative to the rate of increase in the production
input.

At the same time, the productivity of other production input in-
creases. For example, an increase in the amount of capital used in
the production with a given amount of labor services increases total
output, and at the same time, increases the productivity of labor.

In a free market economy, this increase in the productivity of labor
resulting from an increase in the ratio of capital to labor and produc-
tion, has two major consequences: No. I, it increases the demand
for labor services; and No. 2, it increases real wage rates.
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How much of the effect of an increase in the capital labor ratio
will be increases in jobs and how much will be increases in wage
rates depends on the conditions of supply of labor services. In general,
both employment and real wage rates increase.

It's instructive to examine the post-war record of the business sector
of the U.S. economy in this light. Our preliminary estimates, based
on the recently-revised national income and product accounts data
shows that from 1947 through 1973, the number of full-time
equivalent employees in the private business sector of the economy
increased at an average annual rate of about I l/!, percent a year.

When you make certain adjustments for changes in hours of work
per week and other factors, the average annual rate of the increase
of labor services was about 1.7 percent a year. Over the same period.
the net stock of capital in the business sector increased at an average
annual rate of about 3½/k percent. The capital-labor ratio, therefore,
increased at a trend rate of about 1.8 percent.

This increase in the capital-labor ratio, in turn, contributed to an
average annual rate of increase of 2.9 percent in labor's productivity
and real wage rate. Further analysis of that record also reveals that
real output originating in the business sector increased at an average
annual rate of about 3.6 percent. Of this increase, we estimate that
about 28 percent is accounted for by the increase in capital; 33
percent by the increase in labor services; and 39 percent by technical
progress, advances in the state of the industrial arts and their imple-
mentation in production processes.

The major conclusion, for purposes of public policy, which emerges
from this sort of an analysis is that the rate of increase in the
capital-labor ratio is an essential factor determining the pace of ad-
vance in employment and in real wage rates. Public policy measures
to reduce the existing impediments to private saving and capital forma-
tion should be given top priority if the employment targets and other
goals of public policy are to be achieved.

With this in mind we can begin to estimate the Nation's capital
requirements in a meaningful way. We do this by estimating projected
increases in the labor force. Given this projection, it is possible to
estimate by how much the net stock of capital must grow if the
capital-labor ratio is to grow at least as fast as the average rate
of the post-war period, and therefore to maintain the trend rate of
increase in labor productivity in real wage rate.

Our estimate is that, assuming no changes in the general level
of prices between now and 1985, we will have to add $443 billion
to the net stock of business capital for this purpose alone. That
implies capital outlays totaling about $2Y4 trillion, again measured
in constant 1975 dollars over that period.

But this does not exhaust required capital outlays. We must add
the amount of additional capital and the capital outlays to acquire
it at least to extend the post-war trend rate of increase in the Nation's
stock of housing. We must also add the capital that business will
have to acquire not merely or even principally to increase its capacity
to produce goods and services that people want to buy, but to meet
public policy mandates with respect to the environment, occupational
health and safety, a wide array of product quality standards, energy
self sufficiency, and so forth.

83402 0 - -8 6
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Virtually none of this Government-mandated capital which a busi-
ness must acquire generates an increase in its total income. Such
capital, therefore, cannot be financed by business out of the insignifi-
cant additional cash flow, if any, that generates. And since it reduces
the rate of return on business' total capital, the business faces increas-
ing difficulty in external financing of its capital additions.

The amount of capital outlays business will have to make over
the next 10 years just to meet the environmental control and OSHA
requirements, on the basis of very conservative assumptions, comes
to at least $353 billion, again measured in constant 1975 dollars.

For every dollar of these capital outlays, there has to be a dollar
of savings; gross private investment must be matched by gross national
saving. Gross national saving is the sum of gross private sav'ing plus
Government surpluses or minus Government deficits. In most of the
post-war years, the Government sector has been in deficit, hence
has reduced rather than augumented gross national saving.

The burden of financing the Nation's capital requirements, there-
fore, falls on the private sector and gross private saving. If it is
assumed that Government deficits average no more than $110 billion
a year over the next decade-an extremely conservative assumption
in view of recent experience and near-term prospects-the Nation's
total private saving will have to aggregate $3.8 trillion in constant
1975 dollars, through 1985.

If you assume, more realistically, inflation at, say, 3 percent a year,
these total saving requirements aggregate not less than $4.5 trillion,
and at a 5-percent inflation rate, the total increases to $5.1 trillion.

If gross private saving as a fraction of GNP continues over the
next decade at the post-war average rate of 15.5 percent, the total
of such saving through 1985 will fall $744 billion short of estimated
requirements, measured in constant 1975 dollars. At a 3-percent infla-
tion rate, the gap rises to $893 billion. With inflation at 5 percent,
the gap increases to $1 trillion. Closing this gap between capital
requirements and private saving will require an increase in the total
private sector saving rate from the 15.5 percent post-war average
to 19.25 percent. I summarize these estimates in tables 1, 2, and
3 in my prepared statement.

There is no assurance-in fact, there is no reason whatever to
believe-that total private saving will continue at the post-war average
rate, let alone that it will increase by the indicated amount. Some
economists dismiss this problem by asserting that if the private saving
rate were inadequate, the market rates of interest would rise and
private saving would, therefore, increase. But this answer confuses
cause and effect. The rise in interest rates would be the result of
the shortfall, as I've attempted to define it, in saving and in capital
formation. It would reflect the greater relative scarcity of capital,
hence, the higher price the economy would have to pay for the
services of capital in production. To be sure, the market would clear,
but there is no reason to assume that the market-clearing amount
of saving and capital formation would be adequate to maintain the
trend rate of increase in the capital-labor ratio and to satisfy the
Government mandated demands for capital as well.

Another answer to the prospective shortfall in saving which some
economists offer is for the Federal Government to achieve budget
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surpluses instead of deficits. As noted, a Government budget surplus
is a plus in gross national saving while a deficit is a minus. Whether
this prescription would solve the problem, however, depends on how
the surplus is achieved.

A slowdown in the growth of Government expenditure relative to
tax revenues at existing tax rates, allowing revenues to catch up and
overtake expenditures, would certainly contribute to expanding the
Nation's total saving. Desirable as this sort of fiscal development would
be, it does not appear to me, at any rate, to be a realistic prospect.

The alternative means that is often proposed for shifting from deficit
to surplus is to increase tax revenues at a faster rate than provided
by the growth of economic activity, that is, either by increasing tax
rates or by eliminating or reducing the so-called tax expenditures
or by adding new taxes.

None of these approaches is likely, however, to contribute much
to closing the saving-capital formation gap. Each is likely to increase
the cost of private saving, hence, to reduce its amount. Raising taxes.
therefore, would transfer saving from the private to the public sector;
it would not necessarily or even likely increase total saving by any
material amount.

I've indicated in one of these tables what the consequences will
be if we fail to close this saving gap. We estimate that at current
saving rates, the shortfall in saving in 1985-therefore, in capital
formation-will be something of the order of $100 billion. This would
be almost 22 percent of the estimated amount of the capital formation
needed to maintain the trend rate of increase in the capital-labor
ratio.

The adverse impact of a shortfall of this magnitude on labor's
productivity and real wage rate clearly would be enormous. I hope
it is clear that the problem we face is one of reducing the existing
bias against private saving. The capital shortage confronting the Na-
tion, in truth, is a saving shortage.

A major source of the bias against saving is the present tax system.
That bias results from the fact that, with few exceptions, taxes are
imposed both on the amount of current saving and on the future
returns to such saving, whereas the tax falls only once on income
used for consumption. Since the amount we save today is the capital-
ized value of income we will receive in the future, we currently
tax the same future income stream at least twice.

More realistically, we tax saving over and over again. The tax on
capital gains, the corporation income tax, the State and local income
taxes, property taxes, estate, gift, and inheritance taxes, and on and
on, all substantially add to the aggregate tax burden on saving relative
to the tax burden on consumption.

Saving uses of income are taxed far more heavily than anything
else we know. Our tax system thereby increases the cost of saving
and capital formation relative to the cost of consumption.

The foremost challenge facing the Congress is to deal realistically
with the urgent requirement for a higher rate of private saving. If
this challenge cannot be met, one or more of the high priority objec-
tives of economic policy will have to bear the brunt of that failure.

I have suggested, in my prepared statement, some tax
changes-some of them draconian; some of them of a more modest
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dimension-which I think would contribute to reducing the existing
tax bias against saving and capital formation and which, therefore,
would contribute to closing the estimated saving-capital formation gap.
I won't bother to detail them at this point, but I'd be happy to
be responsive to any questions about them.

In conclusion, I'd like to offer the following observation. The U.S.
economy faces serious challenges as far into the future as our data
and analytical skills allow us to project. Successfully dealing with
these challenges will provide enormous rewards for all Americans.
Whether we deal successfully with them will depend in large part
on the future thrust of public policy, which in turn, will largely depend
on decisions made now and in the near future.

This committee, I am sure, has noted the tendency to treat each
new problem presented to public policymakers as evidence of the
failure of the private market system. An objective examination of
the evidence, however, suggests that our unhappy economic record
of recent years is the outcome of excessive and inept governmental
intrusion in the operation of the economy, accelerating over the years.

The decisions this Congress makes about the basic content of
economic policy will have a major bearing on whether the economy
thrives, whether individual freedom, responsibility, self-reliance, and
initiative will be encouraged and enhanced, on the one hand, or
whether the economy and all its participants will become increasingly
wards of the Federal, State, and local governments.

In the field of public finance, the first course of action calls for
a tight rein on Government spending and tax revisions aimed at mak-
ing the tax system less repressive of effort, of saving, and of invest-
ment. The latter course of action calls for an expansionary expenditure
policy, larger deficits, hence greater displacement of private saving
and capital formation, Government planning of economic activity, and
increasing Government employment. Hopefully, we will soon see a
turn toward the first course. Thank you.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Ture. That's an excellent state-
ment. Incidentally, I want to express thanks to you for being here
today and also for your appearance before the Finance Committee.
Chairman Long has expressed his thanks to you and has stated to
our committee how impressed he was with what you had to say
and how helpful your remarks were to all of us in the formation
of our program on our tax bill.

Now, I don't say that we've been able to follow your recommenda-
tions explicitly, but it certainly has been very helpful to have the
suggestions you have made-the benefits that would accrue if they
were adopted and the detrimental effects of some of the programs
that we have adopted. So we are doubly thankful to you, Mr. Ture.

Mr. TURE. Thank you for your comment.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ture follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NORMAN B. TURE

Capital Formation: The Public Policy Issues

I am Norman Ture, President of Norman B. Ture, Inc., Economic Consultants in
Washington, D.C. The views presented in this discussion are my own. While I hope
that others will subscribe to them, they are the product of my own analysis and
conclusions and should not necessarily be ascribed to any of my past or present
clients.
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I appreciate the Committee's invitation to present these views. The Committee is
to be commended for undertaking these hearings on a subject which. whether we
are aware of it or not, will significantly influence public policy for many years to
come. If the growth in the Nation's production capability fails to keep pace with
the rapidly increasing demands placed upon it. the political decisions as to the amount
of that capability to be allocated to meeting public policy mandates will become
increasingly a source of tension and unrest; both public and private aspirations will
be increasingly frustrated. Your concern with the adequacy of capital formation in
the private sector reflects a wholesome awareness of the importance of shifting the
focus of public policy to the concerns of the Nation's long-run progress.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY: THE BASIC CHALLENGE FOR PUBLIC POtLICY

A central economic problem facing the United States is whether the rate of capital
formation will be adequate to meet the economy's capital requirements over the next
decade and longer. Virtually all of the other major issues w ith w hich public policy
makers are concerned turn on this central problem of capital adequacy. Whether
the focus is on attaining energy self-sufficiency. protection of the environment. ilprov-
ing and expanding mass transit systems, raising the housing standards of low and
middle-income individuals, otherwise supplementing the ilconle of the poor. providing
safer and healthier working conditions, providing the growth in income to sustaln
rising levels of consumption, and so on, a basic constraint on achieving these goals
is how much real capital will be available to meet the growing aid varied demC1111adLs
of the U.S. economy. The less rapidly we add to our production capability, the more
severely will pursuit of any of these objectives limit success in achieving other public
and private goals.

The appropriate public policy focus on capital formation is long run. In my juidgemelnt
public policy concern with such matters as the amioulit of capital outlays "needed
to sustain econcomic recovery and the prospect of "shortages'' of capacity in particular
sectors is substantially misplaced. Public policy which aims at strengthening the free
market system will be concerned with removing impediments to the efficient functioning
of the system, not with substituting political judgments as to the "right" or "needed"
amounts of any type of spending to sustain economic recovery or the "right" allocation
of capital among industries. Public policy so oriented recognizes that "shortages" are
the results of contraints on the perforniatnce of markets, such as governmient-imposed
price controls, in any of their varied forms, or other types of allocation constraints.
The "shortages" that appeared in 1973 were not reflections of market failure but
of the distortions imposed by the government wage aid price controls initiated ill
late summer 1971 and reinstituted under the "freeze" of 1973. Similarly. the more
persistent shortages of electrical energy cannot be attributed to inherent imperfections
in private markets but to the effects of public regulation. Insofar as public policy
is to focus on sectoral"shortages" of capacity, it should direct its attention to determin-
ing and eliminating the impediments to efficient performance by the free private market
system of its allocative functions.

NAlURE OF THE CAPITAL SHORTAGE

It is in this context that the question of the adequacy of private capital formation
should be examined. The Congress has heard much on the subject of capital
"requirements" and the capital "shortage." At the risk of redundancy, I'd like to
delineate the way in which these phrases should be construed.

To begin with, the term capital "requirements" does not mean that there is some
specific amount of capital that must be on hand at some future time. As individual
or business decision-makers, we want additional capital in order to increase our incomes;
the amount of additional capital we week to acquire depends on how much additional
income we can obtain from the capital and how much it costs us to get it. Since
neither of these factors is fixed, neither is the amount of capital we want.

Very much the same must be said for the economy as a whole. In one respect,
however, the economy's total capital "requirements" should be seen in a somewhat
different light. While there is no unique amount of capital that the economy must
have at any given time, insofar as public policy sets certain broad goals for the economy
it may, by that very token, set requirements for the amount of capital the economy
"must" have if those goals are to be attained. Thus, it makes sense to talk about
capital additions and requirements only in relation to other things. primarily the con-
tribution of additional capital to greater output, employment, productivity, and real
wage rates.

These contribution of additions to the Nation's stock of real capital derives from
a law of economics, popularly known as the law of diminishing returns. According
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to this law, an increase in the quantity of one production input used in combination
with an unchanging quantity of other production resources increases total output.
although the rate of increase in output diminishes relative to the rate of increase
in the production input; at the same time, the productivity of the other production
inputs increases. Thus, an increase in the amount of capital used in production with
a given amount of labor services increases total output and at the same time increases
the productivity of labor.

In a free market economy, this increase in the productivity of labor resulting from
an increase in the ratio of capital to labor in production has two major consequelIces:
( I ) it increases the demand for labor services and (2) it increases real wage rates.
How much of the effect of an increase in the capital:labor ratio will he increases
in jobs and how much will be increases in wage rates depends on the conditions
of supply of labor services: in general, both employment and real Xwage rates increase.

It is instructive to examine the postwar record of the business sector of the U.S.
economy in this light. Our preliminary estimates. based on the recently revised National
Income and Product Accounts data. show that from 1947 through i973. the nIl.imber
of full-time equivalent employees in the private business sector of the econoimy ill-
creased at an average annual rate of 1.5 percent a s ear. Adjusting for changes in
average hours of work per week and certain other factors. the average annualIA rate
of increase of labor services was 1.7 percent. Over the same period. the net stock
of capital in the business sector increased at an average annual rate of 3.5 percent.
The capital:labor ratio, hence. increased at a trend rate of I.X percent. This increase
in the capital:labor ratio, in turn. contributed to all av erage annui11.al rate of increase
of 2.9 percent in labor's productivity and real wage rates.

Further analysis of the postwar record also reveals that real output originating in
the business sector increased at an average annual rate of 3.6 percent from 1947
through 1973. Of this increase. we estimate that 28 percent is accounted for by
the increase in capital, 33 percent by the increase il labor services. and 39 percent
by technical progress-advances in the state of the industrial arts aid their implementa-
tion in production processes.

The major conclusion, for purposes of public policy, which emerges from this analysis
is that the rate of increase in the capital:labor ratio is an essential factor determining
the pace of advance in employment and in real wage rates: public policy measures
to reduce the existing impediments to private saving and capital formation should
be given top priority if the employment targets and other goals of public policy are
to be achieved.

IST IMAT IN(G CAPIAI. RiEQU0iRIEMEN lS

With this in mind, we can begin to estimate the Nation's capital 'requirements"
in a meaningful way. First, we begin with a projection of the growth in the labor
force: we estimate that for the next decade, the average annual rate of increase will
be the same- 1.5 percent-as in the postwar period to date. Given this projection,
it is possible to estimate by how much the net stock of capital must grow if the
capital:labor ratio is to increase at least as fast as the average rate of the post-
war period. To repeat, if the rate of increase in this ratio slows, so too will the
rate of increase in employment and real wages rates. Projecting the postwar trends
in employment and in the capital:labor ratio through 1985, we shall have to add
$443.2 billion to the net stock of business capital, measured in constant 1975 dollars.
Assuming no change in the rate at which business replaces fixed capital, this will
require capital outlays totaling $2.236 trillion dollars, again measured in constant 1975
dollars.

This does not exhaust required capital outlays, however. We must add the amount
of additional capital-and the capital outlays to acquire it-at least to extend the
postwar trend rate of increase in the Nation's stock of housing. We must also add
the capital that business will have to acquire not merely or even principally to increase
its capacity to produce goods and services people want to buy, but to meet public
policy mandates with respect to the environment, occupational health and safety, a
wide array of product quality standards, energy self sufficiency, and so on.

Much of this government-mandated capital which a business must acquire generates
no increase in its total income. As a consequence, the business making these investments
can obtain no return on such capital, hence cannot provide rewards for the private
saving which must be channeled into such capital formation. The household or business
customer doesn't go into the market to buy cleaner air or water; it's not easy to
persuade the customer that a given amount of groceries are worth more because
food processors and distributors produced less air or water pollutants. In other words,
much of this type of capital makes only a negligible contribution to the market value
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of the products customers buy. Aggregate sales proceeds for a given amount of output,
are not likely to increase by an amount equal to the additional costs of the public-
mandated capital. Such capital, therefore, cannot be financed by business out of the
insignificant additional cash flow, if any, it generates. And since it reduces the rate
of return on the business' total capital, the business faces increasing difficulty in external
financing of its capital additions. Unless the aggregate flow of saving, generated inter-
nally by business or available in the capital markets, increases substantially, we face
a serious shortfall in the capacity of business to finance the increases in capital used
to produce the goods and services people buy-the capital that does contribute directly
to increases in output, employment and real wage rates. This drain must somehow
be offset by additional saving. This is not to suggest that these government-mandated
capital outlays are not warranted or that the goals they seek are inappropriate. But
it must be recognized that such capital formation cannot be had for free and that
it adds substantially to the total requirements for capital.

The amount of the capital outlays business will have to make over the next 10
years just to meet the environmental control and OSHA requirements, on the basis
of very conservative assumptions, comes to at least $353 billion, in constant 1975
dollars.

PRIVATE SAVING REQUIREMENTS

For every dollar of these capital outlays, there must be a dollar of saving; gross
private investment must be matched by gross national saving. Gross national saving
is the sum of gross private saving plus government surpluses or minus government
deficits. In most of the postwar years, the government sector has been in deficit,
hence has reduced rather than augmented gross national saving. The burden of financing
the Nation's capital requirements, therefore, falls on gross private saving. If it assumed
that government deficits average no more than $ 10 billion per year over the next
decade-an extremely conservative assumption in view of recent experience and near-
term prospects-the Nation's total private saving will have to aggregate $3.82 trillion
in constant 1975 dollars, through 1985.

The aggregate saving requirements are substantially larger if, more realistically, we
take account of some continuing inflation. If the price level rises on the average
by 3 percent a year through 1985, total requirements aggregate not less than $4.55
trillion. At a 5 percent inflation rate, this total increases to $5.13 trillion.

If gross private saving as a fraction of GNP continues over the next decade at
the postwar average rate of 15.51 percent, the total of such saving through 1985
will fall $744 billion short of estimated requirements, measured in constant 1975 dollars.
At a 3 percent inflation rate, the gap, conservatively estimated, is $893 billion; with
inflation at 5 percent, the gap increases to $1008 billion.

Closing this gap between capital requirements and private saving will require an
increase in the total private sector saving rate from the 15.51 percent postwar average
to 19.26 percent, if we assume a zero inflation rate through 1985. At a 3 percent
inflation rate, total private sector saving would have to increase to 19.29 percent
of GNP. And if inflation is at 5 percent, the private saving rate will have to increase
to 19.30 percent.' These estimates are summarized in Table 1, 11, and 111.

There is no assurance that total private saving will continue at the postwar average
rate, let alone that it will increase by the indicated amount. Some economists dismiss
this problem by asserting that if the private saving rate were inadequate, the market
rate of interest would rise and private saving would, therefore, increase. But this
answer confuses cause and effect: the rise in interest rates would be the result of
the shortfall, as I've attempted to define it, in saving and in capital formation. It
would reflect a greater relative scarcity of capital, hence the higher price the economy
would have to pay for the services of capital in production. To be sure, the market
would clear, but there is no reason to assume that the market-clearing amount of
saving and capital formation would be adequate to maintain the trend rate of increase
in the capital-labor ratio and to satisfy the government mandated demands for capital
as well.

Another answer to the prospective shortfall in saving which some economists offer
is for the Federal government to achieve budget surpluses instead of deficits. As noted,

'The estimated required saving rates in the inflation cases err significantly on the low side. The
estimated amounts of private saving do not include downward inventory valuation adjustments which
would reduce business saving under the 3 percent and 5 percent inflation cases. Moreover, the esti-
mated saving implicity assumes that capital recovery allowances would increase above the annual
zero inflation amounts in the same proportion as the inflation rate. Since capital recovery allowances
are based on historical rather than replacement costs, this assumption overstates the amount of this
component of private saving under the 3 percent and 5 percent inflation cases.
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a government budget surplus is a plus in gross national saving while a deficit is a
minus. Whether this prescription would solve the problem, however, depends on how
the surplus is achieved. A slowdown in the growth of government spending, allowing
revenues at present tax rates to catch up and overtake expenditures, would certainly
contribute to expanding the Nation's total saving. Desirable as this sort of fiscal develop-
ment would be, it does not appear to be a realistic prospect.

TABLE 1.-ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND PRIVATE SAVING, 1976-85, ZERO INFLATION

(Billions of 1975 dallars)

Capital requirements

Nonresidential Other capital
fixed investment outays, inctuding Gross

plus inventory Govnroment private
Year accumulation defiots Total saving Saving gap

1916...................................... 205.7 110.6 316.3 261.3 55.0
1977 .213.0 115.8 328.8 270.6 58.2
1978 ......................... 220.5 121.4 341.9 280.3 61.6
1979 ......................... 228.1 127.5 355.6 290.3 65.3
1980 ......................... 236.3 134.2 370.5 300.7 69.8
1981 ......................... 244.5 141.4 385.9 311.5 74.4
1982 ...... ................... 253.0 149.5 402.5 322.7 79.8
1983 ......................... 261.9 158.3 420.2 334.2 86.0
1984 ......................... 271.1 168.0 439.1 346.2 92.9
1985 ......................... 280.6 178.6 459.2 358.6 100.6

Total.. . ......................................................... 2,414.7 1,405.3 3,820.0 3,076.4 743.6

TABLE II.-ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND PRIVATE SAVING, 1976-85, 3 PERCENT INFLATION

(Billions of clinars)

Gross
Year Capital private Saving

Year re~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iquiremeets saving gap

1976.325.8 269.1 56.7

1978.3373.6 306.3 667.3
1979.400.2 326.8 73.4
1980.429.5 348.6 80.9
1981.460.8 371.9 88.9
1982. _495.8 396.8 98.2
1983.532.3 423.3 109.0
1984.572.9 451.7 121.2

1 7 ........................................................................................................................................................ 321726.1 4 19356.7

Total.4,556.0 3,663.5 892.5

TABLE 111.-ES11MATED CAPTAL REQUIREMENTS AND PRIVATE SAVING, 1976-85, 5 PERCENT It4FATION

(Billions of dollars)

Capital private Saving
Year requirements saving gap

1976.332.1 274.4 57.7
1977.362.5 298.4 64.1
1978.395.8 324.5 71.3
1979.432.2 3853.0 79.2
19821 --- -------------------......... 517.1 417.5 99.6

19 7....................................................................................................................................................... 348.8 287.1 612.7

1983 ..................................................... 620.8 493.8 127.0
1984 ..................................................... 681.2 537.1 144.1
19854 ..................... 74.0 584. 1 163.9

Total....................................................................................................................................................... ,129. 4,120.8 1,00.2

The alternative means for shifting from deficit to surplus is to increase tax revenues
at a faster rate than provided by the growth of economic activity, that is, by increasing
tax rates, by eliminating or reducing so-called "tax-expenditures", or by adding new
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taxes. None of these approaches is likely, however, to contribute much to closing
the saving-capital formation gap. Each is likely to increase the cost of private saving,
hence to reduce its amount. Raising taxes, therefore, would transfer saving from the
private to the public sector; it would not necessarily or even likely increase total
saving by any material amount.

Particular caution should be attached to the recommendations to raise additional
tax revenues by reducing tax "expenditures". Apart from the fact that the estimates
of the additional revenues to be obtained thereby are woefully unrealistic (because
they are based on the assumption that the affected taxpayers would be completely
unresponsive to the increases in their taxes), the principal flaw in this approach is
that the increase in taxes would almost entirely represent additional taxes on the
return to private saving, thereby accentuating the existing anti-saving tax bias. At
best, private saving might be expected to fall by no more than the estimated increase
in revenues; more realistically, the decline in private saving would probably exceed
any ultimately realized increase in Federal tax revenues.

Whatever one's view about the desirability of reducing tax "expenditures", it is
mere wishful thinking to project any increase in the Nation's total saving from doing
so. All things considered, achieving a higher total saving rate from government surpluses
is not a realistic solution.

CONSEQUENCES OF A PRIVATE SAVING SHORTFALL

What will happen if actual saving falls short of these "requirements"? In all likelihood,
the capital formation shortfall would be largely in the investment in the machinery,
equipment, plants, working capital, etc., which increase the real output of marketable
goods and services. If the private saving rate were to continue only at the postwar
average rate, the saving shortfall, in 1985, assuming no increase in the price, level,
would be $100 billion. This would be almost 22 percent of the estimated amount
of the capital formation needed to maintain the trend rate of increase in the capital-
labor ratio. The adverse impact of a shortfall of this magnitude on labor's productivity
and real wages clearly would be enormous.

It is clear, I hope, that the problem we face is one of reducing the existing bias
against saving. The capital shortage confronting the Nation is, in truth, a saving shortage.

THE TAX BIAS AGAINST SAVING

A major source of the bias against saving is the present tax systems. That bias
results from the fact that, with few exceptions, taxes are imposed both on the amount
of current saving and on the future returns to such saving, whereas the tax falls
only once on income used for consumption. Since the amount we save today is the
capitalized value of income we will receive in the future, we currently tax the same
future income stream at least twice. More realistically, we tax saving over and over
again: the tax on capital gains, the corporation income tax, State and local income
taxes, property taxes, estate, gift, and inheritance taxes-all substantially add to the
aggregate tax burden on savings. Saving uses of income are taxed far more heavily
than anything else.'

The foremost challenge facing the Congress is to deal realistically with the urgent
requirement for a higher rate of private saving. If this challenge cannot be met, one
or more of the high priority objectives of economic policy will have to bear the
brunt of the failure.

TAX CHANGES TO EASE THE CAPITAL SHORTAGE

It is highly encouraging that many members of the Congress have become aware
of the prospective capital shortfall, have perceived the potential of changes in the
tax structure to deal with the problem, and have attempted to develop programs
for constructive tax revisions to this end. Particularly promising, in my judgment,
are those tax programs which address the problem with a variety of proposals, aimed
at expanding saving by individuals and business alike. This approach recognizes that
no one form of saving is superior to others, that all additional saving will find its
way into the capital market where it will be allocated to the myriad capital formation
uses, by and large on the basis of which of the market participants can make the
most productive use of additional capital. No one tax change of limited scope is
the best revision for purposes of reducing the existing tax bias against saving and

' I've attempted to detail the elements of the tax system which contribute to this anti-saving bias
and to illustrate their impact in testimony presented to the Committee on Ways and Means, Panel
Discussions on General Tax Reforms, 93rd Congress, First Session, February 5. 1973, pp. 153 ff. and
in "Tax Treatment of Savings and Capital Recovery". The George Washington Law Review. Symposi-
um on Tax Policy, March 1974, Volume 42, Number 3, pp. 501 ff.
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investment. A variety of such measures are called for if everyone is to be allowed
to have a piece of the action-to get in on the act of accelerating the expansion
of the Nation's production capability, its total output, employment, and income.

There is, regrettably, a serious impediment to legislation to deal effectively with
the capital shortage. Promising proposals to this end appear to oppose the intcrests
of the affluent against the poor, of business against labor. and of consumers against
producers and sellers. Such appearances are grossIy deceiving. They arise from a
regrettable proclivity to look only at the initial impact of tax changes-at the estimated
initial changes in tax liabilities. rather than carefulhv examining how taxpavers will
respond to changes in taxes and determining what the ultimate effects will be. The
current tax reform legislation affords all excellent example. By closing "loopholes"
or shutting down "tax shelters'', it ostensibly promises to micrea se TreasUrv reveniues.
Common sense, happily fortified by economic analysis. howecver. insists that manil
of these provisions will result in teienue losses for the'Treasury-not rexenule gains-a1s
the affected taxpayers change their activities to avoid the additional tax liabilities.
In doing so, these taxpayers will reduce their investments and production. thereby
cutting back on employment, in the affected activities. These responses. ohs iouslY.
will reduce the tax base in the affected areas of activity. To be sure. some of the
investment will be allocated to other areas. but the capital market wsill operate to
reduce the aggregate volume of saving aid investment, compared to the amiount that
would otherwise occur. Thus, when the adjustments that will he made in the market
place are taken into account, the effects of changes in the tax laws are often quite
different in character from those one might expect from examining only the initial
impact change in the amount and distribution of tax liabilities.

Tax changes to reduce the existing tax bias against savinq and capital formation
offer important cases in point. When one objectively examines the ultimate effect
of such tax changes, most if not all of the apparent opposition of interest disappears.
Tax changes to mitigate the capital shortage are not exactions from the poor. from
consumers, from labor. On the contrary, their prospects for a better tomorrow depend
critically on such constructive tax measures.

Decades of adversary positions are not going to be legislated away in a single revenue
act, but a start toward broader and fuller understanding of the importance Of and
benefits from removing the tax barriers to a higher saving rate can be made by
tax legislation which cases the excessive tax burden on all taxpayer's saving.

The draconian solution; which I believe warrants close consideration. would be to
eliminate entirely the present income tax-on individuals and corporations alike-and
to replace it with a so-called "expenditure" tax. The base of this tax, payable by
individuals, would exclude current saving but include the full amount of the returns
to saving, including the gross proceeds from the sale or other disposition of assets.
Corporate earnings would be fully attributable to individual shareholders and taxed
only to them. A number of adjustments would have to be made in the measurement
of the earnings to be attributed to shareholders. For one thing, since saving would
be deductible, conventional earnings per share would have to be adjusted by deducting
corporate retentions. By the same token, conventional measures of corporate earnings
would have to be increased by amounts now allowed as deductions for depreciation,
depletion, or any other form of capital consumption. Such allowances would be
meaningless where, in effect, all capital outlays (equal savings) are expensed by virtue
of the deduction tor saving. Similarly, all proceeds-not merely gains-from the sale
or other disposition by the corporation of any of its assets would be added to the
conventionally measured earnings to be attributed to shareholders.

Capital gains and losses would simply disappear entirely from tax reckoning under
this tax. With the elimination of the corporate income tax, the complete attribution
of corporate earnings to shareholders, the complete deductibility of current saving,
and the complete taxation of the returns to saving, including the full proceeds, net
of disposition costs, from the disposition of assets, any additional tax on gains-or
offset for losses-would be wholly unwarranted. In this system, continuing to tax gains
would fully reveal the tax for what it is even now; an additional, heavy penalty on
saving.

Short of this basic revision, there are a number of tax changes which would contribute
to reducing the present tax bias against saving.

One such tax change would be to provide a universally available tax credit for
individual taxpayers based on the amount of the net increase in their savings during
the taxable year. The credit might be allowed at a rate of, say 10 percent, with
an upper limit of, say, $1,000 per return ($2,000 on a joint return).

Relief of some form from the present incremental tax on capital gains is also urgently
needed. The present deduction for one half of realized capital gains is widely identified
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by tax "reformers" as one of the principal "loopholes" in the income tax. In fact.
however, any tax on capital gains is an additional tax on the returns to saving: it
is a negative "loophole" which should be eliminated by excluding capital gains and
losses entirely from the calculation of taxable income. Short of this drastic step. sonie
measure, perhaps fully excluding the first SI .00lt0 of capital gains each year. provided
the proceeds from the disposition of capital assets are fully reinvested in others, is
highly desirable.

A long overdue tax revision is to replace our archaic depreciation systemn w ith
a capital recovery system, based on short. standard recovery periods for all miachinery
and equipment and business structures. Also highlv desirable Would he to make the
investment tax credit permanent and uniformly applicable to all classes of propert%
and taxpayers. preferably at a substantially higher rate than at present.

There is a growing consensus that the corporation income tax should he eliminated.
This tax is a differential and verv heavy excise onl saving invested il corporate eqliity
capital. As such, it contributes significantly to distortion of corporate capitalization.
Far more important, its adverse effects are diffused. through the operation of the
capital market, to all capital, depressing the overall private savsing and investment
rate. Useful initial steps toward the elimination of this tax wvould he reduction in
the normal and surtax rates, an increase in the surtax exemptions and elimination
of the present double tax on distributed corporate earnings.

Proposals of this sort are opposed by some onl the basis that the\ Woulld result
in excessively large revenue losses for the Treasury and hy others on the basis that
they would not be effective. Neither view, in my judgiment, is well taken.

The kind of tax revision brieflv described above would reduce the cost of salving.
i.e., it would take less pretax current income than at present to acquire a given
amount of after-tax future income. This reduction in the cost of acqtiiring future
income would certainly result in an increase in the anmount people would save out
of their current disposable incomes. This increase in saving wvould be matched by
an increase in capital formation. The expansion of capital formation above the levels
that would otherwise occur would add immediately to total production activity. to
the extent that existing production capability could be more intenlsively utilized or
that more individuals would be indcued to enter the labor force; over the longer
term, the expanded stock of capital would increase aggregate production capability.
total output, hence total income. The tax base, therefore, would expand more rapidly
than otherwise. The net effect on Federal tax revenues, accordingly. would be tar
different from the misleading initial impact revenue estimates customarily pro-
vided-estimates which unrealistically assume that taxpayers are completely inert and
unresponsive to changes in tax provisions. Indeed, many tax proposals which appear
to be revenue losers when only the initial impact revenue effects are considered turn
out to be revenue gainers when their effects on economic behavior are realistically
analyzed.

CONCLUSION

The U.S. economy faces serious challenges as far into the future as our data and
analytical skills allow us to project. Successfully dealing with these challenges will
provide enormous rewards for all Americans. Whether we deal successfully with them
will depend in large part on the future thrust of public policy, which in turn will
largely depend on decisions made now and in the near future.

This Committee, I am sure, has noted the tendency to treat each new problem
presented to public policy makers as evidence of the failure of the private market
system. An objective examination of the evidence, however, urges that our unhappy
economic record of recent years is the outcome of excessive and inept governmental
intrusion in the operation of the economy, accelerating over the years.

The decisions this Congress makes about the basic content of economic policy will
have a major bearing on whether the economy thrives, whether individual freedom,
responsbility, self-reliance, and initiative will be encouraged and enhanced, on the
one hand, or whether the economy and all its participants will become increasingly
wards of the Federal, State, and local governments. In the field of public finance,
the first course of action calls for a tight rein on government spending and tax revisions
aimed at making the tax system less repressive of effort, of saving, and of investment.
The latter course of action calls for an expansionary expenditure policy, larger deficits,
hence greater displacement of private saving and capital formation, government planning
of economic activity, and increasing government employment. Hopefully, we will soon
see a turn toward the first course.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Eisner, would you be next, please.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT EISNER, WILLIAM R. KENAN PROFESSOR
AND CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, NORTH-
WESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL.
Mr. EISNER. Thank you, Senator Fannin. I am very happy to be

here. I will dispense with my prepared statement, which is submitted
for the record.

Senator FANNIN. Your prepared statement will be made aI part of
the record, please proceed as you desire.

Mr. EISNER. I would like to make sonic remarks which I hope
do not seem disrespectful or unduly provocative. but I find mlyself
in some lack of svmpathy with the essential premise apparently of
much of the discussion, while welcoming the remarks by a number
of the people who have testified.

To begin with, I start with the belief that I thought that most
of us share, a belief essentially in a free enterprise system,. a notion
that businesses should spend, should invest where they find it profita-
ble. Throughout the discussion and remarks of respected mimnbers
of the committee comes the notion that there is a certain ami1oun.t
of investment that should be undertaken, that there are certain capital
requirements, and that we should have more capital investnient.

I don't believe we tell businesses we should have more aluiinum
or more wood or more bricks and less steel. There is no reason
to start telling business how it is economically best to produce. Busi-
nesses will hire labor, will use plant, will use equipment, will invest
in research and development and new methods and managerial skills
in accordance with what appears to be profitable.

In fact, business investment has two essential roles and functions.
One of them is as a component of aggregate demand and there are
other components of aggregate demand. We have cause to be-
lieve-most of us-that what determines how much is produced ih
an economy such as ours, with not a commissar or somebody else
telling what should be produced, is that businessmen will produce
when they can sell what they have to produce. And what they can
sell depends upon the cost and the demand from purchases.

That demand can come from other businesses in the form of invest-
ment, but it can also come from Government, from consumers, and
foreigners. If we believe that there is insufficient demand, there's
no reason to say that we have to have investment to create that
demand. There's no reason to say that we have to have additional
jobs created by going ahead and building new plants and equipment,
because you can just as well have additional jobs in producing more
automobiles and having more teachers working, more stenographers,
more scientists-more of anything.

The second major function of investment is presumably to con-
tribute to growth. We have the correct notion that production comes
from the inputs of factors of production. The more you have of
them, the more you can have in the way of output. That means
that in order to have more output in the future than now, with
the capacity to produce more output, we have to be able to have
more of the facilities that do produce output.

But those facilities, again, need not be only business plants and
equipment. They can be Government facilities; they can be facilities
in households and nonprofit institutions; and essentially they can be
all of the human capital that goes to produce output.
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If we are really interested in investment, what we should bear in
mind very simply is that the single greatest detriment, the great depres-
sant of business investment is the lack of full employment. the lack
of output. Just a few very simple figures from the current situation.
We had from the fourth quarter of 1973 to the first quarter of 1975
a decline of 6.6 percent in real output, or gross national product
in constant dollars.

In roughly that same period, from the fourth quarter of 1973 to
the second quarter of 1975, we had a decline of 25.1 percent. essen-
tially one-fourth in investment, that is, fixed investment in constant
dollars. All of the members of this committee, I submit-bIuSin1essme1cn1
and others concerned about business investment-should recognizc
that the one thing that kills business investment is recession, excess
capacity, unemployment. The one healthy economic w\aV to stimulate
investment is to bring about prosperity and a full employillent econo-
my.

Now, we have many proposals that come forth for giving credits.
for aiding homeowners, for aiding business, aiding this group or that.
There seems to be a general forgetfulness of the fact that if there
are to be, let's say, $350 billion of taxes or taxes levied, if Vou
cut taxes in one place, you're going to raise them somewhere else,
unless the members of this committee are recommending that we
have an increased budget deficit.

As a matter of fact, I'm one of those that frequently does recomi-
mend an increased budget deficit, because, as I've indicated earlier.
the prime problem we have is inadequate aggregate demand, and
therefore, inadequate employment. If you want to go that route, fine.
But if you don't, let's then face up to it. If you talk about cutting
taxes by increasing the investment tax credit, where do you mean
to raise them?

I would submit, by the way, on the investment tax credit-contrary
to what is apparently becoming perhaps by general acquiesencc a
widely agrecd-upon proposal-there is really no reason to have a
subsidy in favor of business investment in equipment and that's what
you have in your incentives of 10 percent.

How has Congress been able to decide-or anybody-that business
can produce more efficiently with more equipment? How do you
know they couldn't produce more efficiently with more buildings?
How do you know they couldn't produce more efficiently with more
research and development, with hiring better workers? Why this sub-
sidy for equipment? I've been joking with my good friend and col-
league, Norm Ture here, why not a credit for hiring economists for
research with consulting firms? Why should Congress perhaps not
decide that that's the better way to increase productivity?

What about the time-honored notion that we have a free enterprise
system and business decides how to invest? Now, it's also popular
to say that, "Well, we don't like this on-again, off-again credit."
In fact, and I don't know quite how far he'd go, but Arthur Burns,
I know, has indicated some of this. There is a good argument in
favor of an on-again, off-again credit.

There is a good argument against a general subsidy to spending
for equipment because there's no reason to bias the economy in
favor of business expenditures for equipment. But if you do wiant

83-402 0 - 77 - 7
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to try to influence, the economy should be stable. Then there is
a good reason to say that the one place the free econonmy falls down
is that it is subject to recessions, to fluctuations of economic activity.
The one essential role of Government is not to tell business how
to produce, not to tell it to use more equipment rather than less.
but to see to it that there's a climate of adequate aggregate demand
to create full employment. And that may mean that in periods of
recession you do want to stimulate spending, not only equipmeln11t
spending, but other kinds of spending, which means you should oive
a big tax credit and a big credit on marginal investment in a period
of recession and then take it away in a period of prosperity.

But the notion of having a permanent tax credit for equipment
and an even larger one than we normally have had is simply, it
seems to me, an additional tax preference, an additional loophole.
which I know it seems to be hard to protest-there seems to be
a very widespread agreement, I regret to say, on1 both sides of the
aisle. But this is something, apparently, which, I can only reason.
they must feel is politically unopposable. I don't but it; I don't get
it; I don't get it particularly in the fact that with all of the emphasis
on reform, on1 improving the tax structure, the Joint Economic Com-
mittee gave this long list of tax expenditures and then as soon as
somebody comes along with proposals for more tax expenditures and
business representatives conic up and say, "We want an equipment
credit to go to 12 percent" or "We want it to be permainent,"
everybody caves in and agrees.

Everybody can have his pet proposals to help his particular company
or his particular industry. I think it's up to the Congress to recognize
that for the economy as a whole, what you're giving in one place,
you may be taking away in the other.

Now, the general way to go, I would say, onl taxes is to eliminate
preferences, to eliminate the special advantages in one place or
another. I would agree with the proposal that Leif Olsen endorsed.
I made the proposal, in fact. I think I've put in the record in some
previous hearings a Business Week article I have on the subject-for
eliminating the corporate profits tax.

That's not to give special privileges to business and it isn't, by
my way of thinking, to encourage business investment. The corporate
profits tax is sort of a monstrosity. We don't know on whom it
falls. It tends to encourage businesses to incur expenses, whether
for expense account living or for conferences abroad that it has no
particular business doing.

What we should well do is tax individuals on their share of corporate
earnings. There's not just dividends, of course, but all corporate
earnings. I might add that there seems to be a widespread notion,
which Norm Ture has unfortunately, to my impression and to my
view encouraged, that the tax structure currently discourages saving
and investment.

That is very far from clear. There have been a good number of
professional articles that have challenged that. I might suggest that
the one big place that the committees in Congress seem to
ignore-two big places really-where the tax structure is heavily biased
in favor of business investment is overwhelmingly in the matter of
capital gains. The fact is that most people save and most people
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invest not anticipating their interest return and they're not anticipating
their dividend return. People put their money in the stock market;
people buy land; people go into a corporation because thev expect
its value to go up. And that gain in value we don't tax. In fact.
we don't tax it I penny unless the gains are so-called realized and
even when they are realized we tax only the proportion-the amount
of the gains realized-the amount of the realizations that involve
gains, which are a small proportion, usually, of the total gain.

You have the astonishing loophole at death and in estates. So with
that, you really have a major encouragement to those kinds of invest-
ments where people can make capital gains. Further, a maljor- amlLounlt
of business investment is financed by borrowing, borrowing and paving
interest and, of course, the interest costs are deductible.

So what it comes down to is that there is really no clear bias
against saving, against business investment certainly. There is a coin-
siderable discouragement of all kinds of other investment, investment
in human capital, and human capital in particular, because of the
nature of capital markets and because of the nature of our tax struc-
ture. The fact is that business can borrow to invest and an individual
cannot very well borrow on his own credit, saving. "Well, I expect
to become a great scientist or a great business manager and why
don't you give me $50,000 for my education?" There's hardly a
banker in the country, I guess, that would dream of considering that
to be a sane proposition.

On the other hand, however, we keep talking about taxes discourag-
ing business investment. We have taxes on working people which
begin from the very first moment they get a job-the payroll taxes
which keep going up, which I think are outrageously distorted against
those that begin work early instead of those that begin work after
they get a Ph. D., perhaps, at the age of 25 or so.

So you have a situation where employers arc discouraged by the
amount of this tax from hiring employees and giving them the initial
training that would prevent them from being unemployed, out of
the labor force, and a lost generation that so many of our youthful
unemployed are likely to become.

I might just repeat, before I close, to remind Chairman Humphrey,
whom I'm glad to see back here again, that the best way to encourage
investment is really to encourage a prosperous full employment econo-
my. Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, I would warmly agree with
you on the Humphrey-Hawkins bill and I would strongly disagree
with you on saying we should have a 10-percent permanent investment
tax credit.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I want to come to you about that. We'll
talk about that.

Mr. EISNER. Yes. But I might then just close by perhaps referring
to the last paragraph or two of my prepared statement again. There
is no justification for biasing the economy in favor of more investing
or use of saying by the business sector. Business should be expected
to invest, where, without Government handouts, it finds investment
sufficiently profitable. It should not be expected to invest where it
does not clearly find it profitable.

Government should look first to distortions in resource allocations
that it has fostered by tax loopholes and tax expenditures, as well
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as regulatory interventions. But then Government should be prepared
to take action to promote more vigorous competition in freer markets
for capital and goods, nationally and internationally. And we should
not have quotas on steel and we should see to it that we can promote
the freest possible international trade.

Along with this should go attention to improving what is probably
the most imperfect market in our economy, the market for human
capital. It is here that we suffer most from costly waste of capacity
and of investment for the future. A major beginning should be a
commitment and initiation of plans and programs to achieve full em-
ployment for all those who desire to work. That would go further
than anything else to achieve not only maximum output and growth,
but the best and fullest measure of all types of capital formation.

Thank you.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Thank you. Mr. Eisner, your prepared state-

ment will be placed in the hearing record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Eisner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT EISNER

Issues Regarding Capital Formation

Capital formation has two fundamental roles. First, the very act of investment or
production of capital goods is a contribution to current demand, output and employ-
ment. Second, in the longer run, economic growth or the ability to increase our
rate of output stems from investment or capital formation in excess of our using
up of existing means of production.

Modern theories of economic fluctuations rest heavily on the notion that production
in a profit-oriented economy depends essentially upon aggregate demand. That demand
can be viewed as coming from consumers or consumption, from government purchases
of goods and services, from net exports, that is the excess of what we sell over
what we purchase abroad, and from gross private domestic investment, which consists
of business purchases of plant and equipment, additions to business inventories, and
residential housing construction. Deficiencies in aggregate demand may hence be viewed
as deficiencies in investment. They may also be viewed obviously as deficiencies in
consumption, in government purchases of goods and services, or in the surplus of
our exports over our imports.

Business investment spending has historically been relatively volatile and there are
good analytical reasons for expecting such volatility. Investment involves the current
flow of additions to a relatively large capital stock. Changes in the rate of demand
for output in particular, but other factors as well, may cause relatively small percentage
changes in desired capital stock which involve large relative changes in the current
flow of investment.

Recessions in the rate of output hence entail major shortfalls in investment, and
the current recession has been no exception. While gross national product in constant
(1972) dollars declined 6.6 percent, from $1240.9 billion in the fourth quarter of
1973 to $1158.6 billion in the first quarter of 1975, gross private domestic investment
in similar constant dollars declined 41.6 percent, from $212.6 billion to a low of
$124.1 billion in the second quarter of 1975. The drop in fixed investment was 25.1
percent, from $193.2 billion in the first quarter of 1973 to $144.8 billion.

A high and increasing rate of investment spending would certainly be a major con-
tribution to sustaining an economic upswing. Paradoxically, however, a high rate of
investment spending itself depends very largely upon an economic upswing and the
expectation that it will continue.

An issue has been raised of "the need for capacity expansion to accompany new
jobs in step with the labor force." I believe that this is a false issue, at least for
Congressional concern. The prime function of government policy in a market-oriented
economy such as our own is to see to it that fiscal and monetary policy lay the
basis for adequate aggregate demand. Adequate aggregate demand must mean demand
sufficient to purchase all the output that a fully employed growing labor force can
produce. given that demand, it is to be expected that private industry will decide
for itself upon the optimum mix of capacity expansion and more intensive use of
existing capacity.
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The belief that industry will not supply the appropriate amount of capacity expansion
can be sustained only by a fundamental indictment of our economic system or bh
pointing to particular inefficiencies or imperfections in the market mechanism o hich
require correction. Some of the latter may indeed exist in the w ax of monopolistic
restraints which find operation more profitable with less capacit%. or imperfections
in capital markets. I should be happy to see such particular impediments to free
market competition removed. 'rhev may include certain distortions in the tax structure.
such as loopholes regarding capital gains, sd hich encourage firms to retain earnings
regardless of the relative need for capital in their own a nd other colIlpallies.

I see no justification for governmental interferences in the economy to spur capacity
expansion beyond that which a free economy sould undertake. And I doubt that
any fundamen;tal indictment of our economic system is on the agenda at this time.

My reactions to questions regarding "the adequacy of the capital-goods industries
to accommodate substantial increases in investment demand' follow along similar lines.
I do not have aniv first-hand knowledge of such "adequacy'' or inadequacy. Our econo-
my, however, has substantial ability to adapt to changing situations. There is no reason
to believe that the capital-goods industries could not, left to themselses. aldjlst to
whatever increases in investment demand might come in the normal operation of
the economy. Increases in investment demiand, themselves. would adjust il the short
run to the supply of capital goods. In the longer run sVe should expect that supply
to adjust to investment demand. All this is as it should he. again swithout governmental
interference.

Regarding the financing of corporate investment. I may refer to the paper I hbae
submitted to the Joint Economic Committee on "The Corporate Role in Financing
Future Investment Needs." There I point out that gross undistributed earnings, that
is the suirn of capital consumption allowances amld profits net of taxes alnd dis idellds.
have not uniformly been below plant and equipmilet expenditures. If ve include
dividends in the available cash flow, the consequent total of gross profits has gellerally
been more than business fixed investment. There has been all ilcrease i0 the ratio
of bonds to equitv finlanciilg aild this trend is expected to contillue. MuCh of the
projected acquisition of funds externally, hoeve' r. goes to support the acCum u1altion
of fimlancial assets.

Of more potential concerni for corporate investmllelt than issues of filailcing is
evidence of a declinilg rate of return. This is quite notable il the decade from 1965.
when proper adjustment is made for inventory inflation aild the ilcreased replacement
costs of depreciating assets. Capital losses to bondholders have been mlatcbed, however.
by capital gains to at least some holders of equity, so that the reward malv not hase
fallen as sharply, if at all, to the prime decision-makers il business ilvestIlmenlt. There
is also evidence of a new current upsurge ill corporate profits. Fo the extent that
there has been it decline in rates of return to capital it may be attributable to tax
ilcentives for ilvestmelt. These may not have brought about a great deal( of additional
iivestmenlt but may have caused enough "deepcning" of capital to lowser its rate
of return significantly.

Moving more closely to the question of financing, we may note, in Table 1, projec-
tions by Bossorth, Duesenberry anld Carroll as to proportions of business investmelt.
It does become appareilt that the proportion of business investment to be financed
externally was expected to grow in the 1974-80 period to over one-quarter as compared
to little over Il percent il the 1961-75 period. What is more, the proportion of
external funds raised by corporate bonds as opposed to corporate stock is expected
to rise again after relative declile il the early 197(0's.

Looking more nlarrowly at the total sources aild uses of funds by non-financial
corporate business, as est limated by Friedman, we may note in Table 2, that of $301
billion per year of net funds projected to be taken by corporate business in 1977-81
sonie twvo-thirds would go to plant and equipment investment but about one-sixth
sould go to finailcial inlestment, building up liquid assets and in particular extending
trade credit to firms with less ready access to money markets.
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TABLE 1.-INVESTMENT, FINANCING, AND ASSETS OF THE BUSINESS SECTOR,' SELECTED PERIODS, 1961-1980
(Billiass ot dollars, annual averages)

Description 1961-65 1966-70 1971-73 '197440

Business Investment:
Internal financing ............................................. 64.6 86.5 112.6 186.9
External financing .......... , .. .............. 7.7 24.1 33.9 64.6

Total ................ 72.3 110.6 146.5 251.5

External funds raised:
Long-term ............. , .. ....... 14.4 28.0 54. 3 75.3

Corporate bonds ................................ , , .. .5.7 15.4 18.4 33.2
Corporate stock ............................................. 0.8 2.8 10.4 12.3
Commercial mortgages ............................................. 4.4 5.6 13.8 15.3
Residential mortgages ............................................. 3.5 4.3 11.7 14.5

Short-term ............................................. 8.0 14.8 25.5 35.5
Bank loans ............................................. 6 .8 10.3 23.0 28.9
Open market paper ............................................. 1.2 4.7 2.5 6.6

Assets accumulated:
Uquid ............................................. 3.1 2.3 11.9 6.0
Consumer credit .............................................. 2.9 2.4 5.9 7.3
Residual .............................................. 8.7 14.2 27.9 32.9

'The business sector includes all nonfinancial business and finanre rompanies.
*Proecmted.
Investment and internal financing follow the definition of BDC, table 2-13, with the addition ot direct loreign investment.

'Total external financing minus assets equals extemal financing needed.
Residual assets include net trade credit, residual financial asset items, and statistical discrepancy.

Source Barry Bosworth, James S. Duesenbenry, Andrew S. Carron (BOD), Capital Needs in the Seventies, Brookings, 1975, table 3-3, p. 60.

TABLE 2.-NONFINANCIAL CORPORATE BUSINESS, SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS
(Average annual net flows-billions of current dollars)

1970-74 1977-81

Total s oune.s -. $146.9 $301.0
Internal fundds.74.4 155.1

Undistributed pfits. .21.6 44.2

Profits betore tax .80.1 163.0
Profits tx accrmals .- 35.3 72.7
Net dmidends paid .- 23.3 46.1

Repatriated foreign ernigs .4.0 11.5
Inveetory valuation adjmstmnt. -14.0 -19.6
Capital consumption allowances .62.9 119.0

External lund..72.5 145.9

Equity issues.7.8 12.0
Corporate bonds.15.8 32.0
Mortgages.11.8 23.5

Commercial.9.3 19.5
Other.,2.6 4.8

Bank loans.16.3 36.5
Trade debt.13.4 26.0
Open market paper .1.1 4.5
Other moronss.6.3 11.4
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TABLE 2-.NONRNANaAL COPORATE BUSINESS, SOURCES AND USES OF PJNDS- ntinued

'Averate cn-uji nre loeos -, ofs ct Brent doltars)

1970-74 197741

Total uses ............................................................ . . 135.2 282.0

Plysical investnent .............................................................. 104.2 222.5

Plant and equipment .............................................................. 91.0 198.0
Residential onstruction............................................................................................................................ .4.5 9.0
Inventory arcumuuati( .............................................................. 8.7 15.5

Inanial imvestment ................................................................ 31.0 59.5

Liquid assets .............................................................. 6.6 14.0
Trade credit............................................................................................................................................. 17.2 33.5
Other an al ............................................................................... 7.2 12.0

Sectrddicrepancy .............................................................. 11.7 19.0

Total uses and discepa .............................................................. 146.9 301.0

Source Benjamin M. Friedman, "FInanoing the Next Five Years ol Fuxed Investments," Slean Management Review, Spring 1975, tables 6 and 70,
pp. 70, 72.

If we turn to sources of funds, we note that Friedman's projections for 1977-81
suggest a continuation of the large role of external funds. As in 1970-74 they would
come to close to half of the total, a considerably larger proportion than in earlier
years. Corporate bonds and bank loans are projected to rise somewhat more than
proportionately, equity issues somewhat less. Among internal funds, there is an increase
in the relatively small share attributable to repatriated foreign earnings, with undis-
tributed profits and the major item of capital consumption allowances roughly keeping
pace. Were capital consumption allowances revised to allow for replacement cost but
not for accelerated depreciation related to tax advantages, as in the new national
income accounts, capital consumption allowances would be larger, at the expense of
undistributed profits, but the total would of course be the same.

Probably of more moment than the distribution of financing as between internal
and external funds and debt and equity is the rate of return on capital. A study
by William Nordhaus, "The Falling Share of Profits," Brookings Papers on Economic
activities, 1: 1974, suggests a drop in the genuine rate of return on nonfinancial cor-
porate capital. It fell fairly steadily from its high of 10.0 percent in 1965 to a plateau
of around 5½ percent in the 1970's, before the current or recent recession, as shown
in table 3. This genuine rate of return involves a depreciation adjustment akin to
that now incorporated in the national income accounts and the inclusion of net interest
in the numerator and the total value of nonfinancial corporate capital rather than
net worth in the denominator.
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TABLE 3.-NOMINAL RATES OF RETURN ON NONFINANCIAL CORPORATE CAPITAL BEFORE AND AFTER TAXES, 1948-73

Percent per year, genuine rate
areturn

Year Before tax (r,) After tax (re)

1948 ................................................... 113 97
1949. '. '' '' '''''14.5 R.8

1952.t3.8 680
1953 .13.3 5............................... 5.5
1954 ............................... 12.5 6.2
19550 .. 5.5 ............................... . 7.9

1957.122 6.1S

1959.13 0 6.8
1960 ,..,......... 12.0 6.3
1961 ................................ 11.8 6.3
1962 ............................................ 135 .9
1963 ............................................. 14.8 8.1
1964 ............................ 15. 91
1965 ........................... 163 10.

39675.14.0 818
1969 ............................... 11.6 6.4
1978..1 59. ....................................... 13
1971 .............................. 9 6 5 7

19 8.......................................................................................................................................................................... ... . . . ......................... 10.4 5.4

Saurce William D Nurdhaaa, "The Falling Rate at Profit," Bruahinga Papers an Economic Activity, 1:1974 Table 5, p. 1880 The genuine rate at return in
the genuine capital income, including net interest and dapreciatiar adtuntment, dreded by the net stock at capital All valuen are undetlated. The denaminator
tnr all calculatiens in the ret stacks at all rnlninancial carporate capital, including an adjustment tar ealuatian at Government surplus assets, in current pricens
the data are tram John A German, "Nantinancial Carporatiuns: New Measures at Output and Input," Survey at Current Business, cal 52 (March 1972), table 3.

Part of the decline in the rate of return may be attributed to an increase in the
effective rate of corporate taxation on genuine income. For while the widening of
tax loopholes, particularly accelerated depreciation and the equipment tax credit, tended
to reduce the nominal tax rate on corporate income, the effect of inflation was to
add to taxes a large share of inventory appreciation not included in genuine profits.

Inflation also had the effect of increasing the attractiveness to business of debt
financing. The higher interest rates associated with inflation meant increased deductions
from taxable income while the erosion of real value of principal, a major loss to
bondholders, contributed to a capital gain on the part of holders of business equity.

Evidence of a secularly declining rate of return on nonfinancial corporate capital
may be questioned. The 1973 rate was still by Nordhaus's calculations approximately
equal to the returns for 1953 and 1958, both recession years. The rapid upsurge
of corporate profits in 197,6 may, however, be signaling a new boom in the rate
of return on capital, following upon some years of recession and prerecession sluggish-
ness. Further, what may be most relevant to investment decisions is the expected
rate of return on equity. For many highly levered corporations real losses to owners
of corporate bonds corresponded to substantial capital gains on equity.

To the extent that the rate of return on capital has been declining, however, it
may well relate to the "deepening" of capital brought on by a tax structure which,
contrary to views expressed by some business spokesmen, has been heavily weighted
in recent years in favor of business investment in plant and equipment. For one thing,
beginning in a major way with the introduction of sum-of-years digit and double-
rate declining balance in the tax code in 1954 and extending through guideline deprecia-
tion, asset depreciation range "liberalization," general shortening of lives, and introduc-
tion of the equipment tax credit beginning in 1962 and recently increased to 10O
percent, there have been substantial new tax incentives for business investment. In
addition, interest costs have continued to be tax deductible and capital gains exclusions
have proved relatively more attractive with higher nominal individual income tax rates
associated with inflation.

There has been considerable dispute as to the effectiveness of the equipment tax
credit and accelerated depreciation in stimulating business investment. If the demand
for additional capital has in fact been relatively inelastic, even modest increases in
investment might have in a relatively short period created an oversupply of capital
which would lower its rate of return.
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On the matter of effective tax rates of big and small firms, what may appropriately
be of most particular concern to small business is that the equipment tax credit andi
other business investment tax preferences are of disproportionate advantage to large
business, with small business figuratively picking up the crumbs from the table. A
major reason for this is simply that it is big business that tends to be most capital
intensive and uses not only the largest amounts but the largest proportions of equipIenlIt
in the productive process. Hence tax benefits for the purchase of business equipment
are a much more substantial boon to large business than to small business, both
absolutely and relatively The consequence is not only that small busincss geCts less
relative benefit. There mav also be a backvashilb l tihis instance wc hich Iclss small
business altogether worse off. Aside from the fact that ain alternatixe to redIucille
business taxes in a mainir that gives peculiarly k' ge benefits to big business might
be a reduction in taxes of another form whicii would be of more benefit to small
business, there are certain real and monetarv effects of a tax credit lind other in'cstmient
tax subsidies which indirectly injure small business. First. to the extent that large
business does take advantage of the tax credit to in'est more it puts adeild pressUre
on the supply of machinery, thus raising machincry prices which all business. inCludinli
small business, must pay. Second. added business investmcnt b\ large concerns ma-
further tighten credit markets, raising interest rates anid making credit more difficult
to obtain by small business. The net gain to small business from these incenti'es
would thus clearly be less than the apparent gross gain which seems so attraectic.
and mila even possibly be negative.

There is in fact a third maininr in which the equipment tax credit and accelerated
depreciation allowances are likely to be of less relative benefit to small than to large
business. This relates to the rather obvious fact that the tax credits and increased
tax depreciation deductions are essentially benefits to firms that are alreadx making
profits. With limited provision for loss offset, small firms and new firms \'vhieb are
showing little or nothing in the way of taxable profits hardly benefit from tax advantages
which would reduce their profits tax liabilities.

The objections to direct business inhcstment tax subsidies suggest other kinds of
tax relief which might be more in order for the economy in general and small btisiness
in particular. I have recommiended elimination of th.e corporate income tax. w\itb atMtrihb-
tion of corporate earnings to individuall stockholders in proportion to their equity.
By thus taxing corporate earnings directly at indi'iidual income tax rates, regardless
of whether they are distributed or not, we Would improve capital markets by encourag-
ing distribution of earnings along with out discouragement of tax deductible Cxpcelditures
by business. But this is of course a considerable proposal onl wvhich I do not mean
to dwell now. It might be kept in mind, however, 'n hile we are considering such
adjustments to the current tax law as raising the figure at wt hich the corporate tax
surcharge becomes effective, thus possibly significantly reducing the rate of business
taxation ol small corporations while having relatively little effect on large ones. Such
a measure might be decmed reasonable merely in terms of compensating for the
erosion by inflation of this tax benefit to small corporations.

There is another tax reduction which I proposed in another context that might
be of special benefit to small business and even have sonic peculiar justification in
terms of small business. This would involve what might be considered a real job
development credit, a direct reduction in taxes on employment. Without attributing
evil motives to all those who have used the term, I must express my personal feeling
that application of the 'job development" term to a business equipment tax credit
was one of the more dastardly actions of an administration that had elevated to high
purpose the deception of the public in the interest of international and domestic
policy. For to all of the arguments advanced against the equipment tax credit we
may add another to those concerned with increasing employment. A tax credit for
purchase of machinery can have only an indirect effect of stimulating employment
by stimulating the economy, an effect which endows it with no advantages over ally
other tax cut or stimulus to the economy. But a credit for the purchase of equipment
has a direct effect of making it more profitable for firms to substitute machinery
for labor. That can hardly increase employment. Where the tax advantage induces
firms to acquire equipment which without the tax subsidy could not pay for itself,
it is essentially bringing about the substitution of less productive machinery for more
productive labor.

If we wish to encourage directly the employment of labor, the obvious approach
is to reduce the taxes on that employment, which have noxv risen to I 1.7 percent
on the great bulk of wage earners' income. I have proposed that for the young,
let us say, those under 2 1 years of age, this tax be reduced, eliminated, suspended
or defrayed out of general Treasury revenues. Such action would encourage Ad hat
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is probably the most important and productive investment that we call undertakC.investment in human capital. An increasing hody of economic research in the lastdecade or so has strengthened a view which manv of us may have long had, thatthe major and perhaps the dominant component in economic progress is a w\ll-trained.well-motivated, growing and creative labor force. from lowest paid workers up totop management Workers learn b doing. Their skills improve when the\ have jobsThe idleness of our vouth, the large proportions of women and minorities unemployed
or out of the labor force because they despair of finding decent jobs represent notonly a current loss but a huge loss in productive capacitv in output for \cears alnddecades ahead. Manly who do not find good jobs notw and develop the habits orskills to make them permanently productive members of socictV mal\ drift into chronicidleness and dependence on welfare or criminal activity for survivaBl. A tax adsantaeefor giving a youth or other marginal member of the labor force a job is likel todo far more for employment and for economic growth than a tax ad anltage to hu\
machinery which would not otherwise seem profitable.

Some form of exemption er rebate on employment taxes might be of special benefitto small business. For a variety of reasons, small business has tended to pax lowerwages and hire more marginal workers than maan of our largest corporate enterprises.Increases in minimum wage requirements may then strike small business palrticularlyhard. I do not share the view of those who see in reduction or elimination of minimumwage requirements solutions to problems of large unIemploy meilt ami1ong youth andminorities and overwhelming unemployment among young blacks. In general it shouldbe feasible for a nation as productive as ours to see to it that enough is investedin all of our workers and potential workers so that they call enjoy ;an1 adequate wagecBut we undoubtedly create a problem for those employers wvho might be read\ tohire inexperienced workers if s we insist that in addition to hearing the costs and riskof their training they must pay mounting employer payroll taxes as well as take outot employees' relatively meager \vages aI so-called employee contribution.
I may close by setting forth a few premises Which should guide Government polic\First, there is no justification for biasing the economy in favor of more investingor use of saving by the business sector. Business should be expected to invest where.without Government handouts, it finds investment sufficiently profitable. It Should not

be expected to invest where it does not clearly find it profitable.
Government should look first to distortions in resource allocations that it has fosteredby tax loopholes and tax expenditures as well as regulatory interventions. But thenGovernment should be prepared to take action to promote nmore vigorous competition

in freer markets for capital and goods. nationally and internationlly. Along w ith thisshould go attention to improving what is probably the most imperfect market in oureconomy, the market for human capital. It is here that sve suffer most from costlywaste of capacity and of investment for the future. A major beginning should bea commitment and initiation of plans and programs to achieve full employment forall those who desire to work. That would go further than anything else to achievenot only maximum output and growth but the best and fullest measure of all types
of capital formation.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We are being besieged by what is known
as the media. About every 2 minutes I get another flash here.

Mr. EISNER. I always find your testimony not only interesting, but
brilliant. I say that in very great sincerity. I wonder about just a
couple of things. Under the investment tax credit, what I really was
getting at is I think that investment tax credit, if it's authorized for
just a year or two, is not very productive. I think that really is
kind of a ripoff.

I believe that if you have investment tax credit, you at least ought
to authorize it over a period of time that has some relationship to
the kind of investments that you're making. For example, investment
tax credit to utilities-we know that it takes 5 to 8 years for them
to place a nuclear reactor, for example, or to create a new system
of electrical energy generation using coal instead of gas or oil. I
think, therefore, you need some continuity. That's all. Maybe the
word "permanent" is wrong.
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I want at least some time. I've been very critical of the administra-
tion and what I consider to be its flippancy, that anybody that could
invest under the climate that we've had of late is a brave man or
a damn fool-one or the other-because vou never knew what the
rules of the game were going to be. There's no way anybody could
ever know what the rules of the game are going to be.

As a matter of fact, every day I pick up an economic journal.
the Federal Reserve Board is changing the rules of the game. I suppose
they think that's their business. Sometimes I think they're on a make-
work program, the sort of an official WPA with elitism involved
in there, because they're always tinkering around with the illoncy.
If everybody tinkered with their automobile as much as these peopic
tinkered with the money, we'd never get out of the garage.

But maybe they have to. Maybe it's just my ignorance of the SituaK-
tion, but I doubt it. I doubt it really. So that's my No. I observation.

Second, on borrowing, I notice that the witness has come in and
taken note of the fact that corporations have been borrowing more
from the banks than they have in terms of financing in the market.
Well, I think you've hit on one of the reasons interest is deductible.
So that there is somewhat of a premium on borrowing, and quite
frankly you'd be a nut not to.

You don't make money by working. You make money by uSilng
other peoples' money. I was taught that a long time ago. A working
man is never going to make any money. All he does is work and
gets enough money to survive. The people that make money are
the people that handle the money, other peoples' money; borrow
other peoples' money, get the interest deduction, and then make
money for themselves off other peoples' money. Everybody knows
that. I mean, they don't want to admit it, but that's the way it is
all done. Most of the people that I know that have made a fortune
have borrowed the money. If they thought they had a good thing
to borrow on, they ran the risk and they found a banker or somebody
that would loan it to them. They didn't have the money. They wouldn't
have had enought money to open up a chicken coop. But they got
in the chicken business-borrowed all of their money-and then either
made it or didn't make it, but in the meantime their interest was
deductible.

I'm not being critical of that. I'm just simply saying that I don't
like somebody to come around and try to teach me the things that
are sort of fictional things in mythology. There are certain facts that
I think we have to understand.

So there may be the fact that the interest deductibility has caused
the use of bank credits rather than equity capital or going into the
stock market. I happen to also believe that the basic health of the
economy is what produces investment and what encourages invest-
ment. Anybody that runs a little business, when you're out there,
let's say in Minnesota right now and you're got a crop failure on
your hands and you're got a big one-the whole trade territory is
facing a crop failure.

You can go around and have all the tax laws and everything else.
But when you look around and see that our farmers are going to
go broke, you've really got to ask yourself, "Is this the year it would
be best?" Well, you may be a good big gambler and say, "Well,
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next year is going to be good and the odds are on our side," but
if you're like my old grandpa, he said that these weather systems
run in cycles and it may be 5 or 6 or 7 years-between 5 and
7 years-and this is not the year it would be best. I'm speaking
parochially. Therefore, the investment capital is generally available
for those items that look like they're going to Xield a return. That's
where people put their money.

I thought that what was said here by one of our witnesses in
reference to the prosperity in the 1960's where it just got so good
that you could just run your money off in anything. I used to hear
these people come around. They had all of these funds that thcy'd
have-Bahamas and, you know, they had all of these investments.

It was just like a great big crap game. It didn't have any relationship
to business. It didn't have any relationship to production. It WaS all
gambling, just gambling on moneys. Now, I am rather a strict construc-
tionist. I believe in tax laws that encourage building something, creat-
ing something, such as something that you call sell, that you call
use, that you can produce.

I don't have much use for tax laws that permit people to roll
the dice, play the big card game and call it business. Out in Las
Vegas, they call it gambling. How we straighten that out is one of
the big problems that we have today.

I've a couple of additional questions. Mr. Bernstein, I want to get
to you first. You make the point in your prepared statement that
profitability in investment rates are cyclical. I guess that's what I
was trying to say here a moment ago--that the high rates in the
1960's may have sown the seeds of our later downturn.

Does this also imply that boosting investment incentives now, wheln
profits are already rising sharply, may prove to be destabilizing by
raising returns and investments to unsustainable levels'?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Yes, sir. I think that's possible.
Chairman HUMPHREY. IS it probable?
Mr. BERNSTEIN. Yes. I would say it is probable. I make this state-

ment on this basis. The profitability at this point, although by no
means back to where it was in the late 1960's, is clearly on the
way up. In my prepared statement I pointed out that in the first
quarter of this year, 1976, the real output of the business sector
was approximately the same as during the year 1973, but the profits
earned were 25 to 30 percent bigger.

In other words, our return per unit of output, profit per unit of
output, is already substantially bigger and hopefully our output is
going to be higher over the next few years than it was in 1973.
I hope we're going to keep going up.

There's a Brookings study of this by Charlie Schultze called "Thc
Full Employment Profit Level," which develops the same concept
as the full employment surplus. That also indicates, given the present
price level and given productivity improvement and given higher levels
of output, the profit rates are going to be very satisfactory.

Some calculations that I have done that were not in my prepared
statement would indicate that the corporate sector is likely to generate
sufficient profitability to be able to finance internally a lot of the
capital spending that's necessary.

So, yes, sir. I would be reluctant to see any further encouragement
to business, other than what we have already.
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Chairman HuNIPHREY. In other words, vour feeling is that as the

general economy improves, as the plant capacity is utilized, as produc-
tivity improves, you feel that the investment capital that is needed
for more jobs, is generally---

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Will come along and that, yes, if we're Liven too

much of a push we may overdo it again.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. BERNs-rEIN. Just a further point about this. We should look

back on the experience of the 1960's and the terrible misallocation
of capital resources that did take place in that time-the carcasses
of unfilled office buildings and co ndom11 linitniums and GOLd knoWs what
else-and many serious corporate decisions such as General Electric

and RCA going into the computer business and then findino it to

be a disappointment. It w\as so easy to make an investment decision
in that environment.

But in this more difficult environment, when interest rates are hiebi

and when stock prices are relatively low and when businessmen halve

some degree of uncertainty about what they're doing. I would venture

to guess that I percent of GNP invested in capital formiation at this

moment is likely to be a lot more productive for us than I percent
of GNP invested in capital formation in the late 1960's. Because

the arithmetic that you have to do, as you suggest, sir, where the

risks are high-the arithmetic that you have to do to justify the

investment must be done a lot more carefully now than it w\as then.

Therefore, I would think that a given dollar of investment toda\

would be more productive and more of what we need than what
we had in the late 1960's.

Chairman HUNIIMIIREY. Did you want to ask a question?'

Senator FANNIN. Well, I did have some oral questions 111Cd Senator

Taft has some written questions. I trust that we could submit these

to the witnesses.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes. If you will be good enough, to submit

them in writing.

Senator FANNIN. They will be submitted to each of you and how

long will the record be kept open?
Chairman HUMPHREY. We'll keep it open for whatever period of

time is necessary.
Senator FANNIN. Fine. Just a few quick questions, then. Mr. Ture,

despite the improvement in profits over the last year, has the longrun

trend in profits over the past 10 years been down?
Mr. TURE. Yes; it has.
Senator FANNIN. What sources can we look to for capital investment

apart from retained earnings that we've all been talking about?
Mr. TURE. Well if, in fact, people are to be expected, whether

they are in a business entity making decisions on the part of the

people who own that business or in the household trying to decide

about how to invest their savings, if they are to be expected to

invest they have to look forward to an adequate return on the invest-
ments they are asked to commit.

If profitability is too low or is expected to be on the downslidce,

trending downward, you've simply got to expect that the volume of

saving, therefore, of investment will tend as well to decline. If you

can't see anything in the relatively near future that's going to reduce
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the cost of the individual as a member of the household or as a
businessman, you reduce the cost to them of saving by asking people
not to consume but rather to defer their consumption, to usC s0111C
part of their income to increase the production capacity of the Nation.
You've got to be able to promise them returns which they require.
which they deem to be adequate, to compensate for their deferral
of consumption.

As matters stand now, the wav in which we have projected through
the year 1985, unless there is some change in the institutionalZ1 environ-
ment, something that reduces the enormous incrementalt cost of saving
relative to consumption, which the present tax systemi imposes. I think
it would be not optimism, but sheer fantasy to assume that there's
going to be any significant increase in the saving rate for the Nation
as a whole. And indeed, I doubt that it will maintain at the averaae
postwar rate.

Senator FANNIN. You talked about changes in tax laws and what
the great loss would be to the Treasury. How large a revenue loss
do you estimate will result from your proposals, if any loss would
result?

Mr. TURE. Senator Fannin, I'd like to defer answering that question
until we've had a chance, on the basis of the revised data, to make
new estimates.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Bernstein, don't you agree that the productiVitV
over the last 20 years has lagged compared to our competitors abroad
and isn't the chief reason for this the fact that we have invested
less per worker?

Mr. BERNSTI EIN. I have to agree that our productivity improvement
has lagged behind our competitors; that's a fact that no one can
differ with. As to the meaning of it, however, or the implication
of what you said, sir, I would respectfully differ. The base upon
which they started was very much lower than ours and therefore
it would be very logical to expect them to come forward faster than
we did. They are in many ways younger economics in terms of their
capital equipment. That's No. 1.

No. 2, we still maintain a very substantial absolute lead. Output
per worker in the United States is about 25 percent bigger than
in France and Germany-even today it's 50 percent bigger than in
Japan. Beyond that, we gave them, in a sense, a bonanza during
the period of the overvalued dollar, in which we made it highly
profitable for them to expand and to develop laborsaving equipment
and then to dump merchandise here, which is no longer possible.

Finally, sir, I think one aspect in this whole labor productivity
thing is lost sight of, but is true of the world in which we live
today that's different from the past-is the whole raw material and
energy situation. When we talk of productivity as the output per
worker, we're always talking about labor as the limiting resource
of production-factor of production-when, in fact, in many ways
raw materials today are more of a limiting resource than labor is
and energy in particular, but other things, too.

From this point of view, the United States stands in an infinitely
stronger position than our major trade competitors, the Japanese espe-
cially, but also Western Europe. Therefore, in terms of competitive
position, I would feel very hopeful and positive about the outlook
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for the United States. And that issue. I think I would feel no concerns
at all.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, Senator Taft would like to have
his opening statement put into the record.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We'll have the staff see that is done.
[The opening statement of Senator Taft. with attachments, follows: I

OPENING SisrTII N 1( Si N SiOR Tm-

I am very pleased that the Joint Economic Committee has at long last gotten doss n
to specifics as to actual policy steps we call take to solve the ulieimiplro1lent and
budget problems which we have heen holding hearings about since last October.

This hearing is on capital formation. Let me sav\ straight out that I amil not interested
in capital formation-not for its own sake. It is onlx a means to an end. That end
is rapid economic growth, with its accompanying los unemployment, higher real \\agcs.
higher living standards, and all easing of the tax burden (as a percent of a taxpaye rs

income) needed for the solution of the problemil of poverty. I o\ant to knosw s hMat
policy steps we must take to get this country's grossth rate ulp from its long term
trend rate of 2 percent to 4 percent. to a rate of between 4 percent and 6 percent
in real terms, o0n a sustained basis.

The higher growth rates I want to see for this countrv halse been achic\esd elsc\\elcre
in the free world. In 1950. the U.S. had roughly twice the peer capita incolie of

Sweden and Switzerland. In 1974. both of these nations surpassed uts in per capita

inoile. At present rates of growth. France, Germany. Belgium. and exci Japan \\ill

not be far hchind. These nations are not primitive. or starting from iln\t to not lung

and growing from a smalil base. They are mature economics, yet theC continue to

grow more rapidly than the U.S.. and to d(o sO wsithout our abundance of natural
resources. How?

What are the determinants of economic growth? rle are: ( I ) 'rhe acctinlulation
of physical capital. such as plant and equipmllent: ( 2) Thc acculimulaltion of huntilan
capital. in the form of education, training, and skills: (3 ) Teciinological ad\'ancenlent.
which means getting more out of available resources: and (4) The discovcr\ and

development of ne\w lands and resources. Inl ni opinion, this hearing oln capital formia-
tion should be just the first of a series of hearings on economic expansion.

We have learned two things from our lengthy hearings onl S. 50. the Full Employment
and Balanced Growth, Act. First, that wvc need economic expansion because of the

severe problems of unemplo ment and inflation that hav e plagued the econoniv in

recent years: and second, that S. 50 is a wholiv inaIdcquate response to these problems.
I should like to have inserted inl the hearing record all attached article onl S. 50

by Charles L. Schultze of the Brookings Institution, and all accompanying editorial
from the Washington Post.

We must go beyond S. St) to attack the problem of inadequate growth head-on.
I hope that our witnesses today can shed some light onl the figures onl the relationship

between investment as a percent of GNP and the rate of increase in output per

man-hour. and il real svages, across countries. It seems clear to me that those countries
with higher rates of savings and investment have higher rates of growth in real wages

and output than those with less savings and investment. I should like to have inserted
in the hearing record two attached tables to illustrate this point.

I hope that wc call learn from these hearings just what the government can do,

either through reductions in controls and red tape, reductions in taxes, or reductions
in goveriment competition for scarce capital, to encourage saving and investment,
both by the public and by corporations.

I hope that we can get suggestions as to what other determinants of economic
growth this committee ought to investigate, as well.

If we are to solve the unemployment problem in this country, and the crisis in
social security, without sending taxes through the roof, and if we are to maintain
our position, and our security, in the world, we must get this country growing again.

Attachments.
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[Fronm the Voshiitgtn, P-tl Jujc 7. 19761

EM'PLOMEN[r AND) INli-liON

(h C'hard', I . Sch~dt/e)

(Dr. Schultze. an economist at the Brookings Institution. tsas director otf thi L' S.
Budget Bureau il the Johnson admilnistratio'n. This article is excerpted from his
testimony last month before the Senalte Subcolnlijttee oni l'nicnplo\ ment. )

The Full Employment aind Balanced Growth Act of 1976. S. 50. addresses the
most important domestic problem of this decade-hijhli and persisteint uIt ICmplox ment.
The chief obstacle to ouercomline that problemn hoth politicaill and econotiical Is
is itilation. I believe that S. 5t) does not sufficiently recognize that I'lCt. arid hence
needs to be changed ii a tit, iiiher of importatnt respects. Nloicoo\elr the combination
of the ''emplover-of-laist-resort' provisions ii this hill and the Is!c staidarlIds tha.t
go with it threatens to miake the inflation problem worse. These sections. partticulari
need extensive rewsorking.

The eiiph asis that S. 5(\ puts upon the goal of full Cnpllovmeit is, in Ims sie\w
quite proper. We are a societv iii shich not oil\ economic rcss\ardls but Status, i-iiti
and respect depend heavilv oii a personI's place iii the work force. The siigile most

importatnt contribution toward solVi thi mcjor socill problems ot' this genera-
tion-deteriorating inner cities. i cquality' aniong the races and betwecii tlie sexes,
high and still rising crite rates, poverty. ilseCUritit aiil hlirdship for a miilorit\ of
our citizetis-\\(OuILd be a high level of eiiploviient alnd tfighit labor miarket.

Hosveve r valuable some of the federal governiment 's miaipoiwer traiining andl othir
social programs may be. they cannot holdi a candle to the efficacs of a t clit lahbor
miarket. Necessitv is the mother of in'eitioni When 4 million busiiess filrmiis are sctalt-
hlhtg for labor iii a highly prosperous cCOniioiaV, it sudde tlV turins out thalt the utiIeIi)IloM -
able hecomic cmplovable and the unt rainiiale traiiablc: disCinimiilation agaiinst blacks
or wonmen becomes unprofitable. hii Worlil War 11 to choose a da tilit i xample,
wVC pushed the uLieIiiplo\niment rate belowv 2 per cent. And the result of that ticlt
labor miarket svas reVolutioniarv. Black-svhitc iicome differentitials shltank fastei t iln
ii any subsequent period: the iicome distribution hecame sharply mote equal: cnplowers
scoured the back-couti1tr' farm iiareas atnd tutricd pOOI anid it.it raiined sharecroppers
tito proilucti'e ildustrili wiorkers, shose sons and dlatigliters becariic tlie high school

gradutates of the 1950s aniid whose grandchildrecni sill shortly begin to enter college
in droves.

The iiiportatice that S. 511 attalches to high employment, there fore, is not iiisplaced.
The niation cannot afforil o(er the next decade to settle for a relativels sluggish ecCiiintii
ainl a high unemployment rate.

W hat stands in the was' of full em ployiiieat'i
'rhe basic probiem iwith achi ieing and malintiainitig full ciiimpliovmint is tiot thalt \\C

lack the economic tools to generate iticreased eiiplovmiicnt. Thle traditional wseapons
for stiiiulating economic activitv-easy moniey tax cuts. and govcrtiniciit spending
for worthsvhilc purposcs-are perfectly capable of generating an iicreased demnid
f;ir public and privatc goods and services, thereby iiducing employers to hire more
workers. Moreover, ve do not neid to hasc the governient hire people directly
oni spccial progratms of public sers ice employment as a long run device to reduce
uneipl)liyiienti The rcal problem is that ever' tiie we push the rate of unemploymcnt
toward accCptalbly lowV levCIs, by svhatevcr meais, wve set off a ntew iflation. And,
il turni both the political and the economic conscqueaces of iiflation miake it impossible
to achicc full ciiiploviiciit or, once having achieved it, to keep the economy there.

With unemployietnt now\ at 7.5 per cent, the problem is not all immediate one.
A rapid recovcry could continue foir the next year anid a half or so, pushiig the
uneriployincilt rate doswtn steadily, sithout settiig off a newv iiflation. But experience
ii the postwar period to date strongly suggests that once the overall rate of unimploty
ment edges belosv 5.5 per cent or so, and the rate of adult unemploynient gets much

belosv 4.5 per cent, inflation wiill begit to accelerate.
Iiflation caii occur for other reasons-as it did from crop shortages atid oil price

hikes ii 1973. And iiflatioi, once started, can persist stubbornly for a svhile eveti
\\ heti unemplovment has risen sharply. Despite these complications, it is still highly
likely that pushitg the adult unemployment rate to the 3 per cent target of S. 5(1
siould generate substantial inflation in the absetice of major iiCe\ tools for iiflation
control.

There is, among economists, a division of opiiioii about whether the resultant ihflation
svould be a high but steady rate or an cver-accelerating ratc. If the latter view is
correct. then keepiig employment to the 3 per cent target wvould evcritually hcome
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impossible, since no economy could stand an ever increasing rate of inflation. One
of the reasons we do not know the answer to this controversy is that the political
consequences of inflation have been such that the nation has never persisted in holding
adult unemployment to 3 per cent for many years running.

I believe, therefore, that a realistic view of both the economics and the politics
of inflation and unemployment lead to one central conclusion: The stumbling block
to low unemployment is inflation; the supporter of a full employment policy must
of necessity become a searcher for ways to reduce the inflation that accompanies
full employment.

The central problem is that when the overall unemployment rate gets down into
the neighborhood of 5 per cent, the job market for experienced prime age workers
becomes very tight. There are many unfilled job vacancies and not many unemployed
in this age group. The large number of younger unemployed workers do not move
in to fill these vacancies. As a consequence, wages are bid up sharply and prices
begin to rise, even though the overall unemployment rate is still high.

One approach to this problem lies in the whole panoply of job counseling, training
and placement services for youth. Federal efforts in this direction should be continued
and expanded. And a carefully structured public service program for youth could
also contribute. (Strangely, the "employer-of-last-resort" program in S. 50 is restricted
to adult workers.) But in all honesty, the record of recent years does not warrant
a confident hope that such programs can be the principal solution to the problem.

Sec. 206(d) of S. 50 establishes a major new policy-the federal government is
pledged to become the employer-of-last-resort for those who cannot find work else-
where. Sec. 206(e)(4) provides that a person shall be eligible for a employment
opportunity under this section if, among other things, he or she has not refused to
accept a job that pays whichever is the highest of either the prevailing wage for
that job or the wage paid in the government-created "employer-of-last-resort" job.
In turn, Sec. 402 sets up a standard for wages in the "last-resort" jobs that is bound
to be highly inflationary.

Under Sec. 402(c)(i), for example, the wage paid for a "last-resort" job in which
a state or local government is the employing agent must be equal to that paid by
the same government for people in the same occupation. But in states or cities with
union agreements for municipal employees, and in many cases even without union
agreements, the wage for a low-skill or semi-skilled municipal job is often higher
than the wage paid for the same jobs in private industry. Given the provisions of
Sec. 206(d), a person can turn down a private industry job and still be eligible for
a "last-resort" job, so long as the latter pays more than the former, and in many
cases it will. An unskilled laborer earning, say $2.50 an hour in private industry
can afford to quit, remain unemployed for four to six weeks (or whatever time might
be needed to be eligible), then claim a "last-resort" job paying (on municipal wage
scales) $3.50 to $4.50 an hour, and come out way ahead.

This would show up in heightened form in any "last-resort" jobs created in construc-
tion work, since Sec. 402 requires Davis-Bacon wages, which in practice are set at
the construction union wage scale in the nearest large city.

It is clear that in any area where municipalities or non-profit institutions pay higher
scales for relatively unskilled or semi-skilled labor than does private industry, the
wage scales in private industry will quickly be driven up to the higher level. Otherwise
there would be a steady drain of labor away from private industry into "last-resort"
jobs. A new and much higher set of minimum wages would be created!

The direct and indirect effects of this on the inflationary problem would be extremely
serious, once the bill was in full operation. Labor would become very scarce over
a broad range of semi-skilled and unskilled jobs in private industry. Wage rates would
rise sharply and prices would follow; the size of the government's job programs would
grow rapidly, as workers left lower paying private jobs for the higher wages stipulated
in Sec. 402.

Once you begin to ask how to correct this problem, the dilemma of any "government-
as-employer-of-last-resort" provision becomes clear. When the unemployment rate is
below 5 or 5.5 per cent, most unemployment is not long term. Among adult males,
unemployment often consists of a period of four to eight weeks after a layoff before
a new job is found. Among many teenagers unemployment in such times is not a
steady thing, but a period between two relatively low paying jobs. What wages do
you pay in the "last-resort" jobs? If you pay low enough wages so as not to attract
many people from their existing jobs, you have a very unattractive program. Many
private jobs are low-paying, and the only way to avoid attracting people from private
industry is to set the "last-resort" wages very low indeed. But then, except in periods
of high unemployment, when even very low paying jobs aren't available, who wants

83-402 0 -77 - 8
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the program? If you set the wage somewhat higher-even if not absolutely high-it
will still exceed the wages of many' people with a current job hi privatn indUstr%
If so, it wt ill begin to cause an exodus from private industry, and drive up \ ages
and prices.

Special public service employment during periods of recession is a useful tool of
counter-cyclical policy. Government-financed summer emploxnment for school age \outlls
makes sense. And, in good times. public service employment. paid at unCemiplo;M menllt
compensation rates, mav he the most appropriate \\ a\ to provide for that relatik el,
small number who have exhausted their unemnplomillent compensation. ('-his \%ould.
however. imply unequal pay for equal swork. ) But the concept of gos eminlent as enm-
ployer of last resort is not a workable method of pushing the oxerall unem ployme nt
rate down to verv low levels.

I think that there would be merit in reorganizing the hill so that it jointl\ addrlessedL
the inflation and unemplovm ent problems. and e\ pl icitlv poin ted in the direction of
preventing the inflation acceleration that goes with low ullemlploymlient.

II-ditor;ia ri.... tl1c %X:i,5;ingtn P-.. Jt ' 7. 1 57(5I

JOBS AND) [l1. JOBIEI SS

The unemnplo\ymlent rate fell a bit last month another welcome Sign that things bire
moving in the right direction. But they are moving siowiv Tl[ere are still 6.9 million
people out of work. Nothing has happened to change basically the expectation that
unemployment will remain over 6 percent for the next couple of years. Unemploy ment
is bad for people. What's the remedy?

A good many Democrats in Congress argue that the remedy is the Huniphrc\ -
Hawkins bill, w hich is intended to pull the adult rate down to 3 percent wvithin foir
years. If "adult'' means evervbodv over 16, as it does in the version reported in
the House, that means a lower rate thain the country has ever had except in \alrtiine.
All of the Democratic presidential candidates have blessed the bill, although \with
varying degrees of enthusiasm. It is very likely to become a campaign issue As Ee
have observed before the hill is a mixture of nohle intentions and un\\orkable means
to pursue them. In recent sceeks s\e have published responses fromi both of the bill's
authors, Sen Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.) and Rep. Augustus F. Ha\%-kins (D-
Calif. ). ''oday sve print on1 the opposite page all analvsis bh Charles 1L Schultze,
taken from his testimony before a Senate subcommittee This testimony has hall an
unusual impact onl the debate over the month since it w\as delivered, and it offers
readers all opportunity to see for themselves what is involved here.

Dr. Schultze is altogether persuasive whoell he argues that this attempt to make
the federal government the employer of last resort would prove, in practice, intolerably
inflationary. He also warns that the country will not sustain employment policies that
push the inflation rate sharply upward. After the past tsso years' experience, call
anyone doubt that he is right? Ask yourself what you would have thought if someone
had told you, in 1973, that the uneCm1ploymITenIt rate waIs going to rise to 8.9 per-
cent-and, as a result, the country would turn slightiv to the right in its politics.
It happened, of course, because of the fierce inflation rate that had preceded the
recession and helped to cause it.

The central danger in this bill is that it offers the hope-a false hope, sadly-that
one walloping good-hearted bill can eliminate permanently the plague of unemployment
from American societv. Nothing in this bill is more disquieting than the nature of
the defense that the bill's architects offer. What if it turns out to cost a great deal
more than they estimate'? They reply that Congress could simply refuse to appropriate
further funds. That escape does not sit square with the unqualified promise that the
bill itself makes. In the House version, it declares the right of all Americans over
16 to opportunities for useful paid employment, and states that the President shall
provide those opportunities if the private economy does not.

This country had a good deal of unhappy experience in the 196(1's under the Johnson
administration with ambitious social legislation that never kept its promises. There
wsas the promise that poverty would be eliminated in I ) years. The 1() years are
gone, but poverty is not. The Model Cities program wyas going to rebuild the American
slums, but here in Washington the corridors of riot destruction are now growing their
ninth annual crop of weeds. One of the great lessons of the 196(0's was that simply
legislating a goal does not guarantee success. Another great lesson was that if the
country legislates goals and then abandons them, the effect is deeply harmful in the
cynicism and distrust that it generates among those people who need help most.
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The test of social legislation is not merely whether its intentions are pure and
good. The test is also whether it seems likely to work effectively in practice. Dr.
Schultze and others have also made a highly interesting proposal for agreements between
labor and government to hold down wage increases but hold up workers' purchasing
power when labor markets get tight. There are many other kinds of legislation that
need to be explored-especially those focused where the unemployment is greatest,
among young people and among blacks. Perhaps the time has come to begin experiment-
ing with subsidized wages for inexperienced workers. It is important not to let the
unemployment debate become polarized between the people who want an instant solu-
tion and the people who are prepared to tolerate a 6 percent rate indefinitely. Congress
cannot abolish unemployment by passing this one bill. But it has many more realistic
alternatives to speed up the present painfully slow descent of the unemployment rate.

Investment as percent of GNP
1965-75 per- averages 1960-73

cent change in
real wages and Total minus

Country fringe benefits' Total homebuilding

United States. .15.7 17.5 13.6
Canada .. 48.5 21.8 17.4
Jan...137.9 35.0 29.0
Belgium ................................................. 103.8.
France , ,....,....... 77.4 24.5 18.2
Germany..78.1 25.8 20.0
Italy. .,..... ,,,,116.4 20.5 14.4
Sweden ................................................ 6.8.8
United Kingdom..53.9 18.5 15.2
SwitzedKand ................................................. 55.1

' Incudes pension programs and other fringe benefits.
Source: BLS.

COMPARATIVE REAL GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, REAL GOP PER CAPITA, AND REAL GDP PER EMPLOYED CVILIAN, 6 COUNTRIES, 1950-75'

(U.S. = 100)

Gross domestic product per capita

United
Year Sweden Switzerland Canada Japan France Germany Italy Kingdom

1950 .............. 59.0 62.7 76.0 17.8 49.4 39.3 26.0 57.2
1955 . ................................................. 76.1 22.7 51.6 52.2 29.9 58.4
1960 ................... 71.............. 7.0 84.4 78.8 31.6 60.9 65.6 36.6 62.4
1965 .96.2 98.0 81.2 41.6 64.8 67.8 39.1 60.8
1967 . . .81.3 47.3 66.4 64.3 41.0 59.1
1970 .112.2 111.5 85.7 61.5 75.0 74.7 45.8 60.3
1971. . . 88.0 64.0 77.0 75.3 45.4 60.5
1972 . . .87.8 65.6 76.8 73.7 44.3 59.0
1913 . ................................................. 88.1 68.1 77.0 73.8 44.7 59.5
1974 . =.................. 1234 122.2 92.1 68.4 81.4 76.0 47.0 61.1
1975 .............. 123.5 114.3 93.5 71.0 81.6 75.8 45.8 61.9

'Output based on internatonal price weights.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I have one or two quick questions here and
we still have just a few moments-both to Mr. Bernstein and Mr.
Eisner.

Mr. Ture made some painstaking estimates of the capital require-
ments in his prepared statement and on capital shortages for the
future. Do you have any comments on his method of approach, Mr.
Eisner, and do you, Mr. Bernstein? Do you consider these saving
shortages to be plausible?

Mr. EISNER. I haven't examined the particular figures, but as I
indicated earlier, I object to the basic approach of saying that there
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are certain capital requirements that we would have to have. In fact.
Mr. Ture, I think, has adequately put in his prepared statement the
basic economic notions of variable proportions and diminishing
returns.

The fact is that the American people should be left free to decide
how much they want to save, how much they wan11t to consuLm1e.
We should try to establish a situation where there'll be an opportunity
for everybody who wants to work, to work, to produce as 111muc
as he feels like producing and is able to produce with the tools
that are made available.

Given that, there is really no meaning in talking about a capital
shortage because Government can do certain things which may not
be the will of the people. I would suggest two \Zwas in which Govcern-
ment will depress investment: One, of course, as I said several times
now, is to have a situation where there is underemployment and
then the figures, the information are completely clear. You have tre-
mendous drops in investment. But the second way is the Government
taking unto itself resources which could otherwise be used to produce
either consumer goods or private capital goods.

Now, this is not social security. It's not the usual kind of welfare
payments which simply transfer. This means taking real resources,
whether to produce highways, which are also a form of investment.
or to produce B-I bombers, which arc not considered a form of
investment. If the Government from a full employment economic takes
resources away, then there'll be less left for consumption and private
investment. Whatever the Government takes away, there will be all
adjustment, and people, given that, will decide frecly if we let them,
how much the consumer invests and the amount of investment will
be such that there will be no shortage-markets will clear.

It always seems to me presumptuous for somebody to de-
cide-whether an economist or ai Government official-we have to
have more investment. Who arc they to say we have to havc more
investm ent'?

Chairman HUMPHREY. We'll go to Mr. Bernstein and we'll give
you a doublc-barrel rebuttal, Mr. Ture.

Mr. BERNSTE11N. I'm in substantial agreement with what Mr. Eisner
has said, but I want to add a further point about the kind of "all
other things being equal assumption" that underlies Mr. Ture's obser-
vations. It may-I can't question his numbers-be true that at full
employment we will need x amount of capital and that to achieve
that capital we may have to save more than we have been saving.

But this implies that if we reduce the consumption sector in order
to be able to save more, then we will, in fact, have that investment
take place. Anything that is designed to increase the propensity to
save, the amount of saving that the economy would make out of
any given level of income, does indeed release resources for capital
formation, but that does not guarantee the use of those resources
for capital formation.

If consumers are going to take a smaller proportion of the total
output or if the Government is going to spend less and take a smaller
proportion of the total output, that investment may never take place
because it may not look to be profitable.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. I've got to cut you off here, I'm afraid. I
have to give Mr. Ture I minute. I've got just a minute to get down
there.

Mr. TURE. Senator Humphrey, as a technical analyst, I would be
perfectly willing to accept any free market outcome, provided that
market were, in fact, free of distortion. So, I would very strongly
urge that what we try to do is to make our tax system as neutral
as it possibly can be in terms of its relative weight on savings and
consumption, on effort and leisure and so forth. We should look
at every other kind of public policy in exactly the same light. Then
I'd say, "Let's see what the results will be." It may very well be
that the rate of increase in labor's productivity in real wage rates
that would fall out of that would be something that labor would
not accept and public policy would not accept.

What I'm saying is when you want to look at capital requirements,
you have to look at the matter in the Lontext of public policy. You
are the coauthor of a very important piece of legislation, which targets
a 3-percent unemployment rate for adults. It will not fall out of
a free market where that market, in fact, is distorted by other govern-
mental policies which will preclude additions to the capital stock
adequate to sustain that level of unemployment.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I wish we could stay here for another hour
because you're just opening up all of these interesting subject matters.
Maybe we'll get you back again. We thank you. All of you have
been very helpful. Some of you have been with us before. We thank
you very much.

The full texts of the statements, of course, are put into the record.
Mr. Eisner, Mr. Ture, and Mr. Bernstein, thank you very much.

The hearing record will remain open for additional written questions
and comments.

[The following questions and answers, and comments were sub-
sequently supplied for the record:]

RESPONSE OF PETER L. BERNSTEIN TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
REPRESENTATIVE BROWN OF OHIO

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C., June 11, 1976.

Mr. PETER L. BERNSTEIN,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR MR. BERNSTEIN: Representative Clarence J. Brown has requested that the
following questions be submitted to you. They, along with your answers, will be included
in the record of the hearings on capital formation which were held on June 9th.

1. You view the increased rate of savings in the 1960's as a result, and not a
cause, of the economic euphoria of that decade. On the other hand, individuals tend
to save a greater percentage of their incomes during recessions as well. Do you view
the causes of increase in savings as different in these two situations? What exactly
is the cause and the euphoria that sparks high savings rates?

2. You say that the economy is not doing any worse than it has over the last
thirty years. The point is, we want it to do better. What steps can the government
take to increase our rate of growth? You mention defense cuts. Are there other
ways?

3. You say that we could not sell our output if we save and invest more and
consume less. We are not talking about a society straining at full employment, or
facing even a rigid ceiling on the potential rate of economic growth, as you imply.
Why couldn't a tax cut, and proper demand management let us save and consume
more simultaneously out of a more rapidly growing GNP?
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We would appreciate your reply as soon as possible in order to insert the answers
in the final transcript.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

JOHN R. STARK,
Executive Director.

PETER L. BERNSTEIN, INC.,

New York, N.Y., June 16, 1976.

Mr. JOHN R. STARK,
Executive Director, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. STARK: I am pleased to reply to your letter of June eleventh, containing
three questions submitted by Representative Clarence J. Brown.

In response to the first question, I do indeed view the increased rate of savings
in the 1960's as a result, rather than a cause, of economic conditions. I view this
increased savings rate, however, as a consequence of economic growth, rather than
of economic euphoria. The economic euphoria to which I referred in my prepared
statement was the cause of an unsustainably high rate of investment and misallocation
of investment resources, rather than the cause of a high rate of savings.

Indeed, personal savings tended to decline as a percentage of income during the
1960's. The increase in private savings during the 1 960's, therefore, came from the
business sector, where capital consumption allowances and undistributed profits were
both expanding faster than the total level of business activity. That was, in fact, the
source of the expanding-and ultimately excessive-level of real investment.

Personal savings rates show no consistent cyclical pattern, in contrast to business
savings, which are obviously much more sensitive to changes in the level of business
activity. As a general statement, we can say that personal savings rates have been
small when households felt confident about the future and have tended to rise when
households were anxious about the future. The major source of fluctuation in personal
savings rates has been the willingness of households to incur debt rather than fluctua-
tions in the flow of money into savings institutions or into the security markets.

The second question relates to the steps that government can take to increase our
rate of economic growth. I would think that considerations of public policy should
relate to the stability of the rate of growth in the economy as much as to its absolute
magnitude. Thus, I believe that the rate of growth in the mid-1960's became un-
sustainably high and led to a pack of troubles afterwards. Excessive stimulation to
increase the rate of growth in 1972 had similar results.

The ultimate objective of economic policy, I suppose, is to assure business of expand-
ing markets but at the same time to avoid stimulating the economy to a point where
insufficient resources are available for business to expand capacity to meet the growing
demands of its customers. This is a maddeningly narrow path to follow: I believe
that it requires maximum flexibility in public policy, particularly in the process of
setting government expenditure and in determining appropriate tax rates. Thus, I would
favor zero-based budgeting and some discretionary tax power for the President. At
the same time, I would hope that we could begin to view many of the activities
of government as sources of rising productivity rather than as deadweight expendi-
tures-for example, education, transportation, and health care.

While I am opposed to any sort of special tax benefits for business, particularly
those that benefit the inefficient user of resources (such as rapid depreciation and
the investment tax credit), I would favor a gradual reduction in the corporate income
tax rate and, in particular, expensing of pollution abatement expenditures. I strongly
favor all pollution abatement programs, but, since the benefits of those programs are
essentially social in nature, their cost should be carried essentially by the taxpayer
rather than by the corporation and its customers.

The final question relates to the desirability of a tax cut and "proper demand
management," which would permit us to both save and consume more out of a more
rapidly growing GNP. I would favor those steps if I had any doubts about the ability
of the economy to move ahead under current circumstances. Everything I see, however,
points to an adequate rate of growth to reduce our unemployment rate and to stimulate
new capacity expansion by businessmen.

My concerns about further stimulus along the lines you suggest relate more to
the psychology and folklore of the business sector than to the fundamental economics
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on which you have based your suggestion. A high degree of anxiety about inflationpersists in both the financial markets and the industrial economy. People automatically
associate government spending or tax cuts with inflationary pressures-whether justifiedor not. Consequently, I am afraid that measures that might be justified on the basisof cold economics would be counter-productive because of the responses they would
induce in the private sector.Once again, I want to express my appreciation for the opportunity to express these
views before the Committee and thank you for the gracious attention that they have
received.Sincerely,

PETER L. BERNSTEIN.

RESPONSE OF PETER L. BERNSTEIN TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
SENATOR TAFT

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C., June 18, 1976.

Mr. PETER L. BERNSTEIN,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR MR. BERNSTEIN: Senator Taft has requested that the enclosed questions besent to you. They, along with your answers, will be included in the record of the
hearings on capital formation which were held on June 9th.We would appreciate your reply as soon as possible in order to insert the answers
in the final transcript.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely, 

JOHN R. STARK,
Executive Director.

Enclosures:
1. You say that the economy is not doing any worse than it has over the lastthirty years. The point is, we want it to do better. The industrial revolution in Britainonly raised her per capita income growth rate from 1% a year to 2% a year, yetin 50 years it made her the world's undisputed major power. At the end of thatperiod, the U.S. and Japan began to industrialize with growth rates per capita of4% and 7% respectively. The U.S. soon surpassed Britain because of the differential

and our relatively high starting point. Since World War Two, Western Europe andJapan have been growing at 5% to 7%, compared to our usual 4%. They are gettingthe edge on us, just as Britain once did with a slim 1% per year advantage overthe rest of the world. How do we go about squeezing an extra 2% growth rate outof the economy? Can we do it without more investment in physical and human capital?
2. You say that we could not sell our output if we save and invest more, andconsume less. We are not talking about a society straining at full employment, orfacing even a rigid ceiling on the potential rate of economic growth, as you imply.Why couldn't a tax cut, and proper demand management, let us save and consume

more simultaneously out of a more rapidly growing GNP?3. On the profitability of investment and lack of demand for the product, wouldn'ttax cut encourage more saving, even at lower interest rates? Wouldn't this increasein the percent of GNP saved lower the cost of borrowing, thereby solving this profitabili-
ty of investment problem?4. Wasn't the basic purpose in the Keynesian revolution to correct the aggregate
demand in the economy so that we would consume or invest at the economy's capacity
to produce? Why couldn't we use tax cuts and other means of demand management
to avoid this problem you mention on p. 6, that more investment would mean insuffi-cient demand for the output? Aren't you assuming not only some God-given ceilingon the potential rate of growth of physical output, but also on the rate of growth
of nominal demand for that output? You have just repealed Keynes's General Theory!

5. The real rate of return on investment in this country, both on human and physical
capital, is between 15% and 20%. That is the social benefit derived from investment
and education. But after taxes, this return drops to 3% or 5%, or thereabout. The
government is signalling the potential investor that these activities are of small benefitto society, and we invest accordingly. Therefore, we give up on projects of greatsocial usefulness, because a tax wedge has been driven between what the societywould gain, and what the investor or student will receive. Doesn't this lower our
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growth rate? Isn't a project of 12% to 14% return to society also worth doing? Shouldn'twe lower taxes so that these projects will be undertaken, and isn't this the only
way to raise the real wage, according to the "law of variable proportions?"

PETER L. BERNSTEIN, INC.,
New York, N.Y., June 22, 1976.

Mr. JOHN R. STARK,
Executive Director, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. STARK: I am pleased to reply to your letter of June eighteenth, concerning
three questions submitted by Senator Robert Taft, Jr. Incidentally, I hope that youwill be good enough to convey to Senator Taft my enthusiastic support for his efforts
yesterday to sustain the Congressional budget process in the face of the tax reform
group-more power to him!The first question relates to how we can increase the U.S. economic growth rate.

This question may beg more profound questions about the desirability of trying
to increase the growth rate. I see no reason to do so simply because other economies
are growing faster than we are. For one thing, they start from a much lower base
and therefore their more rapid growth is a logical outcome.Second, the larger their economies are, the better customers they are for us. Wedo a lot more business with Western Europe and Japan than, say, with India. Indeed,I can find no evidence to suggest that Western Europe and Japan have in any way
suffered because we were larger than they: on the contrary, the sheer size of the
U.S. economy gave them an enormous market in which to sell and consequently
justified the economies of scale that have resulted in their impressive achievements
in productivity. Now, however, that they are larger relative to the U.S. than they
used to be, and now that the dollar exchange rate is closer to reflecting reality,
these significant advantages on the other side are beginning to diminish and move
in our favor.Finally, we still maintain a substantial absolute lead-at current exchange rates,our Gross National Product exceeds the total of France, Germany, and Japan. Ourinflation rate is lower than theirs. Our share of world exports has recently been increas-
ing and is still the largest for any single country. Our output per man-hour is 25%
bigger than in Japan.The primary argument for a faster rate of economic growth in the United Statesis that it would help us overcome the large and stubborn pockets of poverty thatpersist in this country (and the rest of the world) without taking anything away from
the more affluent members of our society. It is tragic to see this economy operate
so far below potential while so many needs remain unfulfilled. The problem, however,is that we are operating below potential-in other words, that we are suffering a
cyclical decline-rather than that our secular growth rate may be too low.This therefore points clearly in the desirability of a stable growth rate as perhaps
more important than the absolute size of it. Indeed, our potential is unlikely to growat an adequate rate unless businessmen have confidence in the future, which meansthat the simple and most important objective of policy should be to provide more
stability than the American economy has shown in recent years.

I take the liberty now of referring you at this point to the second page of myreply to the questions addressed to me by Representative Brown, which in effect
continue this discussion and also reply to questions 2 through 5 in Senator Taft's
letter.Many thanks for giving me an opportunity to expand my comments in this fashion.

Sincerely. 
PETER L. BERNSTEIN.

RESPONSE OF NORMAN B. TURE To ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
SENATOR TAFT

Question 1. I am intrigued by the "law of variable proportions". Is the increasein real wages in Western Europe and Japan due to human and physical capital formation
and the working of this law?Is this why real wages in Sweden and Switzerland are now higher than in the
U.S., and rising faster?
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Answer. The increase in real wvage rates in any country in which a market mechanism
works at least reasonably well reflects the increase inl the marginal productivity of
labor. The sources of this increase. broadly speaking. are the increase il the
capital:labor ratio and technical progress. The latter term usually is used to mean
principally advances in the state of the industrial arts as implemented in production.
It mav verv well include, for the countries alluded to. the increases i0 efficienv-1hence
labor's marginal productivity-resulting from expansion of trade, since one set of effi-
ciency gains therefrom is the reduction in idix isibilities which may be associated
with increases in the scale of economic activitv.

The capital:labor ratios in the countries alluded to in the question ha e been lower
than that in the United States. Any giv en real amiount of additions to the stock
of capital of those countries, other things being equal, will have resulted in a greater
proportionate increase in labor's marginal productivity than in the United States. For
a detailed explanation with numerical illustrations, please refer to mnv Tax Policy.
Capital Formation. aid Productivity, a study prepared for the Committee onl Taxation.
National Association of Mallufacturers, January. 1973. pp 12-19'

Qinesiiuo 2. Getting to the consideration of what makes a Counltrv grow. vould
you say that the basic determinants of growth are capital aceuliltlaltion (both physical
and hurnan) technological advance, alid discovery of newt resources? Which of these
could be stimulated by tax cuts, either specific or across the board?

Answer. As the answer to question I indicates, increasing the capital labor ratio
and technological advance may be thought of as the principal determinants of growth.
Tax revisions which reduce the cost of saving uses of current income, hence capital
formation uses of existing production capability would contribute to accelerating growth.
Since much of the activity which comprises the processes of technlological ad' ance
involves saving alid investment, tax changes which reduce the cost of saving should
contribute to a faster pace of technological[ progress as well as to more rapid accuniLila-
tion of physical capital. Such tax changes may also contribute to more rapid additions
to the stock of human capital, although to serve this objective, specific tax revisions
to mitigate the present law's huge bias against investment in human capital are required
More important, probably would be efforts to increase the efficiency anid qutality of
educational services, from the elementary grades through the most advanced training.
including that on the job. Greater reliance on the private sector and the market
niechanism would certainly be a constructive change in this respect.

Qneslion 3 On the question of investmelit il human capital, what is the rate of
return on a medical education? Isn't it a good deal higher for the society than for
the physician, after taxes? How many doctors do we fail to train each year because
of the tax wedge between what he gives society and what he gets to keep'?

Qiiesfioni 4. Doesn't the same sort of gap between social gain anld private return
occur in other areas, including investment in plant and equipment'?

The real rate of return on investment in this country, both on human and physical
capital, is between I 5S/o and 20%. Th[at is the social benefit derived from investment
and education. But after taxes, this return drops to 3%h or 5 / , or thereabout. '[he
government is signalling the potential investor that these activities are of small benefit
to society, and we invest accordingly. Therefore, we give up on projects of great
social usefulness, because a tax wedge has been driven between what the society
would gain, and what the investor or student will receive. Doesn't this lower our
growth rate'? Isn't a project of 1 2c/ to 1 4'/ return to society also worth doing? Shouldn't
we lower taxes so that these projects will be undertaken, and isn't this the only
way to raise the real wagc, according to the "law of variable proportions?"

Answer to questions 3 aid 4: I have not researched the subject to which question
3 is directed and can supply no quantitative information in response. The answer
to question 4 is "precisely so." The present tax system weighs far more heavily on
saving than on consumption, raising the cost of the former enormously compared
with the latter. Since households and businesses alike make their saving and investment
choices on the basis of net-of-tax returns and costs, the pretax return on capital
at any time will exceed the after-tax return. The greater the relative tax burden on
saving, hence the greater the relative cost of saving compared with consumption, the
smaller the stock of capital and the larger the gap between "social" and private
returns thereupon.

The appropriate guide to tax revisions, however, does not hinge on validating alny
specific "social" rate of return on capital. The proper guide in neutrality, i.e., equal
proportionate effects of the tax system on the costs of saving and of consumption.
Insofar as public policy mandates capital additions in excess of those that would be
forthcoming under a neutral tax system in an efficiently operating market, however,
this guide will require modification.
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Question 5. The increase in Federal, State. and Local government spending from
21 ok of GNP in 1950 to 35% in 1975 must surely hase some impact on incentives
in the private sector. As the tax bite rises, don't wse discourage labor from earning
taxable income, and investors from investing at the same old rates of return'?

Answer. Then in a choice between stimulating demand Edith a spending increase
and a tax cut, shouldn't we be favoring tax cuts?

The answer to the first question clearly depends on which tax bite increases: similarl\.
the answer to the second question depends on which taxes should be cut.

For example, suppose we were to replace the entire Federal tax system w ith a
single flat-rate expenditure tax or a flat-rate value-added tax so specified as to haile
no initial impact on total Federal revenues. The tax substitution ssould be a 11ue
step toward tax neutrality so far as saving vs. consumption is concerned and WoUld
surely result in a higher rate of saving, capital formation, growth of total output.
labor productivity. emplop ment, and real wage rates. Tle effect of the substitution
on the effort-leisure choice would be less pronounced. but certainly il the right
direction. By far the preponderant part of the total increase in go'ernmient tax reventles
over the past 25 years has been derived from taxes which disproportionately burden
saving and investing compared with consumption and effort compared \d ith leisure.
As a practical matter, slowing the rise ii these disproportionateh hemy tax loads.
let alone reversing their direction, requires sloiting the expansion of goseminenint
spendiiig.

RESPONSE OF NORMAN B. TURE ro ADDITIONAL WRiII iN QUt SI ioNS PoSt:I) 1i1

REPRESENIATIXE BROWN 01 O01o
Question 1. What have been the trends ii productivity of capital'? If it is downl.

what is the cause and what is the cure?
Answer. We estimate a t).5 percent-not percentage point-per ann11uni. trend rate

of decrease in the margitial productivity of capital in the business sector of the U.S.
economy in the period 1948-1974. This time trend for the entire business sector
is due ill some part to changes it the composition of business sector output. e.g.,
from manufacturing to services.

No "cure" is called for as a matter of public policy other than to remove impedimiieiits
to technological progress and its implementatioti iii production. Certainly one of the
major barriers is the present tax system which is heavily biased agaitist saving and
investment, risk-takiig and entrepreneurship. Greater tax neutralitv ii these respects
would accelerate the pace of technological progress to the extent that it depends
on these activities. Assuming a neutral tax environment ii this respect and aii efficiently
operating market system, any down trend in the productivity of capital would reflect
shifting preferences as to the saving-conisumptioni choice. Any such chaniges ii
preferences under these circumstances, should not be the concerti of public policy,
except insofar as it sets objectives which are not likely to be achieved through the
performance of the market system. For example, if public policy mandates substantial
amounts of capital formation by business which would not be undertaken ii the absence
of such manidates, it is appropriate for public policy to focus on the economic con-
sequences of the actions business will have to take to comply.

Question 2. In your testimony, you refer to government-mandated capital with respect
to pollution control expenditures, health and safety, etc. as a "dead weight" in determin-
iig a return oni business capital. This "dead weight" you estimate at $353 billion
over the next 10 years. Mr. Bernstein on page 15 of his testimony does not portray
these expenditures as constituting a significant part of investment-that is, a ratio
of 12 percent of outlays for the four basic material industries in 1976. Could you
place the figures you gave in a ratio to total business investment as well as comment
on Mr. Beristein's observations?

Answer. Our current, revised estimates of private capital outlays to comply only
with environmental control and OSHA standards show that these will come to 9.1
percent of total estimated capital requirements in the 10 years 1976-1985. If a construc-
tive, nonpunitive energy policy emerges in the near future, it is likely to iivolve
a substantially larger amount of capital outlays for energy producing industries than
is included in our revised estimates of business capital spending needed to maititaiti
the postwar trend rate of increase in the capital:labor ratio. We have been unable
to estimate the amount-possibly quite large-of capital outlays business will be required
to make to meet government-mandated product quality standards. Nor have we been
able to estimate business expenditures to comply with the ever-increasing regulatory
requirements. Such expenditures may not be classified conventionally as capital outlays,
but they are very much the same as mandated capital expenditures iil that they generate
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no cash flow other than tax deductions. In the aggregate, all such government-mandated
outlays are likely to exceed 12 percent.

Even 12 percent is not properly regarded as insignificant. Such outlays must be

financed in real terms by an equal increase in saving if other capital outlays are
not to be reduced in equal amount. A 12 percent reduction in business capital formation
of the sort that contributes to greater marketable output has obvious significant, adverse
implications for the rate of increase in labor's productivity, employment, and real
wage rates.

Question 3. Could you comment on Mr. Bernstein's analysis that some of the high
rate of business spending was devoted to speculative unproductive investment and

now that the recession has cleared out some of the excesses, investment coming on
stream will be far more sound and productive?

Answer. I haven't the remotest idea about the analysis Mr. Bernstein used as a
basis for his conclusion that "some of the high rate of business spending was devoted
to speculative unproductive investment" nor for his notion that "the recession has
cleared out some of the excesses." All of this sounds much like the Marxist notions
that capitalist economies tend inevitably to "overinvest" and "require" recessions or
depressions to correct the overinvestment. Is Mr. Bernstein suggesting that had the
recession been avoided there would nevertheless have been "too much" capital?

Of the $69.1 billion (constand 1972 dollars) decrease in gross private domestic
investment between 1973 and 1975, $50 billion consists of the reduction in business
inventories and in residential fixed investment. Both may be associated in significant
part to the extraordinary increases in interest rates in 1974, in turn attributable to

the extraordinary inflation in that year, in turn attributable to the excessive increase
in the stock of money in 1972 and 1973.

RESPONSE OF ROBERT EISNER TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
REPRESENTATIVE BROWN OF OHIO

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C., June 10, 1976.

Prof. ROBERT EISNER,
Department of Economics, Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.

DEAR PROFESSOR EISNER: Congressman Clarence J. Brown has requested that the

following questions be submitted to you. They, along with your answers, will be included
in the record of the hearings on capital formation which were held on June 9th.

1. Isn't your analysis that capital investment depends on demand for output rather
incomplete and shortsighted? What about the need for investment for pollution abate-

ment equipment, occupational safety and health equipment, mass transportation, energy

requirements, and government mandated investment which is quite apart from output
demand?

2. Aren't you putting too much emphasis on the cyclical situation when in fact

the real problem in capital formation is a long-run problem looking ahead over the

next two or three decades? Some studies have put our aggregate needs for new plants

and equipment at several trillion dollars. The New York Stock Exchange puts the
figure at $4.7 trillion. What percent of projected GNP would have to go for business
investment to meet these needs?

3. How can we increase the propensity to save? If our goal is more rapid economic

expansion, which basic factors must we change, and how?
We would appreciate your reply as soon as possible in order to insert the answers

in the final transcript.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
JOHN R. STARK,

Executive Director.
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NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS,

Evanston, Ill., June 18, 1976.
Mr. JOHN R. STARK,
Executive Director, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR JOHN: My responses to the questions raised by Congressman Clarence J. Brown
are as follows:

1. It takes capital to produce output. To produce more output business generally
needs more capital. The acquisition of additional capital is investment. Historically,
the bulk of investment has been associated with increasing the stock of capital that
goes with additional labor to produce more output.

Investment has certainly also taken place to meet changing compositions of demand
and to accommodate changing methods of production. Currently, as the question points
out, some considerable investment is being undertaken because of changing methods
of production which are mandated by government requirements in the area of pollution
abatement, occupational safety and health. There is also some public investment in
transportation, most conspicuously in the construction of highways, as well as public
and private investment in mass transportation to direct government demand or demand
induced by tax subsidies.

2. In my paper, "The Corporate Role in Financing Future Investment Needs,"
prepared for the Joint Economic Committee's U.S. Economic Growth 1975-1985:
Prospects, Problems and Patterns, I have considered long-run issues in capital formation
and have taken note of estimates from New York Stock Exchange studies and others.
I believe that many of these projections of "needs" are arbitrary and tend in some
instances to be self-serving.

Projections of the percentage of GNP to go for business investment vary. They
should in fact vary with projections of output being produced by business and the
most efficient manners in which business finds it profitable to produce that output.

It is difficult for me to see why in a free enterprise economy any of this can
be looked upon as a "real problem." Is there some reason why either the Congress
or New York Stock Exchange has set itself above the market as authority on how
much investment should be undertaken? I should have thought that it is of the essence
of our economy that government make certain decisions, democratically arrived at,
as to public goods to be produced, whether for defense or education or highways
or the like, that government also sets certain standards regarding pollution and the
like in the public interest, that all of us as individuals decide how much we want
to work and what we want to buy. Competitive business then meets all the demands,
subject to the limited government constraints, in the way that is most profitable to
it, which can also be the way that is economically most efficient. If the most efficient
and most profitable production involves more plant and equipment it will be forthcom-
ing. Otherwise it will not.

3. Tax policy can be used to increase the propensity to save, particularly by putting
a tax on consumption. I fail to see why it should be government policy to increase
the propensity to save. Again, in a free economy, we should expect people to save
as much as they wish.

Saving means sacrificing current consumption in order to offer greater future con-
sumption to ourselves or our heirs. We are somewhat guided in that decision by
the return to saving, that is how much additional consumption either we or our heirs
can enjoy in the future as a result of each dollar of consumption that we sacrifice
now.

Is there any reason why the American people must be told or forced to sacrifice
more now in order to provide more for the future? Is there any knowledge that
government or the New York Stock Exchange has, that the rest of us do not have,
indicating that the true return to saving is greater than most of see it to be in the
market? Or is there any reason government has to force us to provide for more
consumption later in our old age rather than now in our youth, or more consumption
for our children or our grandchildren than we were otherwise planning, at the expense
of our own consumption?

I am not one to argue that government should never intervene in the economy
or influence private decisions. The area of pollution abatement is one that all economic
analysis and experience indicates clearly can not be left to a free market, although
even here it must be recognized that the extent of government intervention should
be guided by sober cost-benefit analysis. But I fail to see why the government should
look for ways to "increase the propensity to save" and continue to be startled by
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so many in government and in business who believe themselves dedicated to free
enterprise and free choice, vet consider this a legitimate matter for government control.

I do not believe that our goal should be more rapid economic expansion per se.
I believe that we should remove all impediments to whatever rate of economic expansion
people may prefer. Involuntary unemployment is one of the most important and serious
impediments to economic expansion. Go-emnment fiscal and monetary policy should
be directed above all to eliminating involuntary unemployment. Full employmeint and
general prosperity would be by far the greatest possible stimulus to sa' ig. Investment
and economic expansion.

Sinccrely.
RoRF:i EisXI \.

RESPONSE OF ROBERir EISNER lo Ai)niIONAL WRI I IN OiL SI IONS POSI I) RN Si X AiOR
rA FT

Quehstion 1. I am intrigued by the law of ariable proportions". Is the increase
in real wages ii Western Europe and Japan due to human and phbsical capital forimation
and the working of this law?

Is this whv real vages in Sweden and S\ itzerland are now higher than iln the
U.S., and rising faster'?

Answer. The "law of variable proportions" relates to the possibilities of producing
with different relative quantities of the various factors of production. It is usuIal1V
accepted with the law of diminishing returns which indicates that additions of more
and more of one factor of production lead to less and less addition to output per
additional unit of input of that varying factor. It also is usuap ll associated ith the
view that more of one factor of production tends to raise the average and probably
the marginal product of other factors of production.

Increases in real wage in Western Europe and Japan are undoubtedly due to the
accumulation of physical anid human capital. As to Sweden and Switzerland I \\ould
be cautious in any conclusion that real w ages there are higher than ii the United
States. The rash of statistics pointing ii this direction seem generally to be based
upon simplistic applications of rates of exchange which may not be accurate measures
of domestic purchasing power of respective currencies. It should be observed. ho ever.
that both Sweden and Switzerland operate very close to full and malXimum cmploymcnt.
indeed with large numbers of "imported' foreign vorkers, particularly inl Switzerland.
Much human capital is accumulated by working, as well as in education. In both
regards, Sweden and Switzerland rank high.

Qiuestion 2. Getting to the consideration of what makes a country grow, would
you say that the basic determinants of grovth arc capital accumulation (both physical
and human) technological advance, and discovery of new resources? Which of these
could be stimulated by tax cuts, either specific or across the board'?

Answer. I agree that basic determninants of growth are capital accumulation, both
physical and human, technological advance and discovery of new resources. I would
stimulate all of these by tax cuts sufficient. given optimal government expenditures
of public goods and services, to create sufficient aggregate demand for full employment.
I would advocate specific tax cuts only in instances where free markets cannot be
expected to operate appropriately. And there, in principle. I would prefer overt sub-
sidies.

It is generally in the area of human capital accumulation that free markets break
down, because humans are unable to offer themselves as collateral for borrowing
and investment. Human beings are also sometimes constrained in their investment
opportunities by risk and aversion to risk as well as imperfect information. These
are the areas for government intervention.

Government might also intervene in encouraging technological advance to the extent
that this depends upon research and development involving externalities, that is ad-
vantageous to society or to the economy as a whole greater than those accruing
to the individual firms that might undertake them.

Quiestioii 3. On the question of investment in human capital, what is the rate of
return on a medical education? Isn't it a good deal higher for the society than for
the physician, after taxes? How many doctors do we fail to train each year because
of the tax wedge between what he gives society and what he gets to keep?

Answer. I do not see anything special in the effect of taxes upon income of physicians.
I believe there is currently substantial subsidy of medical education which would warrant
higher taxes on those individuals fortunate enough to receive the benefits of medical
education. The matter of health care is much broader than that of physicians. I suspect
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that physicians have controlled medical services too much in their own financial interest
with too little concern for a broader social investment in all forms of health services,
probably including medical education which would increase the supply of physicians.

Question 4. Doesn't the same sort of gap between social gain and private return
occur in other areas, including investment in plant and equipment?

The real rate of return on investment in this country, both on human and physical
capital, is between 15 percent and 20 percent. That is the social benefit derived
from investment and education. But after taxes, this return drops to 3 percent or
5 percent, or thereabout. The government is signalling the potential investor that these
activities are of small benefit to society, and we invest accordingly. Therefore, we
give up on projects of great social usefulness, because a tax wedge has been driven
between what the society would gain, and what the investor or student will receive.
Doesn't this lower our growth rate? Isn't a project of 12 percent to 14 percent return
to society also worth doing? Shouldn't we lower taxes so that these projects will
be undertaken, and isn't this the only way to raise the real wage, according to the
"law of variable proportions?"

Answer. There is not a presumption of the same gap between social gain and private
return in the areas of investment in plant and equipment. It is not clear that the
net effect of business income taxation, with deductibility of interest payments, general
avoidance of taxation on capital gains, accelerated depreciation for tax purposes and
equipment tax credits, results in any governmental discouragement of business invest-
ment in plant and equipment. If anything, we may have brought about a situation
where there is too much investment in plant and equipment, that is the social return
is less than the private return.

There is a real question of how to calculate rates of return in regard to taxes.
To the extent that taxes are paying for services necessary to production, including
the production of human and physical capital, it may be quite incorrect to presume
that the return to capital should be calculated gross of taxes.

Question 5. The increase in Federal, State, and Local government spending from
21 percent of GNP in 1950 to 35 percent in 1975 must surely have some impact
on incentives in the private sector. As the tax bite rises, don't we discourage labor
from earning taxable income, and investors from investing at the same old rates of
return?

Then in a choice between stimulating demand with a spending increase and a tax
cut, shouldn't we be favoring tax cuts?

Answer. Increases in government spending and taxes cannot be divorced from their
nature. Much of the increase in "spending" is essentially and increase in transfer
payments involving social insurance. Insurance of any kind, whether public or private,
tends to dampen incentives. Wherever one is guaranteed an income in the event
of a certain contingency, the incentive to avoid that contingency is reduced.

There are some kinds of taxes that have more disincentive effects on earning income
than others. I object in particular to financing so great a proportion of social security
by the payroll tax, particularly a payroll tax on very young workers. This creates
an added burden among a group suffering very high unemployment and marginal
employability to employers looking for skilled, experienced workers.

The other side of the coin of government spending and taxation involves governmental
purchases of goods and services. These, unlike transfer payments, actually take the
resources from the private sector of the economy and hence leave less available for
private consumption and investment. Some forms of government purchases of goods
and services, such as for education, research and development and various categories
of public investment, may actually add to private rates of return. The great bulk
of Federal expenditures for goods and services are for military purposes. These clearly
do not add to private rates of return. It always strikes me as curious that many
who express the greatest concern for high Federal spending seem most opposed to
curbing what accounts for roughly two-thirds and often more of the total Federal
take of productive resources.

One cannot choose between a spending increase and a tax cut without specifying
the nature of the spending increase. If one is in favor of the B-I bomber and wants
to increase spending for that one presumably would favor it as against a tax cut.
If one is in favor of spending for training programs, employment services, aid to
education and other measures which might involve investment in human capital, one
might prefer spending for that. Conversely, those interested in stimulating demand
but opposed to the particular form of spending which may seem likely should prefer
a tax cut.
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CITIBANK,
New York, N.Y., July 13, 1976.

Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY: I have reviewed the Library of Congress report on
"Comparative Cost-Effectiveness of Alternative Investment Tax Incentives."

The results in favor of replacing the present system with an incremental investment
credit proposed by Senator Kennedy depend on the output of only one model-the
DRI macro model. The results will be sensitive as to the specification of the investment
equations used in the model.

My main objection to this type of analysis is that it considers only one type of
investment-investment in physical capital. It neglects investment in human capital
and technology, areas which contribute as much as physical capital to growth in income.

It is not clear that subsidizing only one type of capital investment will lead to
any long-term substantial increase in the total capital stock defined to include physical
as well as human capital and technology.

It is, of course, reasonable to assume that programs which seek to subsidize only
investments that would not otherwise have occurred will be more successful than
those programs that would seek to subsidize all investments. The rationale is that
it is unnecessary to subsidize capital investment that already benefits from high rates
of return and profitability. It is correct that available funds will be more effective
if concentrated on those decisions that are at the margin. The problem in this approach
is to identify those investments that are marginal. In this regard, a base-year approach
tends to penalize old firms at the expense of new firms and to encourage various
forms of subterfuge.

In conclusion, I remain skeptical about the long-term efficacy of using government
subsidies to stimulate capital investment generally. The best approach is to improve
the rate of return on capital by the elimination of those taxes and regulatory restraints
that now impede the efficiency of capital utilization and retard increases in rates
of return. An improvement in the rate of return would induce less consumption and
stimulate larger savings to the benefit of the entire capital stock.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Congressional study.

Sincerely yours,
LEIF H. OLSEN,

Senior Vice President and Economist.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS,
Washington, D.C., June 8, 1976.

Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In connection with your planned hearings on capital formation
needs in U.S. industry, I am pleased to be able to provide you with a resolution
on capital needs and national growth adopted by the Board of Direction of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) in San Diego on April 3 and 4.

It would be appreciated by the ASCE Board if this resolution could be considered
by the Committee and included in the hearing record. If ASCE can provide additional
information or assist in any way with the work of your committee we should be
pleased to attempt to do so.

Sincerely yours,
Louis L. MEIER,
Washington Counsel.

Enclosure:

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

RESOLUTION ON CAPITAL NEEDS AND NATIONAL GROWTH

In the decade 1955-64 about $760 billion was spent in the U.S. to provide the
structures, equipment and other capital goods demanded by the "American Way of
Life". This amount more than doubled in 1965-74 to $1.6 trillion. To restore the
historic real annual national growth rate of 4 percent in the next decade will require
a total capital commitment of $4.5 trillion, almost thrice the capital requirement in
the decade past!
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At present growth rates, the construction industry alone will require $1.9 trillion
in the next 10 years. Energy needs come to $900 billion, and agriculture will require
$400 billion.

An economically stable society, if it is to grow, must produce a profit in order
to provide the capital needed to finance new production capacity. Thus, the enormous
need for new capital in the period 1975-84 must be fulfilled entirely from ( I ) the
savings of the American people, and (2) the profits accruing from American business.

It is imperative that the importance, magnitude and complexity of this vital fiscal
resource be fully recognized by our national leadership, and that necessary measures
be implemented early enough to insure the capability of the national economy to
generate adequate capital to restore the nation's growth and prosperity. Failure to
take such measures will, at the least, result in erosion of our standard of living;
at worst the American system of free enterprise may be at stake. Therefore be it

Resolved: That the American Society of Civil Engineers, in advocacy of the public
interest, endorses the fundamental concept that "Capital is the cornerstone of increased
productivity, of higher real wages, of greater job opportunities, of a stronger competitive
position internationally, and of holding down the rate of inflation"; be it further

Resolved: That it shall be the policy of the Society to support the principle that
a real annual growth rate of 4 percent is a reasonable guideline, and that all segments
of the economy should unite in generating the capital required to maintain such growth;
be it further

Resolved: That the Society proposes the following recommendations with regard to
the attitudes and actions of the federal Administration and the Congress in order
to utilize fully the capital generation capacity of the American people and American
business:

1. Adoption and rigorous pursuance of federal policy to reduce government spending
at all levels to the end that balanced budgets will be restored and maintained; only
through reduction in government spending can private investment be increased as
a part of the gross national product.

2. Modification of federal tax and credit policies toward the aim of increasing the
cash flow to business and industry, which is the only way that real prosperity and
highest employment can be achieved. It is especially important that a supportive tax
policy be adopted to insure the continuing health of those industries that are basic
to the economy, such as energy, construction, agriculture, manufacturing for exports,
etc. Conversely, tax and credit policies which adversely affect private cash flow are
self-defeating, even though they may be politically popular.

3. Review and amendment of current welfare and related social programs as necessary
to insure that only those truly in need of such assistance are served, and that all
such programs are efficiently administered.

4. Enactment of legislation designed to encourage savings and capital investment,
such as the measure already proposed that would eliminate the present inequitable
and illogical "double taxation" of corporate income and corporate dividends. Exemption
of all or part of the present tax on interest from savings accounts would be similarly
beneficial.

5. Redefinition of environmental quality goals, to eliminate diversion of capital to
costly crash programs not justified by present or reasonably prospective environmental
conditions, with the establishment by competent specialists of rational environmental
standards to be achieved in a time frame that will enable both public and private
agencies to plan and execute sound environmental quality control projects.

6. Encouragement of environmental quality improvement expenditures without curtail-
ment of capital available for production capacity through legislation that would allow
depreciation of the full costs of environment protection facilities in the year in which
such costs are incurred.

7. Reduction of the substantial demands upon industry by government agencies for
repetitive and unnecessary data and reports, through coordination and evaluation of
the usefulness of such information.

8. Adoption of policy and enactment of legislation designed to encourage the invest-
ment of venture capital in areas in which there is a high priority need for new technolo-
gy, i.e., energy conservation and development, housing, railroad rehabilitation, agricul-
tural production, environmental protection, etc. Some tax exemption of investments
or of profits during the early years of such innovative ventures might provide the
desired incentive. Be it further

Resolved: That the American Society of Civil Engineers will extend its best efforts
toward enhancement of public awareness of the critical need for a national campaign
to develop capital formation, and toward the encouragement of government policies
that will enable the free market system to function in fuller accord with its potential.

Chairman HUMPHREY. The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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